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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

 

Landscape architecture, a design profession, is primarily concerned with place making. To 

understand, and reflect on landscape architectural practice, it is therefore, appropriate to 

research the ideas and approaches to the design of public places.  

 

The design of public place in Western Australia occurred in two distinct but overlapping 

phases. In the first phase from settlement in 1829 through to the early 1960s, individuals 

from a range of professional and amateur backgrounds conducted public place design. 

The second phase is defined in this thesis as commencing in 1956, with the appointment 

of John Oldham as State Government Landscape Architect. Although landscape architects 

have now been involved with public place design for over five decades, to date, there has 

been no critical discourse on the nature of this practice, leading to a perception that 

landscape architecture in Western Australia is non-reflective.  

 

The objective of this thesis is to establish the core narratives of landscape architecture in 

Western Australia through reviewing the ideas and approaches to public place design of a 

selection of Western Australia‟s key public landscapes. The research is presented in two 

sections: the first, a general review of the first phase of public place design, and the 

second, a more detailed review of public place design between the 1960s and 2003. The 

research reveals that in the first phase of public space design, five core design narratives 

evolved. Using these narratives as a framework a case study methodology is then used to 

determine how public place design ideas and approaches, such as a predilection for a 

picturesque aesthetic or the use of horticulture to reinforce a sense of national identity, 

were changed or reinforced as core narratives after the introduction of landscape 

architecture to the state. In so doing, it is possible to provide a qualified response to the 

perception that landscape architecture in Western Australia is non-reflective.  
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KEY TERMS 

KEY TERMS 

 

Adventure Playground: A playground type that emerged in the 1960s, based on 
the premise of children manipulating materials to create their own play space.  
 
Design syntax: The study of the rules that govern the formation and structure of a 
language. In design, this is applied to the study of the rules that inform the 
formation and structure of a typology. 
 
Design Typology:  The study of landscape types that have been classified 
according to structural features. 
 
Gardenesque style: The term coined by John Claudius Loudon in 1832 referring to 
the display of plants as attractive botanical specimens. 
 
Landscape Program: The term program is used in landscape architecture to 
describe the intended activity of a designed landscape, for example, a park may 
have a passive and active recreational program. 
 
Modernism: The term used to describe the early twentieth century approach to 
design based on functionalism and industrial manufacture. 
 
Native Plants: Native plants are flora of the nation, for example Australian native 
plants. Endemic plants are flora of the region for example plants of the Swan 
Coastal plain. 
 
Palusplain wetland: A permanently damp flat wetland characterised by the build up 
of peat. These wetlands leach acid sulphates into the water table if they become 
aerobic through drying out.  
 
Phenomenology: Originating in the work of Edmund Husserl, in landscape 
architecture this refers to direct experience of place by all senses.  
 
Picturesque: A style of landscape architecture originating in eighteenth century 
England based on the principles of landscape painting. 
  
Place: Space that has been designed for use and meaning. 
  
Romanticism: A term denoting the late eighteenth century style of literature, art 
and music which characterised feeling and emotion as modes of expression. 
 
Topophilia: Topophilia, an ideology that expands on phenomenology, suggests 
that the emotional ties people have with place are not so much bonds with place 
per se as with the values symbolized by place. 
 
Urban Design: Design concerned with the shaping and use of urban public 
spaces.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 

AHC   Australian Heritage Commission  

AILA   Australian Institute of Landscape Architects  

ASLA    American Society of Landscape Architects  

BGPA  Botanical Garden and Park Authority  

CPTED Crime Prevention through Environmental Design  

CWA  Country Women‟s Association  

DHW  Department of Housing and Works 

DNMP  Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan 

EPA   Environmental Protection Authority 
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PCFUDC Perth City Foreshore Urban Design Competition 

PMRPF Plan for the Metropolitan Region Perth and Fremantle  

PWD  Public Works Department  

RSL  Returned and Services League 

SAD  Survey Analysis Design 

WHC   World Heritage Convention 
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Introduction 
 

Traditionally, landscape architecture is the art of incorporating functional 

and aesthetic concerns within the peculiarities of a particular location, 

inherently marking the character and specifity of time and place. The task 

is always the distillation of unique and individual expressions of a place 

and their subsequent transformation into new forms. This approach takes 

into consideration the dynamism of both the natural and cultural worlds as 

the logical evolution of time, materials, spaces, structure, light, and colour.1 

 

This thesis is about the design ideas and approaches to place making. In 

particular, it is concerned with the professional design ideas and approaches 

expressed in the landscape architecture of public place in Western Australia.  

 

The impetus for this thesis evolved during my undergraduate studies in landscape 

architecture at the University of Western Australia. I became conscious over the 

four years of study that innovative landscape architecture always seemed to be in 

locations other than Western Australia. That is, designed landscapes in Western 

Australia were not regarded in professional discourse, nor critiqued in literature, as 

exemplars of public place design. Moreover, in contrast to the literature available 

on local planning and architecture, there appeared to be little, if any, critical 

reflection on Western Australia‟s professional landscape architectural activity.  

If there has been no critical reflection, nor any investigation of perceptions, how 

accurate then was the notion that local landscape architecture lacked innovation, 

indeed, was pejoratively, „boring‟. In addition, if local landscape architecture was 

                                                

1
Høyer S.A.B, „Things Take Time and Time Takes Things: The Danish Landscape‟, in J 

Corner (Ed), Recovering Landscape, Recovering Landscape: Essays in Contemporary 
Landscape Architecture, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1999, p.72. 
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„boring‟ why was this so? It became apparent that with no reflective body of work 

on the ideas and approaches to local landscape architecture, there was no way to 

test these perceptions. It was also evident, that a foundation of critical knowledge 

was essential to understand and provide qualified commentary on the professional 

landscape architecture of Western Australia. This then, was the imperative for this 

thesis. That is, this thesis maps the core narratives of landscape architecture in 

Western Australia as a foundation to reflecting on the body of professional 

landscape architectural activity in the state.  

 

A first history is an unwieldy creature. The researcher is faced with a vast array of 

data to decipher, much of which is interesting but not necessarily relevant to 

addressing the research aim. One of the first steps in determining the extent of the 

research was to define the era of professional landscape architectural activity.  

In Western Australia, the transformation of the natural landscape to a cultural 

landscape can be considered to have occurred in four distinct phases. The first 

phase occurred over a period of 40,000 to 60,000 years where the landscape was 

altered through the nomadic activities of Aboriginal people. The second major 

influence on the landscape occurred in the European post-settlement phase from 

1829 -19292, where British colonialism was introduced to the landscape. A third 

phase and ongoing phase can be identified as commencing in the 1930s, where 

there was a marked change in the approach to landscape development with the 

conscious implementation of planning models such as the Garden Suburbs of City 

Beach and Floreat Park, and later the Stephenson Hepburn Plan for Metropolitan 

                                                

2 Berry reports that Harold Boas suggested that there was little evidence of planning the 
landscape prior to 1929. C Berry, „Evolution of Local Planning‟, in D Hedgcock and O 
Yiftachel (Eds), Urban and Regional Planning in Western Australia,1992,p.19. 
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Regions Perth and Fremantle(PMRPF).3 The fourth phase, which is the primary 

focus of the thesis, commenced in 1956 with the appointment of John Oldham 

(1907-1999) as State Government Landscape Architect 4 thereby defining the 

introduction of professional landscape architecture in Western Australia.  

 

Since the appointment of Oldham, the extent of professional landscape architecture 

has grown considerably. In the first few decades, there were only a handful of 

individual practitioners. Today there are sixteen registered private landscape 

architecture practices and a range of other agencies such as State and Local 

Government Authorities and many professional planning and architectural practices 

engaged in some form of professional landscape architectural design. Despite the 

growth in professional activity, there was no body of critical literature describing and 

testing the ideas and approaches of the various practitioners over the five decades of 

professional activity. The research approach for this thesis, thus relied on drawing 

information from a variety of primary and secondary sources the most significant of 

which were, interviews with landscape architects where possible, site visits to 

professionally designed landscapes and archival material such as design briefs, sketch 

designs and letters and notes.    

 

The research was initially broad and considered landscapes such as the 1950s 

suburban development of Koongamia, designed by planner Margaret Feilman and 

involving John Oldham ostensibly as landscape architect. Research determined 

                                                

3 Stephenson G., and Hepburn J.A., Plan for the Metropolitan Region Perth and Fremantle, 
Western Australia, 1955, Government Printing Office Perth, W.A., 1955. 

4
 Richards O., Theoretical framework for designed landscapes in Western Australia: Final 

Report, Australian Heritage Commission, Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, A.C.T, 
Heritage Council of W.A, East Perth, W.A, 1997, p.12.  
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that the level of Oldham‟s involvement was limited to determining tree species and 

as such while interesting, the information was not significant. Early research 

included a review of residential landscapes; however, it quickly became apparent 

that there was no significant body of professionally designed residential 

landscapes in Western Australia. The work of one of Western Australia‟s early 

landscape architects, Marion Blackwell, was also considered, however due to 

difficulties in accessing an interview, this was avenue of research was not pursued 

and remains a key body of work to be undertaken. Ultimately, the availability of 

primary and secondary research material helped define the parameters of the 

thesis as one that was not so much about individual practice or a particular type of 

landscape architecture, but rather the landscape architecture of a range of public 

places by a range of authors over a period of fifty years.  

 

Having established a period of activity to be researched and the context of the 

research, there was a sense that a theory should be developed or a hypothesis 

tested, however, with no theory of practice established, such an approach seemed 

premature. Notwithstanding a lack of formal evaluation, the suggestion that 

professional place making in Western Australia was non-reflexive, provided the 

basis for the start of an investigation. Underpinning this suggestion was a 

perception that naturalism, expressed as a pastoral or picturesque style, persisted 

as a default approach to the design of public place. This perception, which 

contributed to the broader notions that Western Australian landscape architecture 

lacked innovation and reflexivity, provided specific place making approaches that 

could be identified, tested and ultimately analysed.  

 

There was also a perception that Western Australian place making relies on 

horticulture rather than form to create a sense of place. Further, that such design 
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was governed by an ethical imperative to create place with native and/or 

indigenous plant material.5 By uncovering the key ideas and approaches to 

professional place making, these assumptions could be tested, refuted, proven or 

at the very least, qualified. The aim of this thesis therefore, is to establish an 

understanding of the core narratives of landscape architectural design in Western 

Australia. At a minimum, this investigation supports a reflexive mode of local 

professional landscape architectural practice and more broadly, challenges the 

suggestion of landscape historian John Dixon Hunt, who stated:  

 

One of the most striking aspects of modern landscape architecture is its 

ignorance of history.6 

 

The primary research aim is thus:  

To establish an understanding of the core narratives of landscape architecture in 

Western Australia‟s key public landscapes. 

 

In order to address this aim, the following questions are asked:  

What design ideas and approaches have informed the design of public landscapes 

in Western Australia? Have these changed? If yes, what has influenced these 

changes? Is there a variety of ideas and approaches, or a dominate one? Finally, 

is the perception of landscape architecture design in Western Australia having a 

non-reflexive mode of practice, justified?   

Methodology 

                                                

5 The inaugural conference of the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects, held at 
Melbourne University in 1969, included speakers such as George Seddon, „The Quality of 
Our Landscape‟,pp.9-13, and Alistair Knox and Bruce Mackenzie, „The Indigenous 
Environment‟,pp.39-47, all of whom strongly advocated the use of Australian native plants 
in preference to exotic plants. The Landscape Architect and the Australian Environment, 
Proceedings of the conference conducted by Australian Institute of landscape Architects, 
AILA, Canberra,1969.  

6 Dixon Hunt J., „Modern Landscape Architecture and its Past‟, in Treib M(Ed),Modern 
Landscape Architecture: A Critical Review,1993,p.134. 
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In the quote heading for this chapter Høyer states: 

 

Traditionally, landscape architecture is the art of incorporating functional 

and aesthetic concerns within the peculiarities of a particular location, 

inherently marking the character and specifity of time and place.7 

 

Høyer refers to the art of marking a place through the activity of landscape 

architecture. Historically, designed place making was an activity confined to the 

powerful and wealthy. However, since the establishment of the first public park at 

Birkenhead, England in 1847,8 designed place making has been concerned with 

public place. The design of public place includes a broad spectrum of landscape 

architectural activity such as master planning, conservation, rehabilitation, and an 

equally broad range of landscape typologies such as parks, transport 

infrastructure, memorials, playgrounds, suburbs, towns, and foreshores. Given the 

breadth of design activity associated with creating public place it was felt that 

reviewing the design ideas and approaches to public place design in Western 

Australia would provide a sufficiently robust first history of the core narratives of 

Western Australian landscape architecture.  

 

This thesis builds on the research of Oline Richards, 'Theoretical Framework for 

Designed Landscapes in Western Australia.9 Richards‟s work, which formed part 

of a nationwide study for The Oxford Companion to Australian Gardens, provides 

an overview of amateur and professional design activity in Western Australia from 

pre- European settlement to 1996. The study is descriptive rather than analytical 

                                                

7
 Høyer S.A.B.,1999, p. 72. 

8 Rogers E.B., Landscape Design, A Cultural and Architectural History, Harry N Abrams, 
New York, 2001, p. 323. 

9
 Richards O., 1997. 
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and as Richards notes, the limited availability of detailed fieldwork material and 

archival material hampered the capacity of the report to provide theoretical 

findings.10 Through an analysis of professionally designed public places, this thesis 

addresses that gap in knowledge by providing an analytical basis to the history of 

designed landscapes in Western Australia. 

 

The thesis uses a case study methodology to determine the core narratives of the 

landscape architecture of public place in Western Australia. Due to the broad 

nature of this first history, the thesis focuses on landscape typology rather than 

landscape practice or individual designers as a framework for in-case and cross-

case interpretation. Five different public landscape typologies are reviewed 

including: freeway parks; suburbs; playgrounds; foreshores and memorials. 

 

Given the five decades of professional landscape architectural activity, one of the 

key tasks was to establish criteria to determine which public place designs form a 

representative sample of design practice. To ensure that possible changes to the 

nature of design ideas and approaches over the duration of professional design 

activity were considered, the case studies were selected from projects 

implemented between 1956 and 2006. The case studies are representative of a 

range of public place typologies and a range of authors, thus guaranteeing a 

sufficiently broad sample of public place designs from which to draw conclusions. 

As a final measure of selection, each public place design selected has been 

recognised as a design exemplar, either through industry or professional award or 

                                                

10 Richards O.,1997, p.1.  
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by virtue of being a foundational design nationally or internationally. Based on the 

above criteria, five public place design projects were selected as case studies.  

 

The Freeway Interchange Park (1956-1973), now known as the John Oldham 

Park,11 is the first case study considered. Designed by Lord William Holford and 

John Oldham, the state‟s first landscape architect, the Freeway Interchange Park 

was the first freeway park designed locally, nationally and internationally. This 

case study establishes a benchmark in the register of the Western Australian 

landscape architectural narrative, providing some insight into the climate in which 

of the use of a picturesque style was perpetuated. Importantly, this case study also 

acknowledges, for the first time, the significant contribution of British architect and 

planner Lord William Holford in establishing the design principles of the Freeway 

Interchange Park.  

 

The suburban landscape case study includes the public landscapes of Kambalda 

East (1960) and the Ellenbrook suburban development (1991- 2010). Kambalda 

East, designed by another of Western Australia‟s early landscape architects, Lady 

Brodie Hall, (Jean Verscheur) provides an example of an urban mining town 

typology. More importantly, the case study reviews Verscheur‟s naturalistic design 

approach which embodied the design manifesto articulated by George Seddon, 

                                                

11 The Freeway Interchange Park, now known as the John Oldham Park, forms part of the 
Narrows Bridge and Freeway Interchange landscape. The history of this project is 
protracted and complex with construction of the bridge landscape commencing in 1957, 
the interchange landscape commencing around 1964 and the whole project being 
completed by 1973. The Narrows Interchange, Main Roads Department of Western 
Australia, 1973, p.9. 
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one of the few Western Australians to contribute to the literature on approaches to 

landscape design in general and Western Australia in particular.12   

 

Equally significant from a local perspective, is the landscape architecture of the 

suburban development of Ellenbrook. This project, authored by a range of 

landscape architects and planners, has been recognised locally and nationally for 

innovative suburban development.13 Ostensibly designed on the premise of 

creating a „sense of place‟, the analysis in this case study suggests that the 

appropriation of the term „sense of place‟, as a marketing device, led to the design 

of themed landscapes rather than place making.  

 

The third project, Synergy Parkland (2004),14 a refurbishment of Kings Park‟s 

Lakeside Parkland and Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground (1960s), received a 

National Commendation Award from the Australian Institute of Landscape 

Architecture (AILA) in 2004. Designed by a local landscape architecture firm, Plan 

E, around the themes of biodiversity and power, the project, was also influenced 

by the design imperatives of corporate sponsorship, safety, and heritage. The 

location of this project within the historical picturesque landscape of Kings Park 

provided an opportunity to review whether the design imperatives had been 

                                                

12 See, Seddon G., „The Quality of Our Landscape‟, The Landscape Architect and the 
Australian Environment, Proceedings of the conference conducted by Australian Institute 
of landscape Architects AILA, The University of Melbourne 1969, Canberra, 1970; Seddon 
G., Sense of Place: A Response to an Environment, the Swan Coastal Plain Western 
Australia, University of Western Australia Press, Nedlands, W.A., 1972; Seddon, G., „The 
Genius Loci‟, Landscape Australia, 2/1979, and Correy A., „Ephemeral Landscapes‟, 
Landscape Australia, 2/1979. 

13 Ellenbrook, All The Pieces Are In Place. 
http://www.lwppropertygroup.com.au/Documents/Developments/ellenbrook/corporate 
Brochure.pdf. Accessed June 2010, p. 11. 

14 Synergy Parkland, 2004, designed by Western Australian landscape architects, Plan E. 

http://www.lwppropertygroup.com.au/Documents/Developments/ellenbrook/corporate%20Brochure.pdf
http://www.lwppropertygroup.com.au/Documents/Developments/ellenbrook/corporate%20Brochure.pdf
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interpreted to provide new design ideas and approaches, or whether the pre-

existing narratives of the picturesque and naturalism persisted. Interestingly, 

corporate sponsorship, rather than heritage, had the most significant impact on 

place making in this case study.  

 

The fourth project, the Point Fraser Demonstration Wetland (2003-2004),15 an 

urban wetland, is an award-winning project, designed by a local environmental 

design firm, Syrinx. The genesis of this project lies in the desire to reconnect the 

Perth City with the Swan River after the link was severed with the introduction of 

Riverside Drive in the 1930s.16 In the early 1990s an international design ideas 

competition, the Perth Foreshore Urban Design Competition (1991)17 was 

conducted in an attempt to resolve the issue of disconnection. Although the 

competition project was unrealised, a renewed focus on the waterfront proved to 

be the catalyst for the Point Fraser Demonstration Wetland (2003-2004).18 A new 

approach to naturalism and environmentalism, evidenced in this project, marked a 

significant change in design ideas and approaches to place making in Western 

Australia, suggesting that some of the perceptions of Western Australian 

landscape architecture, mentioned above, could be challenged.   

                                                

15 The Point Fraser Project received the 2004 WA Case Earth Awards for Environmental 
Excellence and has recently been listed by (AILA) as a case study for the Institute‟s 
National Climate Change Project. Western Australia Projects and Sites, AILA Projects 
Pages http://www.aila.org.au/projects/wa/Syrinx-fraser/default.htm. Accessed June 2010. 

16 Stephenson G., The Design of Central Perth, UWA Press, Nedlands,1975, p. 8. 

17 The Perth Foreshore Urban Design Competition, was won by international 
entrant,Carr,Lynch,Hack and Sandell of Massachusetts,USA. The competition process and 
outcome received considerable local opposition, which together with a change of 
government, saw the project shelved.   

18 The Point Fraser Project received the 2004 WA Case Earth Awards for Environmental 
Excellence and has recently been listed by (AILA) as a case study for the Institute‟s 
National Climate Change Project. Western Australia Projects and Sites, AILA Projects 
Pages http://www.aila.org.au/projects/wa/Syrinx-fraser/default.htm. Accessed June 2010. 

http://www.aila.org.au/projects/wa/Syrinx-fraser/default.htm
http://www.aila.org.au/projects/wa/Syrinx-fraser/default.htm
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The fifth project, The Bali Memorial (2002), commissioned by the Western 

Australian Government in response to the terrorist bombing in Bali is the final case 

study. Designed by Donaldson and Warne Architects, the Bali Memorial received 

the Royal Australian Institute of Architects WA Chapter  Civic Design Award in 

2005.19 Located in the state‟s premier civic landscape, Kings Park and Botanic 

Gardens, the memorial is one of a suite of memorials designed for the park since 

its inception. The early memorials in the park are overtly imperialistic, nationalistic, 

and/or naturalistic. The Bali Memorial, commissioned from a limited invitation 

design competition, had according to the jury citation, encapsulated a 

quintessential Australian memory and identity. While this project was also 

constrained by the heritage context of Kings Park, a picturesque setting and 

conservative stakeholders, the designers brought new forms to the interpretation 

of a sense of place, thus providing evidence that the perceptions of a default 

naturalism could be challenged.   

 

This thesis is an empirical study using a framework of landscape typology to 

analyse the design ideas and approaches used in the landscape architecture of 

Western Australia‟s key public landscapes. The data collection includes empirical 

data (plans, photographs, published works, newspaper reports, explicit theory and 

site visits), phenomenological data (personal and observed site interaction), and 

interpretative data (interviews, implicit theory, narrative tropes). As this research is 

focused on design activity, the data reflects key threads of design ideas and 

approaches including design process, design ideology and design style.  

                                                

19
 http://www.architecture.com.au/awards. Accessed June 2010. 

http://www.architecture.com.au/awards
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The thesis comprises five chapters. Chapter 1 is used to introduce the topic and 

describe the research method. In Chapter 2 the literature review provides an 

overview of the few texts that provided insights into landscape architecture in 

Western Australia. The thesis data is recorded in two sections, the first a broad 

descriptive background in Chapter 3, and the second a detailed series of case 

studies of landscape architecture of Western Australia‟s key public landscapes in 

Chapter 4. The concluding chapter, Chapter 5, through an analysis of the data, 

provides a map of the core narratives of Western Australian landscape 

architecture. 
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Figure 2 Edna Walling, 
http://www.allenandunwin.com/default. 
Accessed October 2009. Constructed 
image by Helen Whitbread, 2009.                                                                   

CHAPTER TWO  
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http://www.allenandunwin.com/default
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CHAPTER TWO 

Introduction 

There is only a limited body of literature pertaining to landscape architecture in 

Western Australia, hence the importance of this thesis. Notwithstanding this 

restriction, locating Western Australian landscape architecture in a national and 

international context of design ideas and approaches is an important step in 

developing an understanding of the local core design narratives. The following 

literature review briefly outlines a selected commentary on public place design, 

before focussing on the few key texts pertaining to Western Australian landscape 

architecture. Literature particular to place making in the landscape typologies of 

freeway parks, suburbs, urban wetlands, playgrounds, and memorials is 

embedded within the case studies covered in Chapter 4. 

 

Place Design  

This thesis reviews the way in which landscape architects have created place in 

Western Australia. It is therefore, useful to briefly review the history of the idea of 

place design, and then review literature that has articulated ideas on place design, 

generally, and in Western Australia, specifically.   

 

The idea of place design had its genesis the Greek daimon and the Roman „genius 

loci’20 both of which are concerned with the way in which the natural landscape was 

recognised as place. The Greek daimon as described by Norberg–Schulz, refers to 

the way in which the Greeks anthropomorphised the landscape. According to 

Norberg–Schulz, the natural-ordered, variety, clarity and scale - of the Greek 

                                                

20 Norberg–Schulz C., Genius Loci, Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture,1980, p. 18.  
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landscape is such that the human is neither engulfed nor adrift in Greece. This innate 

intelligibility of place generated the Greek perception of the character of place, which 

in turn led to an expression of the sacred character of landscape.21 Thus, fertile 

places were dedicated to the deities Demeter and Hera while places that represented 

a rounded view, such as mountaintops, were dedicated to Zeus and groves bounded 

by water were dedicated to Artemis.22   

 

The Roman term „genius loci’ whilst similar to the Greek „daimon’ is a universal and 

as such, more enduring concept. Referring to essence, the genius or guardian spirit 

of place was believed to give life to gods, people, and places. The term has retained 

currency throughout the centuries being used by various theorists to argue for 

particular approaches to the design of landscape.   

 

Genius of the place or „genius loci‟, formed part of English poet Alexander Pope‟s 

advice in his poem An Epistle to Lord Burlington:  

 

 In all, let Nature never be forgot, consult the genius of the place in all.23  

 

Penned in 1731, as a caution against a penchant for the rational geometric 

gardens of the Renaissance and Baroque, Pope was advocating that gardens be 

of a more natural English style of landscape design.24 Several centuries later, 

landscape architect historian and academic John Dixon Hunt again raised the 

                                                

21 Norberg–Schulz C.,1980, pp. 28-29. 

22 Norberg–Schulz C., 1980,pp. 28-29. 

23 Pope A., An Epistle To The Right Honourable Richard Earl of Burlington, 
December,1731. 

24 Weilacher U., Between Landscape Architecture and Land Art, 1999, pp. 9-10. 
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need to consult the genius loci as a measure against an overwhelming preference 

for the „natural landscape‟. Dixon Hunt noted: 

 

… the point is that landscape architecture, locked into a false 

historiography, is unable to understand the principles of its own practice as 

an art of place making.25 

 

Dixon Hunt‟s notion of false historiography refers to the loss of the idea of garden 

as representation, due to persistence with a „natural‟ English landscape garden 

style which was first popularised in the eighteenth century by Lancelot „Capability‟ 

Brown and Horace Walpole.26 Dixon Hunt argues for a new historiography that 

involves representing forms and motifs from other natures, which he refers to as 

second and third natures such as geography, culture, and site specifity.27 In 

essence, Dixon Hunt is qualifying Alexander Pope‟s advice, while expanding the 

idea of „genius loci’ beyond a seen nature to a theoretical nature. Dixon Hunt‟s 

text, published in 2000, suggests that the intimation of a lack of reflexive design in 

landscape architecture was broadly manifest and not confined to Western 

Australia.  

 

Writing thirty years prior to Dixon Hunt, George Seddon, a Western Australian 

academic, called on landscape architects to heed the „arcadian quality‟ of the 

landscape, in a paper presented at the first Australian Institute of Landscape 

Architects Conference, held in 1969. Seddon sought to differentiate between a 

                                                

25 Dixon Hunt J., Greater Perfections: the Practice of Garden Theory, Thames and Hudson, 
London, 2000, p. 207. 

26 Dixon Hunt J., 2000, p. 208.  

27 Dixon Hunt J., 2000, p. 236. 
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transformative and Arcadian approach to landscape design, defining the former as 

an approach where: 

 

…you pick up a whole landscape by the scruff of its neck and put it 

somewhere else. 28 

 

And in addition, describing the latter as an: 

 

…. approach where man‟s intrusion in the environment is concealed, in 

which the first step is the study of the genius loci - the genius of the place- 

in which an attempt is made to understand the geology, the land form, the 

rock colour, the tonal range of the indigenous vegetation and to work from 

that. So that‟s what I mean by this term – Arcadian.29  

 

Seddon expanded on his notion of an Arcadian approach ten years later in his 

design manifesto The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape, in which he 

proposed a seven-step method to designing the landscape: 

 

1. Understand the geology, and display it where you can. 

2. Study the landform, and build in sympathy with it, if possible.  

3. Study the soil.  

4. Interfere as little as possible with the natural hydrology. 

5. Study the natural vegetation, and the existing vegetation. 

6. Respect the cultural landscape. 

7. Analyse the genius loci of our landscapes, and celebrate them. 30 

 

                                                

28 Seddon G., 1969, p. 14. 

29 Seddon G., 1969, p. 15. 

30 Seddon G., The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape, Centre for Environmental 
Studies, University of Melbourne, 
http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm. Accessed June 2010, 
Originally published in Landscape Australia, 2/1979. 

http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm
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Seddon‟s transformative landscapes are similar to Hunt‟s false historiography 

landscapes in that they both refer to the non-reflexive use of the pastoral or 

English landscape style of landscape design that came from the eighteenth 

century English Romantic era. Seddon is however advocating a methodology of 

design which if used uncritically would be equally become non-reflexive. 

 

Bruce Mackenzie another presenter at the inaugural Australian Institute of 

Landscape Architects conference, also suggested that the essence of Australian 

landscape design was to be found in the natural landscape. Proposing an 

Australian design ethos Mackenzie claimed that despite the advances in the 

profession since the early 1970s, that:  

 

The one outstanding feature still required is the need for designers as a 

body to accept the totality of the principle that the only design ethos for 

landscape practice is one which is based on Australian landforms, soils 

and flora.31 

 

Here Mackenzie, accords with Seddon, limiting Australian landscape architecture 

to a naturalistic approach, and effectively reducing design approach to one idea.  

 

Catherin Bull‟s 2002 publication New Conversations with an Old Landscape32, 

reflects on a range of Australian landscape architectural projects that foreground a 

design response to the natural landscape. Bull contends that as environmental 

concerns in general emerged, Australian landscape architects began to respond 

                                                

31 
Mackenzie B., „An Australian Landscape Design Ethos‟, Landscape Australia, 2/1996, 

pp. 123-132. 

32 
Bull C., New Conversations with an Old Landscape, Images Publishing Group, 2002. 
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more directly to the natural landscape rather than persisting with preconceived 

design solutions.33  

 

While Bull‟s survey primarily focuses on eastern states projects, three Western 

Australian projects, Mandurah Quays by Blackwell, Kambalda East34 by Jean 

Verschuer and the Narrows Freeway Interchange landscape by John Oldham are 

reviewed, although not in detail, or context. The Mandurah Quays project is, 

according to Bull, sustainable due to the retention of remnant trees. A more 

rigorous investigation may have questioned the broader sustainability of canal 

residential developments and in the case of Mandurah Quays the impact of this 

project on the existing natural and cultural landscape.35 Bull‟s text does not explore 

in any detail or context, the place making ideas and approaches employed in the 

Kambalda East landscape or the Oldham Narrows Freeway Interchange 

landscape, or question whether any of these projects were reflective. As noted by 

Julian Raxworthy, Bull‟s text suggests that there is an inherent trajectory or 

intention within the discipline, however that there is a rich body of work dealing 

with cosmopolitan and diverse sites that is not considered by Bull.36 Thus while 

making a valuable contribution to the comprehension of the scope of projects 

undertaken by landscape architects over a period of years, the text reinforces a 

singular approach to place making by not engaging in critical discourse.  

                                                

33
 Bull C., 2002, p. 16.  

34 
(erroneously named by Bull as Kambalda West) 

35
 Appleyard S., Proof of Evidence, Effects of canal construction on geochemistry, 

Proposed Lauderdale Quay Development, Draft Integrated Impact Statement, Resource 
Planning and Development Commission Hearing: June – July 2009. 
http://www.justice.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/123380/Steve_Appleyard_-
_Geochemistry_Proof_of_Evidence_SRB.pdf. Accessed July 2010.  

36 Raxworthy J., ‟Talking Landscapes‟, Architecture Australia, 2003,pp. 29-30. 
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While Bull, Seddon, and Mackenzie, position Australia‟s natural landscape as an 

imperative in Australian landscape architecture, others review historical influences 

such as the significance of the picturesque in formalising the Australian landscape. 

In England, picturesque landscapes were the provenance of the educated and the 

wealthy having as Harriet Edquist points out, „an almost unmediated relationship to 

capitalism‟ 37,in that they were a direct result of the Enclosure Act which enabled 

the ruling elite to transform the landscape into a picturesque expression of pastoral 

and hunting activity. As the British industrial revolution,unfolded,pastoral, and 

picturesque landscapes were used to perpetuate the myth of an idyllic rural culture 

while in reality thousands of people were displaced into festering urban slums.  

 

Russo and Schmidt describe how Captain James Stirling‟s (1791-1865) early 

description of the picturesque qualities of the landscape relocated the myth of an 

idyllic rural setting to the new colonial landscape. Captain James Stirling, the 

founder of the Swan River settlement of Western Australia, described the 

landscape thus: 

 

The banks became extremely beautiful and picturesque. Their beauty is 

adorned by the loft trees, which occasionally adorn them and by the bright 

green pendulous foliage with which the shrubs are covered. 38   

  

Using the semiotics of the exported picturesque and pastoral style Stirling 

effectively reinforced the perception of the new settlers as the new ruling elite.  

                                                

37 Edquist H., „Culture and the Landscape of Colonisation‟, in Edquist H., and Bird V(Eds), 
The Culture of Landscape Architecture, Edge Publishing, Melbourne, 1994,p. 43. 

38 G Russo and H Schmidt, Swan River Mania, A Colonial History of Western Australia, 
Lynwood Enterprises, Perth, W.A.,1987,p. 32.   
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Carter supports this concept in The Road to Botany Bay, where he explores the 

use of the picturesque not so much as the traditional English tourist with a Claude 

glass, but as a device used by new settlers to assimilate a foreign landscape.39 

Thus within the context of both the early settlers‟ need for assimilation and the 

desire to express status, there is some logic to the introduction and subsequent 

persistent use of a picturesque style in the Western Australian landscape. 

 

The picturesque style of landscape did more than contribute to an imported „sense 

of place‟. A philosophy of the Romantic era, the idea of the picturesque positioned 

landscape as a thing to be admired and observed. As noted by Pregill and 

Volkman, the scientific rationalist aspects of Romanticism rose out of the scientific 

activity of the enlightenment era whereby the perception of landscape changed 

through the introduction of observation of natural phenomena and the concomitant 

development of theory to explain these observations.40  Essentially landscape 

became objectified. This objectification led to an appreciation of landscape as 

scene and a translation of the seventeenth century picturesque landscape painting 

genre into the third dimension.41. 

 

Objectification was amplified by the use of perspective as a picturing device. 

Cosgrove explains that the use of perspective in the construction of landscape 

                                                

39 Carter P., The Road to Botany Bay, An Essay In Spatial History, Faber and Faber, 
London, 1987.p. 243. 

40 Pregill P. and Volkman N., Landscapes in History, Design and Planning in the Eastern 
and Western Traditions (2nd Ed), John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1999, p. 234. 

41 A genre of painting introduced by French painters such as Claude Lorrain (1594-1665) 
and Nicolas Poussin (1600-1682). 
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paintings, and later physical landscapes, structured scenes such that the 

components of the view were directed to the spectator thereby placing the 

spectator out of the scene therefore, allowing them to own the view.42  Thus, as 

purveyor of „scene‟, there is not only an objectification of landscape, but also, by 

virtue of privileging the view, a constructed sense of ownership.   

 

George Seddon43  and Hannah Lewi both critically review the significance of the 

view from Mount Eliza on the development of a sense of place. Lewi points out 

that Seddon maintains a sense of the picturesque in his description of changes to 

the Perth landscape:  

 

Seen from the Melville Water, the traditional entry to Perth, Mt. Eliza is a 

long curving ridge dark with native bush. It had always seemed to brood 

over the town like a great friendly whale rising above the Swan. But the 

whale was then put between bars at each end. Visually Kings Park is now 

contained between dominant verticals although the whale is older and 

more enduring than its cage and may outlast it.44  

 

Lewi criticises Seddon‟s complicity in perpetuating naturalistic interpretations of 

the view from the summit, noting that Seddon‟s description of Mount Eliza 

insinuates a primacy of the natural landscape over the constructed landscape:  

 

…accounts have tended to treat analysis of the colonial setting in overly 

naturalised and non-constructive terms. Within this 'natural attitude‟, the 

                                                

42 Cosgrove D.E., Social Formation and Symbolic Landscape, University of Wisconsin 
Press Madison, Wisconsin,1998, p. 27. 

43 Seddon G. and Ravine D., A City and Its Setting: Images of Perth, Western Australia, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, Fremantle, WA, 1986. 

44 Lewi H., Post Terra Nullius: The Remaking of Antipodean Place, UWA Thesis, 1999, p. 
129. 
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language of modern architecture has often been cast as an unnatural 

intrusion.45 

  

Further, she argues that the consistent picturesque framing of Perth by settlers 

assisted in reconstructing and validating terra nullius and therefore, the right to 

settle. According to Lewi: 

… the colonial envisaging of persuasive and pleasing, pastoral and 

Arcadian scenes in the style of the familiar, English picturesque mode was 

particularly important in the privately initiated, free settler colony.46 

 

Lewi illustrates how early settlers used the promontory of Mount Eliza, which 

overlooks the town, now City, of Perth to reconcile the unfamiliar by constructing 

familiar narratives about the scene before them. Thus while the newcomers did not 

necessarily engage in physically constructing place, place making nevertheless 

occurred through appropriation by narrative. Significantly, three of the five projects 

reviewed in the case studies, the Freeway Interchange, the Bali Memorial and the 

Point Fraser Demonstration Wetland, are located within the view-shed of Mount 

Eliza.    

 

Acknowledging Lewi‟s critique of Seddon‟s approach, it is nevertheless important 

to recognise that Seddon understood and appreciated the powerful role that the 

existing landscape played in place design in the City of Perth. Seddon and 

Ravine‟s text, A City in its Setting47, traces the evolution of the city as it developed 

from a settlement camp into a colonial town and then city, from vantage point of 

Mount Eliza. Drawing our attention to the importance of the view from Mount Eliza, 

                                                

45 Lewi H.,1999, p. 128. 

46 Lewi H.,1999, p. 127. 

47 Seddon G., and Ravine D .,1986. 
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Seddon describes a persistent design idea, the picturesque, that underpinned the 

cultural landscape of Perth. Equally, although not explicitly discussed, Seddon et 

al point out through the history of the changes to the landscape, such as the loss 

of the intimacy and human scale of the city as Perth became modernised in the 

1960s, a characteristic approach of non-reflective design.48   

 

Another of Seddon‟s key texts, Sense of Place, A Response to an Environment,49 

published during the formative years of establishing landscape architecture in 

Western Australia, almost certainly had a profound influence on the profession and 

the ideas and approaches to place making.50 In a comprehensive analysis of the 

geomorphology of the Western Australian Swan Coastal Plain, Seddon 

persuasively postulated a naturalistic approach to landscape design. As described 

by Seddon himself, the emphasis of this book was to set a context for 

environmental design.51 While Seddon‟s influence on landscape architecture is yet 

be fully researched and qualified, his active engagement in landscape architectural 

discourse through AILA and through his extensive publications was undoubtedly 

influential in framing the core narratives of Western Australian landscape 

architecture. This conjecture is borne out by Saniga who notes the pivotal role 

Seddon played in professionalising landscape architecture through his scientific 

and academic background.52  

 

                                                

48 Seddon G., and Ravine D.,1986, pp. 260-272. 

49 Seddon G.,1972.  

50 Saniga A., An Uneasy Profession: Defining the Landscape Architect in Australia 1912-
1972. Thesis (PhD) The University of Melbourne, 2004, p. 232. 

51 Seddon G., 1972. p. xv.  

52 Saniga A., 2004, p. 232 
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Of a more general nature, the most comprehensive Western Australian landscape 

design study published thus far, is Oline Richards Theoretical Framework for 

Designed Landscapes in Western Australia Final Report April 1997.53 The aim of 

Richards‟ study was to outline the history of Western Australian landscape design 

since settlement in 1829 through an investigation of natural and cultural 

influences. Richards‟ report is a useful and significant background document 

providing a broad catalogue of designed landscapes in Western Australia up until 

the late 1990‟s. Richards, does not however document in any designs in detail nor 

offer a critical commentary on landscape design. Commissioned by the Australian 

Heritage Commission, the report was in Richards‟ own view insufficiently 

developed to supply convincing conclusions or theoretical propositions about 

designed landscapes in Western Australia.54   

 

The literature above suggests that the narratives of the picturesque and naturalism 

persistently underpin place making in Western Australia. Seddon‟s „sense of place 

„manifesto, is contradicted by his privileging of a picturesque narrative. He implies 

that Australian place making design can be authenticated by the use of an 

Australian aesthetic of local plants, and land forms, however these should retain 

the form of „a natural picture‟. Bull also contends that designers can and have 

played a critical role in allowing the natural landscape to be central to place 

making. This thesis takes up these points, questioning the use of naturalism as a 

design approach to place making. Is such an approach merely an extension of the 

colonial picturesque in that it attempts to assimilate, albeit through an Australian 

                                                

53 Richards O.,1997. 

54 Richards O.,1997, p. 1.  
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landscape narrative? That is, is landscape design being used as a device to 

acquaint Australians with the larger alien ancient and at times hostile Australian 

landscape through a palatable colonial picturesque form, or is there evidence of a 

distillation of the Australian landscape and a subsequent transformation of the 

same into new forms? Moreover, what has the extant literature missed? Are there 

other narratives that have informed Western Australian landscape architecture?   
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Figure 3. Narrows Bridge, Source: 
blog.thelordsresidence.com/tag/narr
ows-bridge. Accessed October 
2009. Constructed image by Helen 
Whitbread, 2009. 

http://blog.thelordsresidence.com/tag/narrows-bridge
http://blog.thelordsresidence.com/tag/narrows-bridge
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CHAPTER THREE 

Introduction  

On 3 February 1829, Lieutenant Governor James Stirling received instructions 

from Sir George Murray of the British Government on the manner in which the 

colony of Western Australia was to be divided. These instructions, which were 

identical to those supplied to governor of New South Wales, determined that the 

territory was to be divided into counties, hundreds, townships and sections. Each 

township was to have twenty-five sections and the boundaries of these were to 

adhere to cardinal points of north to south and east to west to ensure that each 

section would have an exact area of one square mile. (Fig. 6,p.49) 55  Some fifty 

years later, John Forrest, the then premier of the colony proclaimed 408 hectares 

of reserve land as a public park for the city. By 1930, garden suburb planning was 

introduced to Western Australia and twenty years later the principles of this pattern 

were expanded by Englishman Gordon Stephenson in the regional plan for 

metropolitan Perth. These three broad landscape categories; town, park, and 

suburb, were the dominant designed landscapes inscribed in Western Australia 

from settlement in 1828 through to 195656 at which time the profession of 

landscape architecture was introduced to the state. In addition, as would be 

expected, the inception and evolution of these landscape categories over one 

hundred and thirty years have generated a series of dominant themes that have 

influenced subsequent landscape design.   

 

                                                

55 Poole M., „Town Planning‟, in Pitt Morison M. and White J. (Eds), Western Towns and 
Buildings, UWA Press, Nedlands, W.A. 1979, pp. 220-231. 

56 Note, while 1956 is the year of the appointment of the first professional landscape 
architect, the projects considered in this section include projects implemented by non-
professional designers up until the 1960‟s.  
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Using a landscape typology framework, this chapter establishes the dominant 

themes of place making in Western Australia by exploring three elements of 

design: design making (process), design meaning (ideology), and design 

representation (language). It is if you will, akin to an archaeological dig of 

landscape design implemented between settlement and the 1960s. By peeling 

back the layers of the pre 1960s designed landscape, a „background terrain‟ of 

themes will be developed as a basis for the detailed investigation of specific 

landscape projects implemented between the 1960s and 2002. As this chapter 

covers over 127 years of designed landscapes, it is necessarily broad in nature. 

The principle objective of the chapter is to reveal the underlying themes of ideas 

and approaches to landscape design prior to the introduction of professional 

landscape design.  

 

Imperial inscriptions  

The establishment of the town of Perth in 1829 was an imperial inscription in the 

landscape. The form, the manner in which it was laid out, even the anticipation of 

the future place that the town may be, was locked into the first formalising 

gestures of the landscape. These first gestures, expressed as a formal grid, have 

ordered our experience of the town, now city, and to a large degree encoded all 

future design responses in the city. Before examining the form of the town and the 

consequences of the early design decisions, it is useful to take a step back even 

further and gain a sense of the perception of the Western Australian landscape 

prior to settlement.  

 

Australia was known and occupied by Aboriginal Australians for over 40,000 years 

before being recorded in western history. Indeed, it existed as an imagined 

landscape several centuries before it was officially recorded. The continent was 
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first imagined by the ancient Greeks as, Terra Australis Incognita, „the unknown 

land of the south‟ (Fig. 4). Later, in the centuries that followed, the myth of the 

unknown south land expanded to include both imagined antipodean monsters - 

human like people with feet pointing backwards –and the presence of El Dorado, a 

mythical city of gold.57  From the sixteenth century onwards as navigators and 

explorers encountered the western coast of Australia, it was both vilified as arid, 

barren and wild 58 and exulted as an ideal place for settlement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                

57 The Spanish based myth of El Dorado was the basis of much Spanish 16 century 
exploration. http://www.mythencyclopedia.com/Dr-Fi/El-Dorado.html. Accessed July 2007. 

58 In 1697, de Vlamingh sailed up the Swan River until he encountered mudflats at the site, 
which is now known as the Causeway; whereupon he turned, back describing the region 
as arid, barren and wild.  

  
Figure 4.World map showing the Great South Land or ,Terra Australia nondum 
cognita. Source: Abraham Ortelius ‘Theatrum orbis terrarium. 
calisto.slv.vic.gov.au/latrobejournal/issue/Latrobe. Accessed July 2007. 

http://www.mythencyclopedia.com/Dr-Fi/El-Dorado.html
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Notwithstanding the negative reports, the desire for a landscape of development 

opportunity fuelled the persistence of imperial exploration of the Western 

Australian coast by British Captain James Stirling. In 1827, accompanied by 

botanist Charles Fraser (1788-1831), Stirling and his entourage spent two weeks 

exploring the Swan River after which he reported that:  

 

The district held „out every attraction that a country in a State of Nature can 

possess‟ and that both the soil and the anchorage were ideal.59 

 

These narratives of the antipodean landscape that served to balance northern 

hemisphere, a place exotic and wild, that held elements of fear and the promise of 

wealth, and latterly, a safe haven that promised great agricultural and trading 

prospects formed the first layers of the sense of the place in regard to Western 

Australia, in the western psyche.   

 

Colonial settlement was underpinned by a utilitarian ethos. Utilitarianism, a 

nineteenth century philosophy developed predominantly by Jeremy Bentham 

(1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), is defined in the Penguin Dictionary 

of Philosophy as an ethical theory that deems an act is only right or wrong 

dependent on the extent of pleasure or happiness of the outcome or more 

preventive of pain or unhappiness than any alternative.60  Developed from the 

word empire, imperialist theory purports to racial, material, and cultural superiority 

of white races over „inferior peoples in backwards lands‟. Colonialism, a form of 

                                                

59 Perth, Western Australia, http://www.smh.com.au/news/Western-
Australia/Perth/2005/02/17/1108500208538.html. Accessed March 2007.  

60 Mautner T.(Ed),The Penguin Dictionary of Philosophy, Penguin Books, London, 1997.p. 
83. 
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imperialism, regards the landscape of the „settlement‟ as a material resource for 

the ruling nation and secures supply, by maintaining superior and unequal rights 

over the subordinate population.61  

 

On arrival in Western Australia, Stirling had a mandate to grant land according to 

capital investment, with the preferred method of distribution being the egalitarian 

grid, in essence, promising the greatest benefit to the greatest number. Such a 

process, however, did not take account of the existing aboriginal population and 

their sense of happiness or pain, primarily, because they were not British, and 

therefore, were considered inferior. As written by Goldberg in, The Principles of 

Political Economy, whilst the early advocates of utilitarianism are noted for their 

objections to slavery, there was always a presumption the British model of culture 

was the one that would bring the most happiness. Goldberg notes that philosopher 

John Stuart Mill advocated capitalism through colonisation, as the business in 

which the capital of an old and wealthy country could engage. Mill also believed 

that the maximising of well being and happiness could be generated by new 

markets of capital accumulation through the fashioning of desires. Further, he 

believed that those countries already possessing the language of the mother 

country, such as Australia and Canada, were best placed to develop methods of 

self-government and individual self-development. 62  In Western Australia, this 

translated into using a cloak of utilitarianism to commodify the landscape, and thus 

                                                

61 Bullock A. and Tromble S., The Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought,1990, pp. 409-
411. 

62 Goldberg D.T., „The Principles of Political Economy‟ in B.Schultz and Varouxakis 
G.(Eds), Utilitarianism and Empire, Lexington Books, Lanham, Maryland, 2005, p. 131. 
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fulfil the material aspirations of the imperial power. This foundational aspiration, 

landscape as commodity, formed one of the core narratives of early settlement.   

 

Stirling had a vested interest in seeing merit in the landscape. According to Russo 

and Schmidt, Stirling was obsessed by money and well aware of the benefits he 

would personally receive should the settlement of Western Australia be supported 

by the British Colonial office.63 Fraser, keen to support Stirling‟s endeavours also 

looked for indicators to provide a positive report. The predominantly eucalypt 

forest bordering the Swan River was similar in appearance to the eucalypt forests 

of eastern Australia leading Fraser to make the assumption that the soil was 

equally fertile to that which he had experienced in the eastern states. In reality, 

what Fraser saw was a deceptively green landscape that bore witness to a 

millennium of botanical adaptation to low rainfall and extremely infertile soils. 

Despite, or possibly because of, his recent experience as a botanist for the penal 

settlement in New South Wales, Fraser misread the apparent virility of the local 

flora, giving the prospect of settlement a glowing recommendation. Stirling‟s 

narrative succeeded in persuading the British Colonial Office to establish a free 

settlement at the mouth of the Swan River to entice settlers to Western Australia.64  

Any early enthusiasm waned fairly soon after arrival when the reality of the harsh 

weather and the infertile soils of the Western Australian landscape, quickly 

dispelled any notion of an easy transition to a new prosperous life. Commenting on 

the capacity of the landscape to provide for a settler population, Seddon noted: 

 

                                                

63 Russo G., and Schmidt H., Swan River Mania, 1987, p. 32. 

64 Russo G., and Schmitt H.,1987, p.33.  
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The Land may have seemed empty to European eyes, but there was no 

slack to take up. Its resources were used in an established seasonal 

pattern and to displace a group (Aboriginal) from any part of its range upset 

the annual pattern. Even if eleven-twelfths of the resources of the group 

remained untouched, the loss of one-twelfth meant starvation for a month: 

hence, it was a necessity to kill a sheep where a kangaroo had grazed, and 

to dig potatoes where yams had grown.65  

 

Seddon‟s observation is important for two reasons. Firstly it highlights two very 

different ideas of a „sense of place‟, a settler idea of landscape to be commodified 

to meet cultural needs and conversely an Aboriginal idea of landscape as one to 

be harvested and appropriated to meet cultural needs. Secondly, Seddon‟s insight 

may explain, in part, the emergence in the 1970s of an imperative to use 

indigenous or native plants. Perhaps after one hundred and forty years of 

settlement this was a tacit expression of an understanding of the landscape. 

Perhaps too, this was unconsciously an assuagement of guilt.  

 

Propelled by the need of settlers to establish themselves on land holdings, Stirling 

pressed to select suitable locations for a port, an administrative centre and an 

agricultural centre. With water being the principle means of transport, locations 

along the river were a natural choice for these first towns. Under the direction of 

the Secretary for the Colonies, Sir George Murray, Stirling was to establish a town 

site at Cockburn Sound, and should that be unsuitable, at the confluence of the 

Swan and Canning River, now known as Point Heathcote. Stirling disregarded 

both of these instructions, selecting instead the current site of Perth as the location 

for the main administrative town. When questioned on the reason for his selection, 

Stirling replied that the site was „decidedly preferable for its availability of water, 

                                                

65
 Seddon G.,1972, p.189. 
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building materials and the facility of communication‟.66  It is possible, however, that 

in addition to the pragmatic response above, Stirling‟s choice could well have been 

informed by landscape preference or natural aesthetic theory.  

 

Thompson, in summarising natural aesthetic theories advanced by authors such 

as Orians, Appleton, and Kaplan, points out that all of these theories contend that 

humans have an evolutionary response to landscape which includes a preference 

for landscapes that are legible, appropriately complex and coherent with elements 

of myster.67 If we return to Mount Eliza, and survey the scene as Stirling would 

have (Fig. 5) it is possible to make a case for Stirling‟s site selection being 

unconsciously influenced by landscape preference theory. A sense of mystery is 

gained as the river curves out of sight to both the north east and south west, the 

vegetation of the day would have been complex in scale, texture and colour and 

most importantly the large expanse of water would have provided legibility, 

coherence and a degree of safety. The site would have afforded a panoramic view 

across the town and all approaches to it. That is, the location was attractive and 

easily defensible. Moreover, Stirling‟s choice embedded the idea of landscape as 

view as part of the Western Australian sense of place.  

 

  

                                                

66 
Pitt Morison M., „Settlement and Development‟ in Pitt Morison C.and White J. (Eds), 

Western Towns and Buildings, Nedlands, W.A.,UWA Press,1979, p. 14.  

67 Thompson I. H., Ecology, Community, and Delight: Sources Of Values In Landscape 
Architecture, E & FN Spon, London, 2000, p. 32.  
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While any theory supporting Stirling‟s site selection remains conjecture, it is 

possible to review the planning design theory that formed the landscape the town 

of Perth, and surrounding colonial land grants. Stirling‟s instructions by virtue of 

the Crown Land Instruction‟s public notice promulgated on August 28, 1829 were 

straightforward. Towns were to be laid out on a regular (grid) plan with sufficient 

room for future thoroughfares and church sites. The division of the territory was to 

be based on a similar regular principle, specifically the division of the landscape 

into counties, hundreds, townships and sections (Fig. 6). Each county, hundred 

and town was to have a stated proportion of land set aside for public purposes  

and all boundary lines were to be on cardinal points as far as the terrain would 

Figure 5. Perth, Western Australia, from Mount 
Eliza,1856, London,1856, http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-
an7746437. Accessed October, 2010.  

http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an7746437
http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an7746437
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allow.68  The instructions and motivation for a regulated approach to town planning 

are similar to those of the Public Land Survey system, introduced in the United 

States in the late 18th century.69 Here, as pointed out by Pregill and Volkman, the 

system was introduced partially due to rationalist influences of the Enlightenment 

and the concomitant adherence to political equity for all citizens, and 

pragmatically, to preclude other claimants.70  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

68 Pitt Morison M., „Settlement and Development‟, 1979, p.4.  

69 Marsden S., Urban Heritage: The Rise and Post-War Development of Australia's Capital 
City Centres, Australian Council of National Trusts, Australian Heritage Commission, 
Canberra, 2000, p. 24.  

70 Pregill P., and Volkman N., 1999, pp. 445-448. 

Figure 6.  Schematic diagram of a county plan. One county: 40 miles by 40 
miles (1600 sq miles ). Adapted by Helen Whitbread, 2009.from M. Poole, 
„Town Planning‟, In M Pitt Morison and J. White, (Eds) Western Towns and 
Buildings, 1979.p.222.    
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Although ostensibly set up under the same colonial regime, the Western Australian 

towns of Fremantle, Perth, and Guildford differed in form from the organic form of 

the penal settlements in Eastern Australia.71  As explained by Marsden, the penal 

settlements of Sydney, Hobart and Brisbane were essentially camps that grew 

organically with no initial thought of expansion. Grid based free settler towns on 

the other hand, were consciously designed to convey a sense of order and to be 

symbolically different from the penal settlements.72  

 

Discussing the potency of the grid as a symbolic landscape form, Carter notes that 

the imposition of the grid on the Australian landscape was a hallmark of authority 

that related the new landscape back to Westminster.73  New settlers were familiar 

with grid as a defensible system of landscape allocation. According to Jellicoe, the 

appeal of a regulated landscape such as the grid is predicated on the Settler 

hypothesis which suggests that formal landscapes appeal to human psyche due to 

a landscape preference deeply embedded in humans during the transition from 

hunter to the settler or the agricultural phase of human existence. 74  Moreover, the 

process of regulating the landscape, and ascribing value through hierarchy and 

nomenclature, assisted in the process of redefining and familiarising the landscape 

for the newcomers. Thus ordering the landscape as a grid would have provided 

the new settlers in Western Australia a degree of comfort and certainty.   

 

                                                

71 Stannage C.T., The People of Perth, Perth City Council, 1979, pp. 29-33. 

72 Marsden S., 2000, p. 23. 

73 Carter P., 1987, p. 210. 

74 Thompson I.H.,2000, p. 31 
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Although the grid was accepted as the best planning design for laying out new 

towns, Marsden writes that the early grid based cities suffered initially from over-

large plans and an excess of undeveloped landscape leading to a scene of 

struggling squat towns with over wide, windy streets.75 This may have been true of 

Adelaide and Melbourne; however, history shows that the Perth town site did not 

suffer from an oversupply of space. In fact, due to the geographical constraints of 

the selected site, a ridge to the west, swamps to the north and a river to the east 

and south, the city had no room for expansion. Indeed, relative to Colonel William 

Light‟s plans for Adelaide and Robert Hoddle‟s layout of Melbourne, the early civic 

gestures in Perth were meagre with comparatively little thought being given to the 

civic function of the city.  

 

Notwithstanding the edict to develop the landscape on a grid format, Stirling, using 

a time honoured design methodology of survey- analysis- design (SAD), in fact 

responded to the constraints and opportunities of the site.76 The SAD methodology 

is not new; rather it is the articulation of an intuitive response to landscape design. 

It is, if you will, a confirmation of Alexander Pope‟s decree to „Consult the Genius 

of the Place in All’ in the process of design. Such an approach is redolent of both a 

Romantic sensibility (the landscape‟s capacity to excite the mind), and an 

empirical approach to design whereby close observation of site will reveal the best 

landscape solution. Stirling chose not to adhere to the strict instructions of 

orthogonal and regular grid planning, rather in a process that anticipated the Ian 

                                                

75 Marsden S., 2000, p. 24.  

76 Thompson I.H., 2000, p. 99. 
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McHarg‟s method of overlaying physical and cultural needs to determine design.77 

he used the geomorphology of the existing landscape to inform the planning and 

design of the new landscape form. Strictly speaking, as noted by Pitt Morison, it 

was the new settlers rather than Stirling, who conducted the surveys resulting in a 

landscape form that was perpendicular to the course of the river and disregarded a 

true north south alignment.78   

 

The long strip pattern that ensued (Fig. 8,p.55) was far removed from the 

rectangular grid system advocated by Whitehall, and was more akin to the ancient 

strip system practised in French Canada and British North America.79 Ultimately, 

Perth town was laid out as a grid perpendicular to the banks of the river, not on 

strict orthogonal lines,and thus was more a designed response to site, a sense of 

the place, rather than a purely theoretical exercise.   

 

While the grid represents a design form imposed on the landscape, the minutiae of 

the development of the Perth grid demonstrates how a sense of place develops 

from the physical and cultural processes within a site over time. The grid, as it 

accumulated urban form in Perth differed significantly in character from the built 

form of Sydney and Melbourne and even within Western Australia, the town of 

Fremantle. The principle difference lay in the initial ordinance of the layout of 

residential lots. In contrast with the aforementioned cities and town, Perth 

residential lots were not characterised by terrace housing, rather by a „cottage 

                                                

77
 McHarg I. L., Design with Nature, J. Wiley, New York,1969. 

78 
Pitt Morison M., 1979, p. 222.  

79 
Pitt Morison M., 1979, p. 6. 
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ornee‟ style of residence.80 Issued by the Surveyor General, the regulations on lot 

sizes in Perth required the dwelling to be placed on the centre line of the plot, set 

back 30 feet from the street boundary, and to be surrounded by timber fencing to a 

height of four feet six inches.81 The large setback encouraged the establishment of 

front gardens which in accordance with the era were predominantly of a 

gardenesque style. The landscape, created by this design approach, characterised 

by house surrounded by garden, anticipated and legitimised the later suburban 

quarter acre block and concomitant suburban sprawl. Furthermore, the city has 

tended to follow the early cottage ornée form and developed as a large country 

town rather than a compact urban form demonstrating the persistence of a 

suburban rather than urban, design approach.   

 

Adding to the constraints of diminished civic allocation in the initial Perth town 

plan, the speculative climate of the early settlement severely curtailed any civic 

gestures that may have been intended. An 1833 map (Fig.7) of the Perth town site 

indicates intent to set aside a central core and foreshore area as civic space. 

Unfortunately, these civic opportunities were rapidly squandered through a 

combination of the physical constraints mentioned above and the pressure from 

settlers anxious to obtain land before the expiration of Government grants in 1830. 

Indeed the opportunism or lack of civic sensibility of the early colonists was so 

endemic that whilst Governor Stirling was absent from the colony for some months 

during 1834 his second-in-command, Lieutenant Governor Irwin, bowed to local 

pressure and released government reserve foreshore land to allotment holders. 

                                                

80 
Berry C., „The Evolution of Local Planning in Western Australia‟, 1992, p. 19. 

81 
Berry C.,1992, p. 19. 
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This action led to the town losing the intended prospect of civic space embracing 

the openness of Perth Water, a situation with which the town, now city, continues 

to struggle. On his return, Stirling had to use his personal funds to buy back a site 

for Government House and retrieve what was left of the government Domain,82  

marking the first of many official endeavours over the ensuing centuries to win 

back some of the promise of the original setting for the town.   

                                                

82 Seddon G. and Ravine D.,1986, p. 99. 
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Figure 7. Plan of Perth Town site, as published by .Arrowsmith, cartographer of 
London. Source, G. Seddon,1986,p.100.(Note section B which was intended to be set 
aside for civic use) 
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Figure 8. The pattern of land grants shown on a plan of the Perth region,1837. Source, 
M.Pitt Morison,‟Settlement and Development‟, in M Pitt Morison and J. White,(Eds) 
Western Towns and Buildings,1979.p.222. Diagram of orthogonal county plan grid 
superimposed. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Landscapes of Resistance - Perth Foreshore  

Perth‟s foreshore is perhaps one of the state‟s best examples of a Romantic 

landscape. At ground level the foreshore is unremarkable, albeit at times 

transformed by an event. From Mount Eliza, however, the foreshore landscape is 

an integral pastoral component to the scenic view of the city, epitomising a local 

interpretation of the picturesque. Extending from the Narrows Bridge in the west 

through to the Causeway in the east, the foreshore, a once rich hunting ground for 

Nyungar people, is today a site of fluctuating boundaries and equally fluctuating 

civic aspirations (Figs 9 and 10). It seems a vexed landscape, indeed in part, a 

landscape of resistance.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.Spearing Fish, James Walsh. Perth Water in the early 1860‟s with Mill Point at 
the centre and the slopes of Mount Eliza on the right. Seddon G, and D Ravine, A City 
and Its Setting: Images of Perth, Western Australia, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 
Fremantle, WA, 1986,p.40.  
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Figure 10. Perth Foreshore 2006. Source: Google Earth. Accessed October 2010. 
Adapted by Helen Whitbread. 
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The first shoreline interventions were thin fingers of jetty lightly straddling the 

shallows of Perth Water. Built between the 1830 and 1850, the jetties were 

effectively extensions of north-south city streets and served to stitch the Perth 

community to the river (Fig. 11). As landscape elements, the jetties had little 

physical impact on the shoreline although subsequently they became edge 

boundaries for land reclamation projects. The first of these took place in the 1880s 

when the shallow waters between the William Street (steamer) Jetty and Barrack 

Street Jetty were reclaimed to create the Esplanade, an open recreation space. 

Barrack Square, built in 1906, consolidated the jetties into one location and in so 

doing almost seemed to invite further „tidying‟ of the river foreshore up to Point 

Fraser.  

 

As noted by Seddon, the earliest plan for Perth, Arrowsmith‟s 1833 plan, was 

simple and distinctive, separating the town into two zones, one commercial and 

the other administrative. A north south cantonment stretching through to the Swan 

River separated the two sectors.83 Unfortunately, as mentioned above, the benefits 

that this plan would have realised for the civic function of the city, were 

squandered in the early days of settlement, leaving only the area between Barrack 

and Lord Street (now Victoria Avenue) as public space.   

 

The moral ideology of public space was introduced to the city in 1860, when the 

Perth Municipal Council sought to encourage „moral amusements and manly 

sports’ through setting aside a part of Bazaar Street, west of the William Street 

Jetty, as practice wicket for the town‟s cricket club. Shortly afterwards, the 

                                                

83 Seddon G. and Ravine D.,1986,p. 85. 
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Western Australian Rowing Club boatshed and jetty were located on the foreshore 

and by the mid 1870s, there was a general public call for a dedicated recreation 

ground within walking distance of the city. Coinciding with this push was the 

opening of the Perth Fremantle rail line which replaced the river service for goods 

delivery and transport, thus rendering the commercial and transport function of the 

foreshore redundant.   

 

A proposal to reclaim land between William Street and Cole‟s Jetty (Barrack Street 

Jetty) which was put to the Colonial Secretary by Perth Municipal Council was 

endorsed and reclamation was completed in 1880. Reserve 423, known as the 

New Recreation Ground, was handed to the Perth Municipal Council by deed 

grant for the „free recreation and enjoyment of the people forever‟.84 Later named 

Esplanade Reserve (1885), this was a defining moment in the history of this 

landscape in that the public recreation sense of the place was at that time 

embedded in civic memory, effectively replacing previous landscape forms and 

functions.  

                                                

84 Menagh C. E., „The Esplanade Link to WA‟s history‟, The West Australian, 29 November, 
1978, p. 7. 
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Figure 11. Perth 1877, Perth waterfront before reclamation. Source, G. 
Stephenson, The Design of Central Perth, 1975,p.4. 
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Esplanade Reserve quickly became the venue for a range of public events such 

as exhibitions, athletics carnivals, rallies and regatta viewing.  Over the ensuing 

years, Esplanade Reserve bore witness to key historical events such as the 

proclamation of responsible government to Western Australia in 1890, the first 

Anzac Day service and march past in 1916, numbers of protest rallies and equally 

numerous celebratory and cultural events.85  Esplanade Reserve, along with other 

foreshore sites has also been the subject of a range of reports and 

                                                

85 „Esplanade Reserve‟, Register of Heritage Places Assessment Documentation, Heritage 
Council Western Australian, 2002, pp. 110. 

Figure 12. Perth 1838, Perth Foreshore and Heirrison Island before 
reclamation. Source, G. Stephenson, The Design of Central Perth, 1975,p.2. 
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recommendations. Typically, these investigations have focussed on the site and 

have inevitably included or been prefaced on historical information such as that 

outlined above. Missing, and critical to developing new ideas and approaches to 

design, is an exploration of the typology and design language of esplanade and 

foreshore.   

 

In Neither Wilderness nor Home: the Indian Maiden, Anuradha Mathur advocates 

for the retention of wide-open areas in Indian cities known as maidans.  The point 

of interest here is that Mathur‟s descriptions of maidans have a striking 

resemblance both in usage patterns and stylistically, to the Perth Esplanade.  

Moreover, Indian maidans, in a manner similar to the Perth Foreshore, are under 

pressure to accommodate changing aesthetic, functional and economic 

development programs.   

 

Maidans, introduced to India by Muslims, are typically vast open landscapes 

enclosed by a settlement. Used variously as temporary market places, for public 

processions and religious festivals or for polo, the maidan can be fully articulated 

or empty.  As described by Mathur: 

 

The maidan is not a distinct enclosure like a courtyard.  Although attempts 

were made to maintain a visual structure, the peripheral boundaries of the 

maidan are more decorative frames than spatial figures.  In other words, 

although it is a bounded space within the city, the maidan does not exist as 

a perceptible room.  This lack of definition is, perhaps appropriate, for in a 

landscape where horizons are broad, the maidan is a place born of a 

desire to establish a human domain by marking boundaries while 

maintaining a sense of immensity. 86 

                                                

86 Mathur A., „Neither Wilderness nor Home: The Indian Maiden‟, in Corner J (Ed), 1999, p. 
209.  
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The maidan was not the only landscape with a wide-open character introduced to 

India.  When the British colonised India in the seventeenth century they 

established vast clearings in front of fortifications called esplanades.  Derived from 

the Latin esplanare meaning to level, the Indian esplanade evolved to host social 

activities such as sporting events, recreational camping, gatherings and 

promenading.87 The social nature of the esplanade is similar in character to the 

English common. Here too, the civic and shared intent, together with the transitory 

character of landscape activity define an otherwise featureless site. As put by 

Mathur, the aim of the maidan and the esplanade landscape is to, engender and 

support engagement rather than objectification. 88  The Perth Esplanade appears 

thus to have a history of conflicting objectives. On the one hand, the Esplanade 

forms an essential part of a view of the city, whilst on the other, the persistence of 

a pastoral view effectively resists new design approaches to re-engage the city 

with the Swan River.  

 

Point Fraser 

Located on the eastern edge of Perth City, the Point Fraser landscape, which 

forms a part of the larger Causeway and Heirrison Island landscape, has long 

been regarded as the eastern anchor to the city‟s foreshore (Fig. 12). The post 

settlement history of the landscape is predominantly one of public open space 

                                                

87 Mathur A.,1999, p. 212. 

88 Mathur A.,1999, p. 216. 
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albeit with a long held aspiration that this landscape be part of continuous parkland 

linking the Causeway through to the Narrows and up the summit to Kings Park.89   

 

Heirrison Island, adjacent to Point Fraser, is a landscape formed through 

reclamation and amalgamation of a chain of islands, or more accurately, the high 

points of the mudflats that stretched across the neck of the Swan River as it 

encountered Perth Water. The island which was civilized into one landmass in the 

1950s through dredging and filling of reed beds, was later laid out as a naturalistic 

stroll park. In a manner that recalls the sublime in the picturesque era, Heirrison 

Island is rendered iconic, with its own residential hermits, a colony Western Grey 

kangaroos.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

89 Seddon G. and Ravine D., 1986, p. 123. 

Figure 13.Successive infilling of Perth Water since 1883.Infilling of Heirrison Island 
shown in red. Source: G.Seddon, 1986, p.79.Adapted by Helen Whitbread. 
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The island, small as it is, is historically significant. Named after Francois-Antoine 

Heirrison, a crewmember who accompanied French navigator Captain Hamelin in 

an exploration and mapping exercise of the Swan River in 1801, the island is a 

register of the French exploration of Western Australia. Notwithstanding the 

French name, the island is also known as the birthplace of Nyungar, Fanny 

Balbruk, dubbed the „last Perth woman‟ by Daisy Bates.90  Fanny Balbruk, 

notorious in her day, ignored Perth‟s early townscape grid, walking straight 

through backyards and houses. If nothing else, this illustrates the different cultural 

values of landscape of the settlers and the Aboriginal people.  More recently, the 

island became home to the controversial statue of the equally controversial 

aboriginal warrior Yagan (1795-1833).91 Much altered and unremarkable in its 

current state, the landscape nevertheless carries a symbolic narrative of the 

underlying Aboriginal landscape.    

 

The Causeway is the place in the landscape at which the river changes 

dramatically from a deep navigable expanse of water to a series of mudflats and 

small islands that block easy access to upstream exploration.92 This impediment to 

up river navigation was recorded by Captain James Stirling and botanist Charles 

Fraser in their 1827 exploration, and 100 years earlier by Dutch explorer William 

                                                

90 Seddon G., Sense of Place: a Response to an Environment, the Swan Coastal Plain 
Western Australia, UWA Press, Nedlands, 1972, p. 233. 

91 In what is now regarded as a deeply offensive action, the scalp of Yagan was held in 
England until 1997,after which it was ceremoniously returned and buried at the site in 
Upper Swan where Yagan had been shot by the colonial military. 
http://www.westaustralianvista.com/yagan.html. Accessed October 2010  

92 Hay J.G, (Ed.), „The visit of Charles Fraser (the colonial botanist of New South Wales) to 
the Swan River in 1827, Perth,1906‟, in Seddon G., Sense Of Place: A Response To An 
Environment, The Swan Coastal Plain Western Australia, UWA Press, Nedlands, 1972, p.1 
80. 

http://www.westaustralianvista.com/yagan.html
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Vlamingh (1640-1696). Vlamingh, like the French, was discouraged by the mudflat 

barrier and turned back.93 The lack of easy access to the upper reaches of the 

river prompted the early construction of a bridge, the Causeway, to provide road 

access to and from the City of Perth and its agricultural hinterland.94  Thus the 

landscape at this point is no longer just a promontory, rather an entry and exit 

point for the city.  

 

The early history of the Point Fraser landscape foreshadowed a trend for 

landscape development in Western Australia to be dominated by economic 

development.  Proclaimed by Captain James Stirling during his inaugural survey of 

the Swan River in 1827, Point Fraser was a small promontory at the eastern end 

of Perth Water that marked the transition from an open estuarine landscape to one 

of mudflats and an inland river system. Accompanying Stirling was botanist 

Charles Fraser, who in contemporary parlance would be known as a „landscape 

assessor‟. His role in articulating the excellent settlement (development) 

opportunities of the Swan River plains anticipated the current practice of 

environmental impact assessment to facilitate landscape development.95   

                                                

93 Vlamingh gave the name Swan River, to the water body in 1696. 
http://www.slwa.wa.gov.au/swan_river/community_icon/de_vlamingh. .October 2010. 

94 The first Causeway Bridge was designed by Major FC Irwin in 1843, the second by 
Richard Roach Jewell in 1865. „Causeway Bridges‟, Register of Heritage Places, Data 
Base No. 3631. Heritage Council of Western Australia,1998, p. 2. 

95
 Prior to development approval being granted, developers must undertake an 

environmental impact assessment currently conducted by the Environmental Protection 
Authority (EPA). Despite the assumed protection of this process, landscape development 
has been known to take place on less than suitable sites for example the Mandurah Canal 
development built on acid sulphate soil.  In the instance mentioned above, Fraser‟s report 
recommending the fertile soils bounding the Sawn River was later heavily criticised when 
early settlers struggled to establish farms on infertile soils. Seddon G., and D. Ravine 
D.,1986, p. 63. 

http://www.slwa.wa.gov.au/swan_river/community_icon/de_vlamingh
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Although Fraser described the Point Fraser foreshore as vegetated with salt 

marsh, he suggested the site would be well suited to the production of cotton.  

Fraser‟s assessment of excellent soil fertility in this location proved unfounded and 

the site was unused until the 1920‟s when it became a nursery site for the State 

Garden Board. In the 1930‟s the site was vested in the City of Perth, by which time 

it had changed considerably in character. The foreshore reclamation that had 

commenced in 1906 at Barrack Square continued along the southern bank 

eventually swallowing the promontory in a new foreshore alignment (Fig.10). 

Despite the inaccuracy of Fraser‟s observations, that fact that he accompanied 

Stirling demonstrates the interest and importance attached to the field of botany 

during that era.   
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Figure 14. Perth foreshore reclamation, 1833 -1967, Source, G. 
Stephenson, The Design of Central Perth, 1975,p.8. 
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Zoned Parks and Recreation, once vested, the landscape was rudimentarily 

designed as a large exposed grassed area and car park. This landscape, neither 

truly park nor foreshore, persisted for approximately 60 years, concealing behind 

its bland exterior a plethora of un-adopted development proposals. The proposals 

fell into two categories, holistic or site specific. Most of the early proposals from 

1887 through to 1957 proposed passive recreation development of the site and 

perceived the landscape holistically and as integral to the foreshore.96 More site-

specific proposals such as the 1930 Public Works Department (PWD) proposal 

(Fig.15) treated the site as an adjunct to the transport landscape. This fragmented 

approach became particularly concentrated after the 1960s, paralleling a 

significant increase in vehicular traffic and the provision of at-grade city car 

parking.  Leading up to the eventual development of the site, there were thirteen 

different development proposals including: a maritime museum and restaurant in a 

reconstructed sailing ship; a floating restaurant; a heliport; roller skating; paddle 

boats and a jetty berth.97  The time taken to resolve the Point Fraser landscape is 

as much a barometer of changing ideology as it is an indication of an institutional 

reluctance to implement Harold Boas‟ early vision of landscapes for pleasure 

rather than profit.  

 

 

                                                

96 Harold Boas, W.E.Bold and John Oldham all proposed that the site form part of an 
integrated parkway system. 

97 Central Perth Foreshore Study Interim Report March, Central Perth Foreshore Study 
Group, City of Perth, 1985. 
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Figure 15. Two design proposals (1930) for foreshore landscape on approaches 
to the Causeway Bridge. Upper (approved) design by Town Panning 
Commissioner, (Mr D. L. Davidson), lower design by the Public Works 
Department. Source,State Records Office, Western Australia.  
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Figure 16. Proposed Parklands Perth Foreshore,1887 (Public Works Department) O. 
Richards, Theoretical Framework for Designed Landscapes in Western Australia, Final 
Report, 1997. p.136.  
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Modernist Landscapes - Kwinana Freeway  

Western Australia‟s first public modernist landscape was the Narrows Bridge and 

traffic interchange. Based at the foot of Mount Eliza, this landscape is a lynchpin in 

a larger freeway landscape that incorporates a traffic interchange, parkland and 

the linear landscape of the Kwinana Freeway system itself as it stretches north 

and south of the city. The Narrows Bridge and associated parkland, Freeway 

Interchange Park, are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and as such, the discussion 

here focuses on the ideas and approaches informing the design of the Kwinana 

Freeway.  

 

Central to the Narrows Bridge landscape is the Swan River, the main transport link 

after settlement, between the agricultural town of Guildford, the administrative 

town of Perth and the port town of Fremantle. Today, as roadways have replaced 

the river as the main transport link, the river has become tightly bound on all edges 

by ubiquitous bands of asphalt. The push for an additional north south link across 

the Swan River had been mooted as early as 1849,98 as the need to establish an 

efficient link with the Port of Fremantle became more pressing. A naturally 

occurring narrowing of the river between Point Lewis on the north and the isthmus 

of Point Birches on the south, known as the Narrows, was an obvious location for 

a new bridge. However a lack of finances, due to two World Wars and the Great 

Depression hindered development of the project such that it did not receive 

                                                

98 In 1849, a Perth newspaper The Inquirer reported the possible solution of a bridge over 
the Narrows to improve communications between Perth and Fremantle in lieu of the 
tedious and protracted route via the Causeway bridges at East Perth. Narrows Bridge, 
Celebrating 40 years, 1959-1999, Main Roads, Western Australia, promotional brochure, 
1999, p. 2. 
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serious attention again until a 1954 Main Roads Department submission to the 

government formally proposed the construction of a traffic bridge at the Narrows.   

 

The Main Roads Department submission for the Narrows Bridge was a 

consequence of the Plan for the Metropolitan Region Perth and Fremantle, 

Western Australia, 1955 (PMRPF),99 which in turn was predicated on industrial 

development south of the river. The development, a State Government fostered 

partnership with Anglo-Iranian Oil (later BP) and BHP to build the Kwinana Oil 

refinery and the BHP Steel rolling mill at Kwinana, south of Perth, was 

accompanied by a Government agreement to provide residential and service 

infrastructure to support the industry. This, coupled with a post-war population 

boom, saw metropolitan Perth expanding in a haphazard manner, highlighting the 

need for a coordinated and planned approach to development, and hence resulted 

in the commissioning of the1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF. Perth in the 1950s 

was still strongly wedded to a perception of imperial superiority. That is, cultural 

innovation and ideology was sought externally rather than locally despite an 

emerging strong record of accomplishment amongst local architects and planners 

in adapting overseas trends in style and ideology to West Australian conditions.100   

 

A sentiment expressed at the time by MLA for West Perth, Lord Mayor Totterdell, 

was that the Town Planning Board was „a dismal failure’ and that „We want to 

                                                

99 Stephenson G. and Hepburn J.A., Plan for the Metropolitan Region Perth and Fremantle, 
Western Australia, 1955, Government Printing Office Perth, W.A., 1955. 

100 Western Australian architects, influenced by British architectural training, adapted 
modernism in a pragmatic way particularly in residential housing.  G. London, and D. 
Richards (Eds), Modern houses : Architect-Designed Houses in Western Australia from 
1950 to 1960, School of Architecture and Fine Arts, University of Western Australia, 1997.  
Sir John Forrest, William Bold and Harold Boas were all visionary in their approach to 
planning particularly in recognising the value of good quality public open space. 
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obtain or import the best brains possible’.101  The State Government search 

culminated in the appointment of Gordon Stephenson, Professor of Civic Design at  

Liverpool University, as the consultant and Alistair Hepburn, from Sydney, as 

Town Planner and Commissioner.   

 

Both appointments were intrinsically connected to post–war British planning theory 

and practice. In Sydney, Alistair Hepburn worked for Cumberland County Council, 

the Sydney Regional Planning Authority, who was responsible for introducing the 

British model of metropolitan regional planning to Australia. The seeds for the 

1953 Stephenson appointment were sown in 1947 during a visit to Perth by Sir 

Patrick Abercrombie and Sir William Holford, both highly influential British 

planners.  Stephenson was a colleague, and one time professional partner, of Sir 

William Holford who reputedly strongly influenced Stephenson‟s decision to accept 

the position of consultant.102 Moreover, Stephenson and Hepburn had both been 

pupils of Sir Patrick Abercrombie, with Stephenson later working with Abercrombie 

on the Greater London Plan. It is of no surprise then, that the 1955 Stephenson 

Hepburn PMRPF had strong parallels with the Greater London Plan (1944). That 

is, a restriction on urban growth, increased suburban development, land use 

zoning, green belts and controlled access freeways.103   

 

The immediate freeway interchange locale can be considered to extend 

southwards along the section of the Swan River known as Melville Water, 

                                                

101 Gregory J., A City of Light, A History of Perth Since the 1950’s, City of Perth, Perth WA, 
2003, p. 93. 

102 Gregory J., 2003,p. 122. 

103 Moran A., The Tragedy Of Planning: Losing The Great Australian Dream, The Institute 
of Public Affairs, Melbourne, Victoria, 2006. 
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northwards through the west end of Perth City, and above to Mount Eliza. These 

three locations have endured the biggest impact in the siting of the Perth-Kwinana 

Freeway and are indicative of the lack of regard afforded to public place at the 

time. To the south, the Como foreshore, a once popular beach area has been 

excised from the residential area by the freeway and, more recently, a rail line, 

leaving the only access to the river via pedestrian overbridges. The freeway 

incision to the north is even more critically disruptive, in that it severs the city from 

Parliament House and its premier civic landscape, Kings Park and Botanic 

Gardens.  The landscape of Parliament House is arguably a significant landmark, 

however, it fails as a significant landscape. Oline Richards‟ report notes the 

landscape was intended to be a picturesque park with gardenesque elements. 

However, the landscape for Parliament House was only partially implemented in 

1907, with the final development of the site not taking place until the 1960s by 

which time the freeway was integral to the design.104 An artist‟s impression of the 

proposed landscape setting (Fig.17) for Parliament House included in the 1955 

Stephenson Hepburn Report, conveys the culture of the era.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

104 Richards O., 1997. 
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The intent is clearly one of creating an imposing vista along St Georges Terrace to 

Parliament House. This was to be achieved through removing the Pensioner 

Barracks, introducing a pedestrian plaza, replete with an anchoring fountain and 

obelisk, and stretching a formal landscaped frontage to up to Parliament House.  

The sketch includes a darkened ribbon of unimposing road and a tunnel of 

modernist buildings, stretching along St Georges Terrace. The significance of the 

freeway intervention was clearly underestimated and, to be fair, probably poorly 

understood at the time. The view, that is the visual experience, takes precedence 

over any physical experience of site. The expendability of the Pensioner Barracks 

and the imposing scale of the modernist buildings demonstrate a lack of empathy 

with the existing built landscape. In short, the design approach appears 

Figure 17. Sketch showing proposed axis across the freeway to Parliament House, 
G. Stephenson, and J.A. Hepburn, PMRPF, 1955, p.77. 
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unreflective in that any lessons in urban design afforded by history, such as that to 

be seen in Michelangelo‟s Campidoglio, where the built form was used to create 

coherent pedestrian scale structure to the landscape, are absent.  

 

Rising above the freeway is Mount Eliza, the most eastern of the metropolitan 

limestone ridges.  Here, Kings Park and Botanical Gardens afford both a natural 

vantage point and backdrop to these lower landscapes. Topographically, the ridge 

provides a natural contrast between the urban landscape of the city and the 

pastoral/bush landscape of the park. Unfortunately, the freeway landscape, which 

is virtually physically impregnable unless in a vehicle, severs this wonderful civic 

asset from the city. Ironically, one of the major recommendations of the 

Stephenson Hepburn report was recognition of the importance of preserving the 

natural environment for social and environmental needs. As stated by Stephenson:  

 

In countries where open land is limited, and in cities where extensive urban 

sprawl has reduced enjoyment to an occasional glimpse of park, 

countryside, river or sea, the lesson has been learnt and the painfully 

difficult process of reclaiming enough land for a minimum amount of 

recreation has begun.105  

 

This recommendation has served the suburbs well in providing a system of 

regional parks, protection of areas of high landscape value such as river and 

ocean foreshores, extensive regional and local sports grounds, and nature 

reserves. 106  Not so well served, is the city.  The freeway has not only physically, 

but also, spiritually severed the city from the Swan River, the summit of Mt Eliza, 

and from its most significant civic building, Parliament House. The parallels in 

                                                

105Stephenson G., and Hepburn A., 1955, pp. 89-103. 

106 Stephenson G., and Hepburn A., 1955, p. 89. 
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ancient terms are, an agora ruptured from the acropolis, and from its original 

lifeblood, the river.   

 

Moving out from the city, the freeway system with its wide landscaped roadways 

and concomitant suburban developments became the defining elements of the 

post-war Perth metropolitan landscape. Notwithstanding the planning measures of 

decentralisation and suburban self-sufficiency, low-density residential patterns 

established prior to the arrival of Stephenson and Hepburn prevailed. Two major 

factors contributed to this historical position, health and geomorphology. As noted 

by Hedgcock and Hibbs, one of the first suburban development controls applied by 

the newly established Town Planning Board in the 1930s was a requirement to 

protect the residents from sewerage-contaminated groundwater. The Central 

Board of Health deemed that the quarter acre block was the residential lot size 

needed to accommodate septic tanks in residential development. The sandy soil of 

the Swan Coastal Plain abetted this approach in that it facilitated filtration of 

contaminated water and, as an easily manipulated topography, offered no 

resistance to cheap development.107  The spatial character of the Perth 

metropolitan region landscape is thus defined by low density sprawling suburbs 

and wide landscaped roads forming a continuous thread across the metropolitan 

area. With most of the metropolitan area running north south along the 

predominantly flat coastal plain, Perth‟s suburban landscape character is low, flat 

and relentless. From a design perspective, the lack of strong topographical 

features and the malleable nature of the soil have contributed to a prevalence of 

                                                

107 Hedgcock D., and Hibbs T.,‟Perth‟s Suburban Tradition‟, in Hedgcock D.and Yiftachel 
O.(Eds),Urban and Regional Planning in Western Australia: Historical and Critical 
Perspectives, Paradigm Press, Perth, 1992, p. 69. 
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borrowed landscape character in later suburban developments, an issue that is 

explored in more detail in Chapter 4.     

 

Transport rather than recreation was behind the remodelling of Mounts Bay, the 

third foreshore landscape to be reviewed in this chapter. The changes to this 

landscape were profound, both physically and in the way in which they registered 

as a loss to the civic ideal of the city.   

 

Early changes to Mounts Bay were first mooted in 1899, with a proposal to provide 

a much-needed north south transport link by bridging the Swan River at the 

Narrows.108  When the plans were finally realised in 1959 they had already been 

integrated into a much larger landscape plan, The Stephenson Hepburn Plan for 

Metropolitan Region of Perth and Fremantle.  In this plan the original relatively 

small reclamation of 43 acres of Mounts Bay needed to accommodate the 

Narrows Bridge approaches, had been extended to 90 acres of reclamation to 

accommodate a freeway interchange and city car park.109  Stephenson‟s argument 

was that reclamation of the land would provide the area necessary for the bridge 

approach, and for car parking at a location most favourably situated in relation to 

the city.  The reclaimed area would lie behind a new river wall, which because of 

its alignment, would improve the water flow in the river and replace an expanse of 

shallow water that was more or less stagnant for a great part of the year.  The 

material for the reclamation was to be obtained from dredging the main river 

channel.  In addition, the land between the river wall and the system of approach 

                                                

108 The Narrows takes its‟ name from the fact that it is a point near Perth and South Perth 
where the Swan River narrows.  

109 Gregory J., 2003, p. 107. 
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roads could be laid out as a park and form part of a landscape water frontage 

extending from the Causeway to Point Lewis. 110  

 
The proposal to implement a freeway interchange and car park in Mounts Bay, 

and a freeway system through the western outskirts of the city, was met with 

heated opposition.  Opposing the proposal at the time, Perth architect Harold Boas 

stated:  

 
In the good old days in Perth, when any authority decided to do any act of 

vandalism, such as cutting down a tree, there was public outcry and 

enthusiasm was roused to concert pitch. Many a gross act of vandalism 

was prevented by strident „Vox populi „it was a good and healthy sign – 

let‟s have more of it today. 111 

 
Equally opposed was landscape architect John Oldham, commenting as follows:  

 

We (John Oldham and his wife Ray) strongly opposed what we considered 

to be the rape of a river estuary by the freeway builders. 112 

 

The proposal also attracted international criticism.  When attending a planning 

congress in Perth in 1968, American landscape architect Theodore Osmundson113 

made a general comment on the inadequacy of freeway designs stating: 

If you want to establish a transport system, you do not give it to someone 

who is only going to give you answers in terms of maintenance, or in terms 

of highway construction, or bus transport or whatever it may be. The 

problem is to develop a set of criteria which will take into consideration all 

                                                

110 Stephenson G., and Hepburn A., 1986, p. 117. 

111 Henderson S., „Narrows Born out of a Storm‟, in Living Today, Thursday April 29, 1976. 
p.26.   

112 Oldham J., „Early Landscape architecture in Western Australia 1954-1967 Part Two‟, 
Landscape Australia, 3/85, 1985, p.219. 

113 T Osmundson was an international speaker at Tenth Congress of Australian Planning 
that focussed on a Case study of the City and Region of Perth. 
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of the factors of human life in a city including the aesthetic qualities and 

say, „these are things to we want to have taken into consideration‟.114    

 
Further, in relation to the provision of a freeway in Perth he stated:  

It appears to me that matter no matter how much time, talent and money 

are spent on an interchange… this is not really of any validity if the 

interchange is not necessary there anyway.  If you take into consideration 

another criterion, the magnificent Swan River in relation to the downtown 

area and the marvellous strip of park that runs along parallel to the 

downtown area, and place a value on that.  What is the value to Perth?  

Then you say, how long can we have that value and still get the movement 

of cars at high speed in and out of or across town?  Let‟s start from the 

premise that we want to keep the asset that we have and we consider that 

just as highly as moving people back and forth; then you solve the problem 

in an entirely different light.115 

 
Speaking at the same congress, Takamasa Yosizika, Professor of Architecture, 

School of Science and Engineering, Waseda University Tokyo noted:  

 

… you are lucky in one way to have the motor car and highway network, 

but in another way, you are unlucky that you had it before the public 

transportation network was settled.  Public transportation is connected with 

the pedestrian and pedestrian scale of town; this is quite different from a 

town designed for cars that connect door to door.116 

 
There are two significant points arising out of the above observations. The first is 

that the freeway interchange was conceived as an entity in its own right, rather 

than as part of the existing landscape infrastructure.  In other words, the existing 

landscape was not given a value while transport across the city to the regions was 

the dominant and in many respects exclusive issue.  The second point relates to 

                                                

114 Osmundson T., ‟Region Environment‟ in, Perth City and Region, Proceedings of Tenth 
Congress of Australian Planning, Australian Planning Institute, Melbourne,1968, pp. 165-
168. 

115 Osmundson T., 1968, p. 167. 

116 Yosizika T., ‟Region Transportation‟ in, Perth City and Region, Proceedings of Tenth 
Congress of Australian Planning, Australian Planning Institute, Melbourne,1968, p. 159-
160. 
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Yosizika‟s observation that highway networks negate public transport and in turn 

the pedestrian scale of a town. Building on Yosizika‟s observation, Perth‟s 

Freeway landscape compromises not only pedestrian scale, but also, pedestrian 

permeability. The location of the freeway along the, then, western edge of the city 

and the freeway interchange in Mounts Bay markedly interrupted the opportunity 

to develop pedestrian networks through Perth City and its park. 

 

Notwithstanding the design issues alluded to above, the citizens of the city were 

equally opposed not to the concept of a freeway as such, but in an aesthetic sense 

to the loss of Mounts Bay from the city landscape. Mounts Bay, also known as the 

Reflecting Pool was a key element in the city landscape as viewed from Mount 

Eliza. Seddon explores this theme at length in Perth a City and Its Setting, noting 

the status afforded to Mounts Bay in recorded views dating from settlement 

through to the time of infill in the late 1960s. The picturing of Mounts Bay, the 

viewing pleasure it afforded, the way in which it defined the city landscape, all 

recall a romantic ideology where landscape design sought to construct or retain 

landscape for its picturesque and sublime qualities. Moreover, the sense of loss, 

while articulated as outrage endorsed the landscape preference theory 

demonstrated by Stirling in his choice of the landscape as a suitable setting for a 

town site. In answer to this sense of loss, the Main Roads Department 

commissioned landscape architect John Oldham to beautify the site. As one of the 

first professionally designed landscapes in Perth, Oldham‟s design ideas and 

approach, discussed in detail in Chapter 4, established a point of reference for 

subsequent understanding of the core narratives of professional landscape design 

in Western Australia.  
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Pocket Parks and Swamps  

Whilst the early settlers were understandably focussed more on immediate 

survival than any long-term civic concerns, it is unfortunate that the intended civic 

space of Perth was so quickly and irresolutely surrendered. Whether underpinned 

by the utilitarian sentiments or the constraintsof the city site, Lieutenant Irwin‟s 

actions of privileging short-term private commercial needs over long-term civic 

needs not only indefinitely compromised the spatial dynamic of the city, but also, 

legitimised opportunism.117 In July 1844, in reaction to a growing recognition of the 

self-generated restrictions facing the city in terms of civic and recreation space, 

Council passed the first statutory plan of Perth. This resulted in the setting aside of 

a number of Government reserve spaces as recreation landscape; to the east, 

Perth Meadows, later known as Gloucester Park and Western Australian Cricket 

Association Grounds (WACA); to the north, a swamp, later becoming Wellington 

Square and then the Old Recreation Ground. In the following year, the new 

governor, John Hutt, released the portion of land on the Terrace acquired by his 

predecessor back to the public, thus giving rise to the site of Stirling Square, now 

known as Supreme Court Gardens.118  

 

The following three decades saw a gradual realisation of public space for the 

township. This growing civic sensibility marks a change in the perception of 

landscape that was being experienced elsewhere in the Western world.  The 

industrial revolution that propelled the colonisation of Australia also saw the 

                                                

117 Seddon G., and Ravine D., 1986, p. 99. 

118 Seddon G., and Ravine D., 1986, p. 101. 
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gestation of the public park and the introduction of the term landscape 

architecture.119  Championed in Britain by John C. Loudon (1783-1843) and 

Joseph Paxton (1801-1865), and in the United States of America by Calvert Vaux 

(1824-1895) and Frederick Law Olmsted (1822- 1903), public parks, modelled on 

the aristocratic English Landscape style of garden, were intended to address the 

social health of a community rather than aesthetic intellectualism.120   

 

Propelled by a commitment to improve the physical and social conditions of 

workers in industrial slums, Loudon is credited with having proposed the idea of 

humanitarian landscapes and town planning through the introduction of a series of 

concentric greenbelts around towns, long before Ebenezer Howard‟s garden city 

theory.121  Loudon‟s civilizing theory of landscape was expressed in Britain‟s first 

public park, Birkenhead, designed by Paxton in 1847, and was the forerunner of 

not only the public park system, but also, a major influence on the works of 

American landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted and, in general, urban open 

space theory.122  Paxton‟s public park landscapes, while drawing on the irregular 

form of the pastoral and picturesque style, introduced two transport circuits, one 

for carriages and the other for pedestrian promenading. Other major differences 

included the provision of active and passive recreational opportunities and civic 

                                                

119 First used by Gilbert Lang Meason in 1827 in the book, The Landscape Architecture of 
the Great Paintings of Italy, later in 1840 by J.C. Loudon and later again by Calvert Vaux 
and Frederick law Olmsted in 1858. I. Thompson, Ecology, Community, and Delight: 
Sources of Values in Landscape Architecture, E & FN Spon, London, 2000, p. 2. 

120 The English landscape style was predicated on the picturesque theories and practices 
developed by William Gilpin, Sir Uvedale Price, Richard Payne Knight and Humphrey 
Repton. Turner T., English Garden Design, History and Style Since 1650, Antique 
Collectors' Club Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1986. 

121 Rogers E.B., 2001, p. 316. 

122 Pregill P. and Volkman N.,1999, p. 254. 
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gathering spaces, refreshment rooms, benches, drinking fountains and caretakers‟ 

cottages.123 

 

Western Australia‟s first public park to encapsulate the ideas of the British public 

park was Stirling Square, now named Stirling Gardens, was gazetted in 1845. The 

initial park, more aptly described as a garden, was laid out by botanist James 

Drummond as a botanic garden and used for the acclimatisation and propagation 

of useful plants for the colonists. An extension to this garden was developed in the 

1880s and 1890s, most probably by the Government Gardener, Daniel Feakes. 

Documented by the Heritage Council of Western Australia as being laid out in an 

Arcadian style,124 photographs and historical records suggest a more accurate 

description to be an English Pastoral style landscape, with gardenesque features. 

Although not central to this thesis, the difference between the Heritage Council 

classification of landscape style and those generally understood in the profession, 

is an indication of a lack of engagement by Western Australian landscape 

architects in the history of the profession, and any critical discourse relative to 

Western Australian designed public places.  

 

The same gardenesque style was used to lay out Queens Gardens,125 also in the 

late 1890s and, on a larger scale and more representative of the English pastoral 

style, Hyde Park in 1890-1920 (Fig. 18).  Perth‟s early inadequate public space 

                                                

123 Rogers E.B., 2001, p. 323. 

124 „Supreme Court Buildings and Gardens, Old Court House, Stirling Gardens,‟ Register of 
Heritage Places, Heritage Council of Western Australia, 2003, pp. 1-4. 

125 Classified as a Western Australia „oasis/paradise‟ style of garden, Queens Gardens, 
Register of Heritage Places, Heritage Council of Western Australia,1999.  
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Figure 18. Top, Stirling Gardens 1901.  middle, Hyde Park 1914 ; Bottom, 
Queen‟s Gardens, 1922.Source:Pictorial Collection, State Library of Western 
Australia. 

allocation was compensated in the latter part of the century with the setting aside 

of Perth Park, later renamed Kings Park.  
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Kings Park and Botanic Gardens 

The reserve that was eventually to become Kings Park was initially a part of the 

1855 Perth Commonage set aside by Surveyor-General Fraser as a recreation 

reserve in 1871. In 1895, the reserve was officially named Perth Park by Premier 

John Forrest , who expressed at the time that the park was seen not only to be a 

sign of material progress but more importantly that such a park would play a 

significant role in ‘the intellectual and refining which do so much to build up a 

country‟.126 

 

Ironically, although the state had extensive unoccupied land, slum conditions 

arose in the state‟s settled areas after the 1890‟s gold rush leading to outbreaks of 

typhoid and bubonic plague and a concomitant pressure for a public park.  The 

push for a park in Perth at this time was thus on health grounds rather than just 

Forrest‟s civilizing medium.127 Notwithstanding this, Forrest‟s vision for the park 

was that of a completely cultivated landscape in the manner of the Melbourne 

Botanic Garden.  The initial layout of the park, although thwarted by an ongoing 

lack of municipal funding, featured serpentine vehicular roadways, grassed 

walking terraces and bedding plants in a manner reminiscent of Paxton‟s public 

park style. There is a suggestion that Perth architect George Temple Poole was 

responsible for the initial design of the park, however as documented by Considine 

and Griffiths, it is most likely that the principal designers were members of the 

                                                

126 Griffiths P., Jennings R., Lauder J., Binet G,. Erickson D,. Blackwell M., Blackwell T., 
and Harris C., Kings Park Conservation Plan For The Developed Areas, Considine and 
Griffiths Architects Pty Ltd, 1999, p. 6. (Copy provided to author by Botanic Gardens and 
Parks Authority.) 

127 Hedgcock D., and Hibbs T.,‟Perth‟s Suburban Tradition from orthodoxy to innovation‟ in 
Hedgcock D. and Yiftachel O(Eds), Urban And Regional Planning In Western Australia : 
Historical And Critical Perspectives, Paradigm Press Perth, W.A.,1992. p. 67. 
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Park Board, the Landscape Gardener, Alexander Campbell, and the Government 

Gardener, Daniel Feakes.128   The Kings Park landscape is predominantly an 

English pastoral picturesque style, embroidered with a range of cameo 

landscapes, inserted into the Western Australian bush. The park design, as it 

sought to modify the existing bush landscape, was as much a symbol of civilizing 

the landscape as Forrest‟s symbol of refining the people.  

 

Within Kings Park there are numerous landscape typologies including; a botanic 

display garden, playgrounds, promenades, memorial landscapes, and the bush.  

The history of the development of three of these typologies, the playground, the 

memorial landscape, and botanic garden provides key background information to 

the case studies in Chapter 4.  

 

Landscapes for Children  

The development of children‟s playgrounds in Western Australia followed an 

international trend that commenced with the protection of children in the work force 

and moved to the enhancement of child health and welfare through the provision 

of school playgrounds and kindergartens.129 The early playgrounds installed in 

Kings Park in 1900s, were typically standard „pipe and rail‟ equipment designs.  

These playgrounds were akin to neighbourhood park playgrounds characterised 

by collections of equipment such as see- saws, swings and rocking horses. Such 

playgrounds catered for children within walking distance of the location, were 

usually not site-specific and involved no specific design ideas or approaches.  

                                                

128 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 121. 

129 Early History of Playgrounds in the United States 
http://www.outdoorfunstore.com/playgroundhistory.  Accessed March 2005. 

http://www.outdoorfunstore.com/playgroundhistory
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By the 1940‟s the first of a new form of playgrounds was being advanced in 

Denmark by landscape architect Professor C.T Sorenson (1893-1979).  Sorenson, 

noting that children gravitated to building sites with loose materials in preference to 

constructed playgrounds, designed a playground that consisted of a range of 

waste materials. The adventure playground thus became a universal model 

gaining popularity through Europe, the United Kingdom and Australia.   

 

In Perth, the first adventure playground was designed by Kings Park 

Superintendent Arthur Fairall as part of the Lakeside Parkland. This playground 

differed substantially from the previous neighbourhood park playgrounds not only 

in style, but also, in context. Forming an integral part of the Lakeside Parkland, the 

playground was designed for recreating families who would typically arrive in a 

vehicle as opposed to the former shorter term walking playground visitor, marking 

a change in the affluence and recreating habits of Western Australian society.  

 

Lakeside Parkland, the setting for the playground, was an initiative of the, then, 

director of the park, Dr John Beard, whose primary design objective was to create 

an east-west link across the park. The Lakeside Parkland formed the western 

terminus and the newly refurbished Botanic Garden the eastern terminus. The vast 

promenade, linking the two sites, The Broadwalk, was punctuated by a tower folly , 

the DNA Tower. The design of the DNA Tower, the base of which is constructed 

from stones sent from eleven towns and eighty shires in Western Australia, is a 

double helix staircase, which was referenced on the famous double spiral 

staircase in the Chateau at Blois in France.130 Beard demonstrated site sensitivity 

                                                

130 Griffiths P., et al., 1999, p. 237. 
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in his approach to setting out the park landscape: a natural low point was used to 

create a lake, mature indigenous tree clumps were retained as plantings, while the 

existing bushland was used to define an edge to the Broadwalk and create a vista 

to the tower folly.131 The use of a folly as a wayfinding device and a destination 

point, the interpretation of the Blois staircase into a local context, and the use of 

site sensitive design indicate that Beard, although not a professional designer, 

nonetheless brought a conscious and reflective approach to the design of the 

parkland.   

 

Fairall‟s playground design was equally cognisant of the site. Considered 

innovative in its day, the Adventure Playground made use of tree stumps 

harvested during construction and maintenance work within the park to fashion 

play equipment (Fig.19). The structures included wooden climbing castles and 

ramparts made from bush poles, wooden stepping-stones, and log bridges 

crossing to the island. While the philosophy of this adventure playground stemmed 

from Fairall‟s horror of children‟s exposure to military and warlike toys as play 

elements, his recognition of the importance of unstructured play with natural 

materials anticipated the contemporary environmental sensory playgrounds of 

today.132   

 

The refurbishment of Lakeside Parkland, reviewed in Chapter 4, provides an 

opportunity to evaluate the way in which the new design interprets the site 

                                                

131 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 161. 

132 Scalzo T., „The Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground‟, Friends of Kings Park Magazine, 
Winter Edition, 2001, p.9. 
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sensitive design ideas and approach of two non-professional designers, Beard and 

Fairall. 
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Figure 19. Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground, Kings Park,1960‟s. 
Source, Pictorial Collection, State Library of Western Australia. 
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Memorial Landscapes   

The commemoration of death, both ceremonially and as a designed environment, 

helps establish and maintain identity.133  In Western Australia, public memorials to 

citizens and events are inscribed in country towns and urban centres across the 

state, commonly in the form of an obelisk adjacent to a civic building such as a 

post office or town hall. There is, however, a concentration of monuments and 

memorials in Kings Park and Botanic Gardens, which by default deems this 

landscape, the state‟s pantheon. The Kings Park and Botanic Gardens memorials 

are not isolated objects in the manner of the memorials mentioned above, rather 

the memorial landscape is modelled on the rural cemetery initiated by the French 

with the Pere-Lachaise Cemetery (1801)134 (Fig. 20) and expanded later in the 

Massachusetts‟ Mount Auburn cemetery (1831).135  Borne of a societal change 

that championed egalitarian governance, the move toward the secularization of 

death and the Romantic notion of elegiac remembrance, this style of 

memorialisation inserts remembrance into a contemplative landscape. As 

described by John Dixon Hunt, the role of the memorial landscape is that of the 

intermediate zone, between outside and inside, town and country, social space 

and private space, a space for contemplative withdrawal.136  

 

 

                                                

133 
Wolschke-Bulmahn J.(Ed), Places Of Commemoration: Search For Identity And 

Landscape Design, Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, Washington, D.C., 
2001, p.3. 

134 
Developed by architect Alexandre Theodore Brongniart (1739-1813) Rogers E.B., 2001, 

p. 333. 

135 
Designed by Jacob Bigelow 1831, Rogers, E.B., 2001, p. 335. 

136 Dixon Hunt J., „Garden Art‟, in J.Wolschke-Bulmahn (Ed), Places Of Commemoration : 
Search For Identity And Landscape Design, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C.,2000, p. 
20. 
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The memorials of Kings Park and Botanic Gardens fall into three broad categories; 

monumental, semi functional or planting, and with the exception of memorial 

buildings, are representative of memorials elsewhere in the state.  Monumental 

memorials within the park include statuary, obelisk forms, columns, boulders, 

abstract sculptures, and trophies. Semi-functional memorials are typically seats, 

fountains, shelters and clocks, while the planted memorials include Avenues of 

Honour and parklands.137  

 

                                                

137 Richards O., War Memorials in Western Australia, Como, W.A, 1996, p.7.  

Figure 20. View of Pere Lachaise Cemetery from the Entrance, 1815, by Pierre (after) 
Courvoisier. Source: http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-(after)-Courvoisier/View-Of-
Pere-Lachaise-Cemetery-From-The-Entrance,-1815.html, accessed October 2010.  

http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-%28after%29-Courvoisier/View-Of-Pere-Lachaise-Cemetery-From-The-Entrance,-1815.html
http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-%28after%29-Courvoisier/Pierre-%28after%29-Courvoisier-oil-paintings.html
http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-%28after%29-Courvoisier/Pierre-%28after%29-Courvoisier-oil-paintings.html
http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-(after)-Courvoisier/View-Of-Pere-Lachaise-Cemetery-From-The-Entrance,-1815.html
http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/Pierre-(after)-Courvoisier/View-Of-Pere-Lachaise-Cemetery-From-The-Entrance,-1815.html
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Although not formalised, this collection of memorials is the state‟s pantheon.  

Significantly, in adjacent landscapes, there are memorials that are outside the 

state collection. These memorials, both in recognition of the aboriginal culture, the 

aboriginal warrior Yagan on Heirrison Island, and another, the sacred site of the 

Wagaul below the summit of Mount Eliza, both signify marginalised history.  That 

is, the „other remembering‟ that inevitably runs parallel with the state sanctioned 

memorialisation, and which by its very nature of being outside implies a different 

narrative.138  Together, this collection of memorials - sanctioned and marginalised - 

define place in Kings Park determining who and what resides in the civic memory.  

 

War was the first event to be memorialised publicly in the state.  The Fallen 

Soldiers Memorial, now known as the South African Memorial, 139  designed by 

James White of Sydney, was dedicated by His Royal Highness, Duke of Cornwall 

and York, in 1902.  As described by Ken Inglis, the monument is not of an officer 

or individual, rather it is of a type.140 Committees throughout the nation raised 

funds to erect Fallen Soldier Memorials and soon these monuments covered the 

post war civic landscape. The Fallen Soldier typology portrays the soldier as larger 

than life, keen, vigilant, strong and noble but never triumphant, and of course 

always male and clearly Caucasian. Further noted by Inglis, the Boer War 

established an Australian type, the Australian bushman soldier, who proved 

                                                

138 As pointed out by historian Ken Inglis, the contest for territory, at the heart of all war, 
forms part of the Australia‟s early colonial history where war was waged between old 
inhabitants (Aboriginals) and new inhabitants (the British) for control of the land. According 
to the rules of Westminster, there was no warfare because the land was deemed to belong 
to the British crown and was entirely occupied by the British. K. Inglis, Sacred Places War 
Memorials in the Australian Landscape. Melbourne University Publishing, Carlton, 
Vic.,2008, pp. 21 26.  

139 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 10.  

140 Inglis K., Sacred Places, 2008, p. 58. 
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superior to the British brethren, more adaptable to the business in hand, more 

used to life in the open.141  This constructed character, independent and yet 

supportive of the imperial forces, was reinforced in the First World War becoming 

manifest in the landscape as something distinctively „Australian‟, something that 

the community could worship.   

 

Early photographs indicate that the South African Memorial, surrounded by a 

pedestrian walk, and encompassing a vista across to the city, stood proud of the 

landscape the surrounding landscape. Today, the prominence and pre-eminence 

has been lost with the monument now almost shrouded by vegetation and, 

strangely, given the intent to memorialise Australians killed in the Boer War, 

flanked by a garden of South African plants(Fig. 21). The loss of legibility denotes 

a loss of relevance, while the literal planting creates an association that belies the 

historical context of the conflict being memorialised.     

 

 

                                                

141 Inglis K., 2008, p. 58. 
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Figure 21. The South African Memorial (1902), memorial detail and 
commemorative plaque. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2007. 
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Planting of a different type formed the next memorial to be located in the park.  

Commencing in 1919, Avenues of Honour were planted along May and Lovekin 

Drives to commemorate service men that died in the First World War.  The 

tradition, first suggested by Kings Park Board member Arthur Lovekin, persisted 

beyond World War One to reach a current total of over a thousand trees, each with 

a commemorative plaque.  The plaques, paid for by subscription were historically 

maintained by the returned soldiers and their families.  However, over time these 

memorials have taken on a different significance as the communal activity of 

maintenance has increasingly become the responsibility of the Kings Park Board. 

 

The trees form a living guard of honour to all who pass through the park, an 

unobtrusive symbol of a life for a death.  By coincidence rather than design, the 

trees also form an ordered permeable edge between the urbane landscape of the 

road and the mythologised „other‟ in the Australian psyche, the bush.  The fact that 

the trees are native is also an act of accidental symbolism as the intended 

species, oaks and plane trees, died and were replaced by Eucalyptus botryoides, 

in May Drive and Eucalyptus cladocaylyx, in Lovekin Drive. One could mistakenly 

presume that the extant native trees were selected as initial plantings to embody 

the emerging sense of Australian nationalism.  Ironically, the Eucalyptus 

botryoides, not indigenous to the area, are also destined to be replaced as they 

have escaped the demarcation line of the roadway and are deemed to be 

contaminating the very bush they were barricading.   
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Usurping the Boer War Fallen Soldiers memorial in status and location, was the 

1929 State War Memorial erroneously named The Cenotaph.142  Championed by 

the local Returned and Service League (RSL), the project to erect a tribute from 

the whole community underwent a process of debate over funding, form and 

location.  The incumbent State Labour Government, while not financially 

supporting the memorial due to partisan politics, advocated a utilitarian memorial 

such as a hospital rather than a „useless pile of stone‟.143  Eventually settling on a 

monument rather than a building, and Perth rather than Fremantle as the site, the 

summit of Mt Eliza in Kings Park was selected as the most suitable location.  As 

stated by Inglis, Perth alone amongst the states of Australia did not run a 

competition for the design of the State War Memorial.144 Opting instead for a less 

costly approach the committee responsible for the memorial approached Lt-

General Sir Talbot Hobbs, a World War One veteran and architect, to design the 

memorial. Hobbs‟ design, a replica of four previous Hobbs‟ memorials done for 

France and Belgium, consisted of a thirty-foot high obelisk embellished with the 

Australian Imperial Forces (AIF) rising sun badge, a Cross of Sacrifice and laurel 

victory wreaths.  The memorial inscription bears witness to a change in the 

Australian psyche first suggested in the Fallen Soldier Memorials.   

 

                                                

142 
Cenotaph monuments are modelled on the Cenotaph, Whitehall London, 1919, by Sir 

Edward Lutyens.  Lutyen‟s monument is an „empty tomb‟ mounted on a pylon inscribed 
simply „The Glorious Dead‟. The empty tomb represents the tomb of all soldiers, missing or 
killed.  The Western Australian War Memorial is in the form of an obelisk.  The obelisk is 
similarly misrepresented as a phallic symbol rather than the Egyptian origin of the form, 
which was said to represent a shaft of sunlight descending from the Gods.     

143
 Inglis K., 2008, p. 287. 

144 Inglis K., 2008, p. 287. 
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ERECTED BY GRATEFUL CITIZENS IN REMEMBRANCE OF MEN OF 

THIS STATE WHO AT THE CALL OF DUTY GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR 

FREEDOM AND HUMANITY IN THE GREAT WAR 1914-1918.145 

 

Whilst the men who volunteered were members of the Australian Imperial Forces, 

the memorialisation was not on behalf of the Empire, rather on behalf of freedom 

and humanity.     

 

The State War Memorial has, through accretion, appropriation and ritual grown in 

form and status in its eighty years of existence. Following World War Two, a 

concourse designed by architect Colonel Athol Hobbs, son of Talbot Hobbs, was 

erected in front of the State Memorial in order to accommodate a growing number 

of people attending the Anzac and Remembrance Day memorial services.  Later, 

on the eastern side of the State War Memorial, the bluff of Mt Eliza was 

appropriated and named Anzac Bluff, to further cement the narrative of the 

landscape, and the resilience of the Australian bush soldier. Later still, an Eternal 

Flame of Remembrance (Fig.22) was added to the Concourse, symbolically linking 

the state memorial with the National War Memorial in Canberra.146 The  location of 

the suite of memorials on Mt Eliza, oriented to the rising sun and mythologised 

through the annual the Anzac Day dawn service, have, through narrative and 

ritual, deemed this landscape a sacred space. Moreover, and importantly for the 

success or otherwise of design projects along the Perth Foreshore, the view from 

                                                

145 Inglis K., 2008, p. 288. 

146 Although both the Anzac Bluff memorial (1975) and the Eternal Flame (2000), were 
dedicated post 1960, they are included at this point as integral components of the design 
being discussed.   
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Anzac Bluff down to Perth Water, Perth city, its foreshore and hinterland is integral 

to the sacredness of this place.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. State War memorial, Australian Imperial Forces „Rising Sun„ 
badge. Source, Helen Whitbread,2007.  
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By the 1960s public opinion had not only changed the form of memorial, but also, 

who should be memorialised. Reflecting the accommodation of a range of voices, 

in particular those of a growing women‟s movement, a memorial to the pioneer 

women of the state, the Pioneer Women’s Memorial Lake and Parkland was 

constructed in a naturally occurring valley within the park (Fig. 23). Thirty years 

prior to the construction of this memorial, a request to commemorate within the 

park, the efforts of one woman, Edith Cowan, had been refused on the edict that 

the park was becoming like a cemetery and as such, memorials to individuals 

would no longer be accommodated.147       

 

The design brief for the Pioneer Women’s Memorial, set by the Country Women‟s 

Association (CWA), the project sponsors, had strong Romantic overtones. The 

Committee decided that the memorial should be decorative rather than practical to 

make up for the hardship experienced by early pioneer women. Therefore, it was 

decided to have a fountain which would give elegance so many pioneer women 

sighed for and the running water for lack of which so many of them died.148 

 

The resulting memorial is markedly different to the South African Memorial  and 

State War Memorial both of which are pedestal mounted monuments framed by 

the sky (heavens).  By contrast, the Pioneer Woman statue, located in a valley, is 

not only always looked down on, but, by virtue of being surrounded by water is 

                                                

147 The Edith Cowan Memorial was banished to the edge and currently adorns a clock 
column monument that punctuates the intersection of Kings Park Road, Malcolm Street 
and Fraser Avenue.     

148 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 88. 
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visually and physically isolated to all bar inquisitive ducks. 149  The lone figures 

almost invoke a sense of serenity, however, any notion of contemplation is 

dispelled by the arousal of great jets of water, and one senses that the only respite 

for the woman from this constant display occurs during mechanical failure.150  The 

enfolding pastoral landscape, the metaphoric gushing and subsiding fountains and 

ever-running Water Garden Stream have an ambiguity not found in either of the 

aforementioned memorials. While ostensibly celebrating the female contribution to 

the building of a nation and recognition of growing professional independence, the 

depiction of the woman reverts to metaphoric archetypes of valley and nature.  

Over time, as the parkland setting has increasingly been used for formal and 

informal recreation, the commemorative intent of the monument has become lost 

as an object in the setting rather than the reason for the setting.  

                                                

149 The Pioneer Women Memorial statue was designed by local sculptor Margaret Priest, 
the pond and fountains by local architect Geoffrey Summerhayes and the Water garden is 
a modified version of a 1962 design by the landscape architect, John Oldham. Griffiths P., 
et al, 1999, pp. 88-89. 

150 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 89. 
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As much as the intent of memorials is to commemorate they are also political 

markers in the landscapes.  The process of remembering, highlighting, 

marginalising and forgetting are a part of the politics of memorial landscapes.  The 

location, text, symbols, degree of maintenance, and ceremonial rituals of 

sanctioned memorials construct a narrative, at times mythologised by the 

dominant culture.  Unofficial memorials such as the Nyungar sacred site at the 

base of Mount Eliza represent a metaphoric conundrum. Presided over by the 

State War Memorial and Anzac Bluff from above, this sacred site is in one sense 

subjugated. On the other hand, being embedded in both the cultural belief of the 

first Australians and physically in the earth, this sacred site metaphorically 

underpins all that stands upon it.  Equally symbolic is the statue of Aboriginal 

Figure 23.  Pioneer Women‟s Memorial (1968).Source, Helen Whitbread, 2007. 
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warrior Yagan, within sight of the State War Memorial and yet isolated on Heirrison 

Island. Yagan, an aboriginal warrior killed by white settlers in retaliation for a 

spearing death, had his head removed, smoked and transported back to Britain. 

Following a campaign to retrieve the head from the British Museum and lay the 

body to rest, a memorial was erected by the local Nyungar people on Heirrison 

Island, a small island in the Swan River to the east of the city.151  Twice since 

being erected, the head of the Yagan monument has been removed by 

unidentified perpetrators. These activities demonstrate the way in which history is 

constructed, not so much through the initial event being remembered but through 

the symbolic power of remembering. As noted by Denis Cosgrove quoting Jon 

Berger,  

 

Sometimes a landscape seems less a setting for the life of its inhabitants 

than a curtain behind which their struggles, achievements and accidents 

take place.  For those who, with the inhabitants are behind the curtains, 

landmarks are no longer geographic, but also, biographical and 

personal.152 

 

Science as Garden - Botanic Gardens  

The Botanic Gardens of Kings Park, developed in the late 1960s, mark the 

convergence of a range of landscape influences in West Australia. Notably these 

include a strong interest in indigenous flora and a concomitant Bush Garden 

aesthetic, the development of the international, national and local environmental 

                                                

151 Although the Yagan Memorial was constructed in the 1970‟s it is included at this point of 
the discussion as integral background material to the detailed review on memorials in 
Chapter 4. 

152 Cosgrove D., „Landscape as a Cultural Product‟, in, Swaffield S.(Ed), Theory In 
Landscape Architecture, A Reader, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia. 2002. 
p. 166. 
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conservation movement, and the emergence of the landscape architectural 

profession both locally and nationally.   

 

The strong interest in indigenous flora can be traced back to the early days of 

settlement, indeed it could be described as a condition of the physical and 

temporal circumstances of early colonisation. With settlement occurring towards 

the end of the Age of Discovery153, there was a strong amateur and burgeoning 

professional interest in all of the natural sciences, and in Western Australia, a 

particular appreciation of, and interest in, local wildflowers. One of the most 

significant early contributors to the development of a Western Australian 

horticultural knowledge was Mrs Georgina Molloy (1805-43) an early settler based 

in Augusta, a town in the far south of Western Australia.  It is reported that Molloy, 

seeking solace after the death of her first child and again later, following the death 

of her only son, turned to the intrigue of the Australian bush for comfort.  Initially 

collecting and documenting specimens for her own interest, Molloy responded to a 

request from Lady Stirling‟s cousin, Captain James Mangles R.N. (1786-1867) to 

provide him with seeds of the native plants of the region. The hortus siccus154 sent 

by Molloy were of such high quality that many of the seeds prepared by her were 

distributed for cultivation to British landscape designers and horticulturists such as 

Joseph Paxton.155 It is worth noting that while Kings Park and Botanic Gardens 

                                                

153 The Age of Discovery, or Age of Exploration refers to the period in history, beginning in 
the 15 century, when Europeans engaged in extensive maritime exploration of the world 
often in search of new trade routes. 

154 Hortus siccus, literally a „dried garden‟.   

155 Hasluck A., 'Molloy, Georgiana (1805-1843)', in, Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
Volume 2, Melbourne University Press, Carlton, Vic., 1967, pp 244-245. 
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hold a memorial to James Drummond,156 the government appointed botanist who 

sold specimens of West Australian plants to overseas herbaria, there is no such 

recognition of Molloy, the female volunteer scientist.  

 

Much has been made of the early coloniser‟s proclivity for exotic landscapes and 

recreating a „sense of home‟ 157, however while the landscape style may have 

echoed „home‟, early horticultural records confound the exclusivity of this claim.  In 

Western Australia, Eucalyptus rudis and Eucalyptus ficifolia 158 were both used in 

the earliest street tree plantings 159 and plants such as banksias, Nuytsia 

floribunda, acacias, Agonis flexuosa, and Chamelaucium uncinatum (Geraldton 

wax) were retained or propagated within domestic gardens. Indeed, it was through 

the persistent propagation trials by Georgiana Molloy that the symbiotic traits of 

the Nuytsia floribunda were first discovered.  

 

Increased leisure time and the availability of transport also played a part in 

promoting an interest in local flora. In the 1890s, in a trend that parallels the 

American Rural Romantic cemeteries movement,160 West Australian city dwellers 

would take Sunday steam train excursions to the Perth Hills returning from 

                                                

156 The James Drummond Seat 1968, designed either by Arthur Fairall or Dr John Beard, 
Griffiths P., et al,1999, p.93. 

157 See for example, Wylie J., Landscape, Routledge,USA, 2007; Shapiro M., Methods And 
Nations: Cultural Governance and The Indigenous Subject, Routledge, USA,2003; Crone 
N., „Symbols of a New Nation, Australia‟s Flora in the Decorative Arts‟, in Whitehead G. 
(Ed),Planting Australia, Australian Garden History Society, Melbourne, 2001. 

158 Reclassified as Corymbia ficifolia in 1995. Australian Native Plants Society (Australia).  

159 Richards, O., 1997, p. 29. 

160 In 1830‟s American Rural Romantic Cemeteries movement, with the advent of the car 
people were able to leave urban centres and visit and landscaped cemeteries as an early 
form of public parks. Pregill P., and Volkman N., pp. 455-460. 
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picnicking with indigenous plants to propagate in their own gardens.161  Thus, the 

bush was seen not only as a desirable „natural‟ park, but also, as a landscape 

aesthetic to emulate within one‟s own garden. The affinity for the bush became 

heightened after World War One, when national character started to assume a 

landscape based symbolism. The eucalypt and the wattle, both tough resilient and 

unique were seen to personify the Australian character and be representative of a 

nation. Wattle was sent to soldiers in repatriation hospitals and eucalypt seeds 

were sent overseas to be planted in locations where soldiers had been killed in 

battle. 162  Indigenous flora and fauna appeared in many cultural guises such as on 

state emblems, postage stamps, literature, fine and popular arts and icons in the 

built form.   

 

In the 1960s, Western Australia experienced a mineral boom which led to 

suburban expansion and extensive clearing of bushland. Accompanying and 

prompted by key publications such as Rachel Carson‟s Silent Spring, there was a 

heightened awareness of both the amount of destruction being wrought by 

humans on the environment and the need for stewardship. In Western Australia, a 

growing community environmental concern was manifested in overturning a Perth 

City Council request to develop twenty acres of Kings Park as an Aquatic Park in 

readiness for the Commonwealth Games. Notwithstanding this, a request by the 

President of the Royal Society in Western Australia163, A. J. Millington, to establish 

a Botanic Garden in Kings Park was supported despite the local Naturalists 

                                                

161 Richards O., 1997, p. 30. 

162 Crone N., 2001, p.77. 

163 The Royal Society of Western Australia, founded in 1914, promoted natural science 
research.  
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Society lobbying against the proposal and thus a stewardship program was 

born.164     

 

The development of the 1960s Botanic Garden in Kings Park represents a decline 

in a Romantic sensibility and an emerging scientific rationalist approach to 

landscape. This move was however not clear-cut as the social intent of providing 

recreation and education opportunities remained Victorian in foundation.165  So too 

did the Botanic Garden. The landscape, designed by the State Town Planning 

Department, Dr John Beard and John Oldham, was modelled on the existing 

picturesque setting although a scientific planting style based on plant communities 

replaced the typical Gardenesque style of Victorian Botanic Gardens.166  

 

The Park‟s nascent shift in rationale from social virtue to botany coincided with the 

birth of the profession of landscape architecture in Australia and an emerging bush 

ethos. The bush ethos in turn coincided with a simplification of display gardens 

within the park, principally as a cost saving measure, and a move towards the use 

of a bush garden style.  The bush garden style, not unique to Western Australia, is 

characterised by the use of native flora and rustic materials such as untreated 

jarrah sleepers or logs, and undressed stone. The bush garden, as it has been 

                                                

164 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p.20.  

165 James Loudon, the founder of the public park was also responsible for the development 
of the Gardenesque style of planting used to display collected exotic specimens. Pregill P., 
and Volkman N.,1999, p.253. 

166 The first plans for the Botanic Garden, which were drawn by the Town Planning 
Department in December 1961, included the location of paths, garden beds, and a water 
Feature. In 1962, John Oldham drew a proposed water garden with cascades and mosaic 
paving featuring Aboriginal 'x ray 'designs but this design was not implemented.  In 1963, 
Dr John Beard‟s proposed Master Plan including a refined design for the Botanic Garden. 
Beard apportioned sections of the Botanic Garden to landscape types such as „Tuart‟, 
„Forest‟, „Open Plains‟, and comparable climate gardens. Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 173.  
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implemented in Kings Park and extensively in Western Australia in both civic and 

domestic landscapes, uses an Arts and Crafts or Gardenesque style of planting 

generally in a pastoral or picturesque setting and as such represents an 

adaptation of style.   

 

The bush aesthetic approach to landscape design was strongly promulgated by 

the state‟s first landscape architects such as John Oldham, Jean Verscheur (Lady 

Brodie-Hall) and Marion Blackwell all of whom are noted for the promotion of 

indigenous or native flora and the retention or recreation of naturalistic settings in 

their landscape designs. George Seddon equally was a champion of natural 

aesthetic through a number of publications in particular, A Sense of Place, and his 

design manifesto, The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape. 167 

 

The developing interest in the Australian bush has an associated ethical stance 

characteristic of conservation and preservation groups. There is, however, as 

noted by Charles Lewis, a dark side to „ethical naturalism‟ when posited as a 

superior practice. Many of the green movements in the United States and Europe 

evolved in protest to environmental degradation and its effect on human life. 

However, the desire to protect native or indigenous plants also has ominous 

overtones, as evidenced in Nazi Germany.  168 

 

                                                

167 Seddon G., ‟The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape‟, Centre for Environmental 
Studies, University of Melbourne, 
http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm. Accessed June 2010, 
Originally published in Landscape Australia 2/1979. 

168 Lewis C., The Search for Ecological Goodness, Green Nature-Human Nature, 
University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1996, p. 179.  

http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm
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The ominous overtones Lewis refers to are the Nationalist Socialist theories of 

landscape design expounded by German landscape architects and theorists such 

as Willy Lange and Hans Hasler. Referred to as the „blood and soil theory‟(blud 

und boden) the Nationalist Socialist view of landscape promoted the notion that 

the natural German landscape was an expression of German nationalism and the 

German ideal that people lived in harmony and balance with their natural 

environment.  In other words, indigenous plants and naturalistic styles of planting 

were synonymous with a racial superiority.   

 

The blood and soil theory of the Nationalist Socialist movements echoes the 

association of ethics with naturalistic aesthetics, a notion that has occupied 

proponents of philosophical aesthetics for over two centuries. Embedded in works 

such as Immanuel Kant‟s Critique of Judgement (1790),169 through Henry David 

Thoreau‟s Walden or Life in the Woods (1893),170 Jens Jensen‟s Siftings (1939)171 

and Ian McHarg‟s Design with Nature (1969),172 the central tenet of the naturalistic 

aesthetic and later the environmental aesthetic is that nature represents truth, 

beauty, good and ecological responsibility. Therefore, landscape represented in a 

naturalistic aesthetic has come to be associated with high moral values.   

 

In Western Australia, despite a continuing interest and growth in the use of native 

plants, the style of civic and residential landscapes remains strongly wedded to 

                                                

169
 Kant E. translated by Meredith, J.C., The Critique of Judgement, Clarendon Press, 

Oxford,1952. 

170 Thoreau H. D. Walden or Life in the Woods (1893), Appelbaum S.(Ed),Dover 
Publications, ,New York, 1995. 

171 Jensen J., Siftings, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1990. 
172 McHarg I., Design with Nature, Garden City, New York, 1969. 
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interpretations of the picturesque, gardenesque and arts and crafts styles of 

planting, all of which are characterised by large areas of turf requiring extensive 

irrigation. There are many reasons for this response including an instinct to soften 

and cool a hot dry environment and the need, in the metropolitan area, to manage 

sandy soils and strong daily winds. Technological advances in water availability 

have abetted the myth that a naturalistic landscape style equates with ecological 

conservation which, in turn, is seen as a moral approach to landscape design. As 

suggested earlier, the use of indigenous plants and naturalistic settings may be 

allied to an unconscious desire to express an aboriginal affinity with, rather than 

imperial domination of the landscape. Not recognised in such an approach is an 

inherent duplicity of attempting to mitigate picturesque landscapes with native or 

indigenous planting.  

 

Regional Gardens - Urban Form  

Metropolitan Perth, unlike most other urban centres in Australia, with the exception 

of Adelaide, has a history of planned development.173 Stirling initiated the process 

by overseeing the implementation of the grid, based on New World planning 

principles favoured by the British, as an effective settlement tool.174  As the 

population expanded, more refined planning measures were required and, in 

1920, William Bold introduced the City of Perth Endowment Lands Act (1920) to 

ensure a degree of control over development. This was followed by the Planning 

and Development Act, in 1928 and, eventually, the Stephenson Hepburn Plan for 

the Metropolitan Region, Perth and Fremantle (PMRPF) in 1955. These measures 

                                                

173 Berry C., „The Evolution of Local Planning in Western Australia‟, 1992, p. 20. 

174 The first developer to use a purposely organised grid pattern was William Penn in his 
plan for Philadelphia in the 1680‟s, Pregill P., and Volkman N., 1999, p. 403.  
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ensured that, for the most part, the development of Western Australia‟s urban 

landscape was shaped in an ordered and regulatory manner.   

 

Notwithstanding the regulatory framework, a number of local conditions have also 

contributed to the urban form of Perth. As indicated earlier, despite Stirling‟s 

official ordinance, the location and actual form of the settlement grid laid out in 

Perth was modified on site by both the topography and the opportunistic behaviour 

of early settlers. The design language that emerged from this process has had a 

lasting impact on the urban and suburban form of metropolitan Perth. For 

example, the topographical confines of the site restricted the extent of the grid 

resulting in the use of „ribbon form’ lots to maximise access to the river. Having 

received their land allocation settlers were obliged to abide by regulations, which 

stipulated that dwellings were to be located on the middle line of each lot.  This 

style of development, known as the cottage ornée of rural England, when applied 

to the long narrow ribbon form blocks ensured that there was at least a nine metre 

setback from the lot boundary to each dwelling.175 The house surrounded by 

garden resulting from this practice enshrined an open urban character that was 

later perpetuated in suburban form and today works against attempts to inscribe a 

tight urban language in the city. Secondly, the opportunistic behaviour of the early 

settlers in developing land set aside for public use not only denied later citizens 

the opportunity to have well integrated pubic space but more significantly, deprived 

the city of an urban design language.    

 

                                                

175 Berry C., „The Evolution of Local Planning in Western Australia‟, 1992, p.19. 
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Opportunism was also the catalyst for the next major change in urban form 

introduced to the state. The grid as an urban form was not put under pressure until 

the1890‟s when the discovery of gold and the concomitant population explosion 

resulted in unregulated densification and expansion of urban and suburban areas.  

As described by Hedgcock and Hibbs:  

 

The wide streets and spacious lots of the colonial era were rapidly 

overtaken by a jumble of lot sizes, street widths and back alleys.176   

 

The unplanned growth of the 1890s quickly created overcrowding and outbreaks 

of typhoid and bubonic plague as people festered in un-sewered shanty towns.177  

These slum conditions were reminiscent of the industrial revolution, therefore, it 

was not surprising that concerned civic leaders led by City of Perth town clerk 

William E. Bold turned to Europe, North America and Britain for answers.  Here, 

through the design theories of City Beautiful, Garden City and Garden Suburbs, 

notions of landscape and garden were being applied as rational scientific solutions 

to improving the urban environment.  

 

Returning from a study tour to England, Europe and America, Bold, together with 

architect and Town Councillor, Harold Boas, effectively entered Western Australia 

into a third phase of landscape design with the introduction of the garden suburb 

as a method of controlled suburban development (Fig. 24). Boas‟ initiative 

ultimately resulted in the development of a seaside town at City Beach and the 

residential town at Floreat Park, both based on garden suburb principles. 

                                                

176 Hedgcock D., and Hibbs T., „Perth‟s Suburban Tradition‟ in Urban and Regional 
Planning in Western Australia, 1992, p. 67.  

177 Hedgcock D., and Hibbs T., 1992, p. 67. 
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Essentially this included a generous allocation of public open space allotted 

through the greenbelt bushland reserves of Bold Park and Reabold Hill, small 

pocket parks, tree lined boulevards and single residential housing lots. In City 

Beach, the road layout was aligned to the contours resulting in a harmonious 

composition of built and natural form.  Using a site sensitive treatment that 

respected the existing landscape character is an approach that seems to have 

been abandoned in more recent suburban beach developments where benching 

178 has been used to ensure maximum lot yield. In this process, the topography is 

reshaped with large retaining walls resulting in  loss of existing landscape 

character and microclimatic protection. 

                                                

178 A practice of using long stretches retaining wall to achieve flat building sites in an 
otherwise contoured site.   
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The City Beach and Floreat suburban developments marked a new approach to 

planned developments in Western Australia. As described by Lee Stickells, the 

design of these suburbs as models of development reflected a perception that 

garden cities and garden suburbs had a significant role to play in the health and 

efficiency of the workforce and therefore, the development of national 

enterprise.179  Notwithstanding the environmental determinism of the model, City 

Beach and Floreat Park were privately developed by the surveyors Carl Klem and 

Percy Hope and marketed to the middle class. Thus despite the ideology, in 

practice the first garden suburbs perpetuated the capitalist hegemony that 

                                                

179 Sticklles, L., 2004, p.136. 

Figure 24.  Masterplan for the Perth Endowment Lands (1925).M. 
Poole, „Town Planning‟, in M.Pitt Morison and J. White, (Eds), 
1979, p.231.    
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characterised the settlement landscape. Moreover, the picturesque aesthetic of 

the garden suburbs contributed to an underlying conservatism just as Perth was 

on the cusp of encountering modernism. Commenting on the way in which the 

picturesque worked against early forays into modernism, Christine Sharkey 

discusses how the image of Perth and the south west of Western Australia was 

projected through painting and photography180 as a landscape of tranquillity and 

abundance.  Quoting research by Janda Gooding, Tom Stannage and Jenny 

Gregory, Sharkey writes that in the 1930s, the benign pastoral genre of landscape 

image worked to mask:  

 

... an underbelly, a dark side of a regional social-scape in which no 

effective counter-culture could thrive, and poverty, inequities, and hardship 

were glossed over. 181 

 

The prevailing conservative milieu had an impact on the nascent landscape design 

culture. In the first instance, the picturesque style of suburban design reinforced 

the romantic notion of landscape sanctioned by the conservative leaders of the 

day. Secondly, John Oldham, Western Australia‟s first landscape architect, who 

was working as a publicist at that time, actively challenged the status quo through 

his satirical poster designs and through his membership of the radical Workers Art 

Guild and the Communist Party. Oldham and others were subject to criminal 

investigations for their association with the Communist party and eventually the 

Workers Guild was disbanded. Although Oldham was not then engaged in 

                                                

180 Noted artists of the time were photographers, Amy Heap and Fred Flood. Stannage 
C.T., Embellishing The Landscape: The Images Of Amy Heap And Fred Flood, 1920-1940, 
Fremantle Arts Centre Press ,Fremantle, W.A .,1990. 

181 Sharkey C., ‟Perth modernism in the 1930s and 1950s: a canonical saga and Robert 
Juniper's modernism‟, SPAN Journal of the South Pacific Association for Commonwealth 
Literature and Language Studies, Number 36, 1993, p. 4. 
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landscape design, when he did become involved in the late 1950s, in contradiction 

to his early radical stance he too engaged in a conservative romantic approach to 

design. By comparison, at this time, American landscape architects such as 

Thomas Church, Garrett Eckbo and James Rose had introduced a modernist 

approach to landscape design that embraced a synthesis of science, modernist 

aesthetic ideology and technology. One can only speculate as to the reason for 

Oldham‟s comparative conservatism given his radical background, and obvious 

engagement with contemporaneous intellectual movements. Perhaps, as he has 

suggested:  

 

Nobody in Western Australia had heard of landscape architecture and it 

was difficult to make people understand what it was all about.182 

 

It may have been too difficult to introduce both the notion of the discipline and an 

experimental approach to design.  What is significant is the early emasculation of 

Perth‟s landscape design culture to a point of decorative commodity.  Again, as 

Sharkey points out, while the 1950s modernism relied on individual artistic 

interpretations through the works of artists such as Robert Juniper and Brian 

MacKay, almost to a point of homogeneity, in contrast, the earlier attempt at 

modernism had a creative energy forged of communal ideals.183  That is, it was as 

much substance as style.    

 

 

 

                                                

182 Oldham J., „Early Landscape Architecture in Western Australia 1954-1967,Part One‟, 
Landscape Australia, 3/85, 1985, p. 102. 

183 Sharkey C., 1993, p. 10. 
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Core Narratives 1829 early 1960s 

As the Swan River Colony matured into the State of Western Australia, place 

making spanned a range of landscape typologies. An analysis of this second and 

third phase of landscape transformation has revealed five core narratives and a 

range of interrelated themes of ideas and approaches to public place design, 

some of which were persistent throughout the era, while others were interpretive 

and/or new.   

 

Colonial Landscapes   

The first narrative is perhaps understandably a colonial narrative. Western 

Australia along with the other settler states of Australia was founded on the 

ideology of imperialism and colonialism. As a colonial settlement, the Australian 

landscape was considered an adjunct of the British landscape. Indeed, up until the 

1950s Britain was referred to as the „mother country‟ and Australians travelled 

„back home‟ to Britain. Ironically, the Western Australian landscape, intractably 

different in geomorphology and climate to the landscape of the „mother country‟, in 

many instance proved to be the coloniser. In other words, the comparatively harsh, 

dry and hot climate together with predominantly infertile soils imposed its own 

order on the settlers, determining settlement location and the extent of agricultural 

development.  

 

The idea of Romanticism, expressed as the English picturesque, was a part of the 

imported ideology of the colonial landscape. Perth city, viewed from Mount Eliza 

encapsulated both the scientific rationalist and emotive aesthetic elements of 

Romanticism.  As noted by Pregill and Volkman, the scientific rationalist aspects of 

Romanticism rose out of the scientific activity of the enlightenment era whereby 

the perception of landscape changed through the introduction of observation of 
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natural phenomena and the concomitant development of theory to explain these 

observations.184  Essentially landscape became objectified.    

 

Objectification led to an appreciation of landscape as scene, essentially the 

manifestation of the seventeenth century picturesque landscape painting genre 

into the third dimension185. Objectification was also reinforced by the use of 

perspective as a picturing device. As explained by Cosgrove,  the use of 

perspective in the construction of landscape paintings, and later physical 

landscapes, structured scenes such that the components of the view were directed 

to the spectator thereby both placing them out of the scene and allowing them to 

own the view.186 Thus for purveyors of „scene‟, there is not only an objectification 

of landscape, but also, by virtue of privileging the view, reinforced sense of 

ownership. In Western Australia therefore, there is a sense that the scene of the 

city from Mount Eliza belongs to all of those who view it, in particular to the citizens 

of the state. Equally, Romanticism was the unconscious ideology underpinning the 

transformation of Perth‟s working port into a recreation space. The new vast areas 

of lawn reinforced a pastoral image of the city when viewed from Mount Eliza.   

 

In English picturesque landscapes, the aesthetics of the sublime, a part of 

Romantic ideology, was played out through the construction of sublime scenes, 

often theatrically bordering on the wild and dangerous and, at times, replete with 

„live in‟ hermits. The Western Australian landscape, inhabited and altered by 

                                                

184 Pregill P. and Volkman N., 1999, p. 234. 

185 A landscape typology springing from the canvas of French painters such as Claude 
Lorrain 9(1600-1682) and Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665). 

186 Cosgrove D.E., 1998, p. 27. 
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indigenous people, or „noble savages‟, was living proof of a sublime Romantic 

picturesque landscape. Equally, the objectification of landscape and inhabitants as 

scenery facilitated the theory of terra nullius and justified imperial rights to the new 

landscape of Western Australia and its constituent wealth.   

 

The design of the Kings Park and Botanic Gardens and its associated memorial 

landscape is strongly underpinned by colonial ideas and approaches. The 

picturesque layout of the park represents both the perpetuation of a Romantic 

ideology and, conversely, in the translation of this ideology to a public landscape, 

a sense of democratic and socially deterministic landscapes. In addition, the 

location of the Queen Victoria memorial and the early war memorials on the 

summit overlooking the town of Perth, and the mimetic design syntax of these 

memorials  both reinforce sovereign linkages and demonstrate a symbolic imperial 

dominance of the landscape.  

 

Garden City and Garden Suburb landscapes, which are more appropriately 

recognised as British rather than strictly colonial, sought to appease the ills of the 

industrial revolution by adapting the English picturesque to urban and suburban 

landscapes. While the model had merits from a planning perspective, as pointed 

out by Sharkey, Romanticising the image of Western Australian landscape helped 

perpetuate Perth‟s conservatism and repressed any critical expression of 

modernism. In summary, the colonial ideas and approaches to landscape design, 

expressed primarily in the form of the grid and the English picturesque, were 

persistent from 1829 through to 1956.    
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A Planned Approach  

The second core narrative, a planned approach to landscape design, became 

more pronounced as the population increased. Planned landscapes are 

synonymous with landscape development and Captain James Stirling could 

perhaps be considered Western Australia‟s first land speculator. His positive and 

engaging descriptions were embraced enthusiastically by British landowners and 

labourers who, dispossessed under the Enclosure Act and Highland clearances, 

clamoured to become settlers. Equally, Fraser‟s role of „landscape assessor‟ 

seems to have echoed through time. His role in articulating the excellent 

development (settlement) opportunities of the Swan River plains anticipated later 

conflicting interests of environmental impact assessments and landscape 

development. Development at any cost was also behind the early loss of public 

open space along Perth‟s foreshore where the land set aside for civic purposes 

was sold to settlers in Stirling‟s absence. The townscape of Perth was thus 

compromised by the loss of civic space, leaving in its wake a landscape missing a 

key focal point. Later when the foreshore was reclaimed, the pastoral form of this 

landscape failed to connect the town to the river.  

 

The concept of planned development, as opposed to planned settlement, was first 

introduced to Western Australia by City of Perth Town Clerk, William E Bold.  

Bold‟s approach to design was in one respect visionary, and in another, derivative.  

After travelling overseas for the precise purpose of finding a solution to the chaotic 

development the state was experiencing in the post gold rush boom, Bold returned 

to Perth with the concept of the Garden Suburb. In Western Australia, concerns for 

public health precipitated the introduction of this model of landscape; however, 

with the target market being the affluent middle class, the exercise was rooted in 

capitalism rather than utilitarianism. The ensuing government sponsored private 
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development of the garden suburbs of City Beach and Floreat Park on City of 

Perth Endowment lands reinforced the early speculative approach to landscape 

design seen in the settlement phase.   

 

Equally insensitive to the civic purpose of the city was the Stephenson and 

Hepburn 1953 Metropolitan Region Plan for Perth and Fremantle. Authored by 

Gordon Stephenson and Alistair Hepburn, the report interpreted Abercrombie‟s 

Greater London Plan in a master planning approach to designing the future 

development of Perth. The apparent limitless availability of landscape for 

development and an immutable faith in the rigour of scientific rationalism seems to 

have overwhelmed any civic sensibility. The brutish imposition of the Kwinana 

Freeway into the civic landscapes of the city severed the relationship with 

Parliament House and Kings Park, and trapped the city and its river landscapes 

within a girdle of roads. 

 

Despite the planning objective of the imperial grid, the opportunistic selling of the 

city foreshore is evidence of a lack of planning or concern about future implications 

for civic space. Later, when civic space was realised through the reclamation of 

the river between the two town jetties to create the Esplanade this was achieved 

democratically through a process of community intervention and advocacy.  

Significantly, the design process also involved organic accretion. That is, by 

recognising the space between the jetties as potential landscape infill was almost 

a logical next step.  A similar process of „joining the dots „to make more useable 

landscape‟, was carried out in Mounts Bay and at Point Fraser. The outcome of 

the two infill projects was the dramatic alteration of the shoreline character from a 

„natural‟ edge to a „built edge‟.   
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The Kings Park landscape, conceived of as a vast public park and recreation 

ground featuring lakes, grand vistas, and carriageways, was also designed over 

several decades. As described by Considine and Griffiths, here too, the early 

design process was quite organic:  

 

While there had been a vision for the development of the park in the 1890s, 

it was more an aesthetic ideal or a concept, rather than a physical plan. 

Development tended to take place in a piecemeal fashion, according to the 

current interests of the Board and the availability of resources.187 

 

An honorary committee comprised of Premier Sir John Forrest; Sir Winthrop 

Hackett; George Temple Poole, the Principal Architect of the Public Works 

Department; Arthur Lovekin, the owner of three newspapers; Lieutenant Colonel 

Braithwaite Phillips, the Commissioner of Police and Barrington Clark Wood MLC, 

the first Mayor of Fremantle was established to oversee the design and 

development of the park. These men worked closely with Daniel Feakes, 

Superintendent of Government Gardens, and Alexander Campbell, Gardener in 

charge of landscaping at Kings Park, often modifying plans on site.188   

 

The first masterplan for the park was developed in 1963 by Park Director, Dr John 

Beard. This plan deliberately refocused the design ideas of the park from one 

based on aesthetics and recreation to one of recreation, science and research.  In 

Beard‟s masterplan traditional massed plantings, gardenesque and arts and crafts 

style plantings were replaced by the naturalistic Bush Garden style to help convey 

the new focus. The flagship for the change in design ideas was the use of Western 

                                                

187 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 97.  

188 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p. 58. 
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Australian flora and a new Botanic Garden. While the intent of this new ethos was 

embedded in the plant material and to a degree the planting style, the picturesque 

qualities of the Botanic Garden and the park as a whole remained the dominant 

aesthetic. This suggests that while the design ideas changed, the approach to 

design remained essentially the same.   

 

Horticulture as a National Language  

The third core narrative, horticulture, is found in the landscape itself. The 

foundational work of Georgiana Molloy and James Drummond in collecting and 

recording the unique qualities of the Western Australian flora captured the 

imagination of the settlers, the broader scientific community and ultimately 

botanists, horticulturalists and environmentalists. Later, by accident rather than 

design, Kings Park and Botanic Gardens with its large areas of undeveloped 

bushland in the heart of the city became the core of Perth‟s early environmental 

movement.  Any suggestion of encroaching on the park‟s bushland such as with 

the Kings Park Aquatic Centre proposal of 1957 was successfully resisted 

principally through the efforts of the Women‟s Service Guild, headed at the time by 

well-known feminist Bessie Rischbeith.189  Not long after this, the currency of the 

bushland became sanctified when the park adopted a modernist model of 

providing recreation, ecosystems and scientific significance through the 

introduction of the Botanic Garden.  

 

The role played by the bush landscape in developing a park design language was 

at times ambiguous. Valued initially for its scenic qualities, the bush aesthetic was 

                                                

189 Gregory J., 2003, p. 82. 
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at first primarily a backdrop. Eventually plants were considered both, aesthetically 

and scientifically, of a community rather than as individual specimens, which gave 

rise to a nascent conservation design language. This was expressed in Kings Park 

and Botanic Gardens both in a naturalistic style in the large tracts of undeveloped 

bushland and a gardenesque style of the Botanic Garden.  Equally dominant in 

Kings Park and Botanic Gardens, was the „Capability Brown‟ pastoral landscape 

style of large tracts of turf interspersed by clumps of trees, a style that persisted in 

the suburbs.  Kings Park and Botanic Gardens thus evolved, as its title suggests, 

into a hybrid pastoral bush reserve typology.   

 

The bush landscape was employed symbolically both in the Adventure Playground 

as a creative and dynamic element and in the Memorial Avenues, albeit 

inadvertently as a symbol of nationhood. Mount Eliza was also conscripted as a 

symbolic national landscape when the bluff was appropriated as Anzac Bluff.  

Various addendums to the State War Memorial such as the Eternal Flame of 

Remembrance and the Concourse have, over time, laden this part of the Kings 

Park landscape with the mantle of sacredness. Symbolically, all of the memorials 

and their parkland setting reinforce a subliminal imperial design language, 

moreover, a white male imperial design language, camouflaged by a regional 

flavour. Turf too, is used symbolically as a civilizing and conquering device.  The 

pastoralisation of the bush with turf, particularly mown turf, was as authoritative a 

symbolic design language as the grid.   

 

A Suburban Dialect 

The fourth core narrative a suburban dialectic, emerged as a consequence of the 

geomorphology of the landscape and an adherence to a very early pattern of 

landscape settlement. The design language of the settlement towns was 
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unambiguous. The town grid was a recognisable pattern that symbolised the 

authority of the imperial culture. Easily stamped out, the grid created legibility, 

albeit monotonously when expressed in a suburban context, which could 

successfully subjugate the natural landscape. The natural landscape thus became 

the setting for the grid. The minutiae of the grid, expressed as cottage ornée in the 

early residential lots in the town of Perth, did establish a dominant dialect of 

dwelling surrounded by garden reminiscent of a country town. When extrapolated 

into the wider metropolitan region, this design language created a „suburban‟ 

design dialect of low-density picturesque landscapes. 190  The suburban design 

dialect was also reflected in the City of Perth when it introduced its own front lawn 

to the city in the form of the Perth Foreshore. The front lawn in this instance is 

evocative of the English parlour, a landscape kept pristine for the purposes of 

receiving visitors. The garden suburb landscapes of City Beach and Floreat 

alleviated the monotony of the grid and allowed the existing landscape to breathe 

through the introduction of public open space. This pattern of green nodes was 

picked up by Stephenson and Hepburn becoming integral to the design language 

of their 1953 Metropolitan Region Plan for Perth and Fremantle. On the ground, 

the local expression of these green nodes was inevitably of a pastoral nature, 

ostensibly turf with clumps of retained existing trees.   

 

A Sense of Place  

The fifth core narrative, a sense of place, was perhaps inevitable, as over the 

course of time, the existing landscape played an important role in design 

                                                

190 In this context, the term picturesque is used to refer to the scenic quality of the 
suburban residential dwelling whereby the front landscape is used to frame the house.   
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expression. An anathema to the natural landscape, the grid, a predictable and 

recognisable system for organising the landscape, was used as a symbol of 

colonial power. Underpinned by utilitarian ideology the grid was used to quantify 

and assign roles to the landscape. Even so, geomorphology played an important 

role in determining a local interpretation of the grid. The Swan River dictated the 

initial alignment and scale of the first land parcels laid out in the Perth settlement. 

Later as the town grew into a city, any proposed changes to the pattern of river 

and grid were scrutinised from Mount Eliza giving pre-eminence to scenic view.   

 

The early memorial landscapes of Kings Park and Botanic Gardens were located 

to take advantage of the view from Mount Eliza, with the State War Memorial in 

particular creating a new sense of place. The design for the Pioneer Women’s 

Memorial landscape, whilst perhaps semiotically stereotypical, did nevertheless 

locate the new form within the landscape, demonstrating an interpretation of the 

site.   

 

The Arthur Fairall Playground, designed by Arthur Fairall, Superintendent of Kings 

Park (1962-70),grew as old tree stumps harvested through the park were 

transformed into rustic play elements. Fairall‟s approach, regarded as innovative in 

its day, reinforced an appreciation and integration of regional elements into 

playground design. An appreciation of a regional context was also evident in 

Holford‟s approach to designing the Narrows Bridge and its approaches. By 

acknowledging the existing landscape, Holford‟s landscape, which ultimately 

incorporated the Freeway Interchange, was a seamless intervention that 

introduced a modernist aesthetic and sensibility to the city landscape. Equally, a 

cognisance of site in the application of the Garden Suburb model to the dunal 
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landscape of City Beach resulted in a landscape that reflected the pre-existing 

condition as its part of its sense of place.  

 

The Design Legacy  

These five core narratives, colonial landscapes, a planned approach, horticulture 

as a national language, a suburban dialect and a sense of place, and the 

attendant ideas and approaches such as romanticism, the picturesque and the 

significance of the view, the utilitarianism and the grid, regionalism and an 

unconscious indigenous sensibility, thus form the framework for the following case 

study reviews. The case studies will be used to determine the persistence and/or 

interpretation of these core narratives to ascertain evidence of reflexivity in design 

ideas or approaches.   
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Chapter Four 
A Garden for the Cars: Freeway Interchange  

 

Figure 25. Constructed image, 
Freeway Interchange, Helen 
Whitbread 2009. 
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Kwinana Freeway 

Figure 26. Map showing key locations for the Freeway Park case study. Source: 
Google Maps, October 2010. Adapted by Helen Whitbread, 2010. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Our national flower is the concrete cloverleaf - Lewis Mumford 

 

Introduction 

Western Australia‟s Freeway Interchange Park, later renamed John Oldham 

Park191, was the first Freeway Park to be created, nationally and internationally.  

Within the context of this thesis, Western Australia‟s Freeway Interchange Park, a 

modernist landscape, represents a demarcation point between the Romantic 

landscapes that characterised the public place design of the first one hundred and 

thirty years(the second and third phases of design) and the fourth phase of 

professional design. Yet is it? In the following case study, it will become apparent, 

that despite the introduction of new technology, a new typology and a modernist 

sensibility, Romanticism, one of the core narratives identified in the previous 

chapter, rather than being modified, or interpreted, was in fact reinforced.  

 

In 1956 the State Government of Western Australia appointed John Oldham as its 

inaugural landscape architect.192  The Freeway Interchange Park (1959-1973) 

located within the Kwinana Freeway system at the base of Mount Eliza, is 

amongst the first of the Western Australian public landscapes to involve the 

profession of landscape architecture. 193  Recently renamed John Oldham Park, in 

acknowledgement of Oldham‟s contribution to the design, the Park is registered in 

the public mind as a John Oldham designed landscape. What is not commonly 

                                                

191 
The Freeway Interchange Park has recently been renamed John Oldham Park however 

in this thesis, the name Freeway Interchange Park, is used for consistency.
 

192 Richards O., 1997, p.12. 

193 This park has since been renamed the John Oldham Park, however for the purpose of 
this thesis it will be referred to as the Freeway Interchange Park.  
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understood or recorded, is that the landscape has a more complex authorship than 

the naming of the park would suggest. The Freeway Interchange Park landscape 

is in fact, just one element of the larger freeway landscape, which is comprised of 

the Narrows Bridge and approaches, the freeway network and the park itself.   

 

This composite landscape has a range of authors including Chicago based 

engineering consultants De Leuw Cather, British architect, Lord William Holford, 

London based engineers G. Maunsell and Partners, engineers from the Western 

Australian Main Roads Department and landscape architect John Oldham.  In the 

following case study the design of all three elements of the freeway landscape are 

reviewed bringing a new understanding of the genesis of the design and in so 

doing noting the persistence of the dialectic between landscape and Romanticism.  

 

A Planned Approach, An Engineered Landscape   design process 

 

Main Roads documents record G. Maunsell and Partners of London as the 

designers of the Narrows Bridge; however, research for this thesis shows that 

British architect and planner, Sir William Holford was directly influential on both the 

design of the bridge and the landscape treatment of the approaches to the 

bridge.194 The evidence lies in the 1955 Stephenson Hepburn report(PMRPF) in 

which Gordon Stephenson recommended that a bridge at the Narrows should be 

„of longest span possible, structurally light, simple and elegant‟. 195  After 

considering a range of potential styles, Holford‟s Narrows Bridge design was 

                                                

194 Narrows Bridge, Celebrating 40 Years- 1959-1999, Main Roads, Western Australia. 
(pamphlet), 1999, pp. 1-8. 

195 Stephenson G., and Hepburn A.,1955, p.1 17. 
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selected as the preferred design, being described as follows, „a prestressed 

concrete bridge of elegant proportions’.196  Interestingly, as noted in the previous 

chapter, Holford had been instrumental in Stephenson taking up the commission 

of developing the1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF. This point is not highlighted 

to suggest collusion, but rather the collaborative modernist approach to design and 

planning that these former colleagues brought to the Western Australian 

landscape.  

 

The expansion of the Narrows Bridge project into the broader Kwinana Freeway 

project after the 1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF of the mid 1950s, resulted in 

the bridge becoming part of a composite landscape which included the bridge, the 

landscape approaches and the Freeway Interchange. Having accepted the idea of 

a freeway, the state government recognising a lack of local experience, again 

looked overseas for experienced designers ,eventually engaging a Chicago based 

engineering firm, De Leuw Cather as part of the design team. De Leuw Cather, 

reinforced the Holford, Stephenson modernist approach bringing with them a 

design culture that embraced engineering technological solutions as the way of the 

future. 197 Discussing the American approach to freeway design, Cliff Ellis wrote: 

 

During this period (post WW ll), the highway engineer‟s scientific aura was 

strengthened by the expansion of quantitative studies, computerised 

                                                

196 Narrows Bridge, Celebrating 40 Years,1959-1999, p.2. 

197 Michael K., Dr Ken Michael, Governor General of Western Australia (2006) was 
seconded to De Leuw Cather early in his career to develop the designs for the Narrows 
Interchange. Unveiling Ceremony of the National Engineering Landmark Mitchell Freeway 
Stage 1, Tuesday 18 November 2008, http://www.govhouse.wa.gov.au/cgi-bin/speeches. 
Accessed January 2009. 
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transportation models, all tending to affirm the necessity of extensive new 

highway building.198  

 
Freeways, as explained by Ellis, provided not only a solution to projected transport 

needs, but also, an opportunity to cleanse cities of blighted areas through the 

application of a rational planning model, the city ring road model.  

 

The Kwinana Freeway masterplan which included a ring road model (Fig. 27) was 

necessarily pitched at a regional scale. History has since shown one of the 

downfalls of the rationalist model approach to the Freeway was a failure to 

integrate the proposed new freeway landscape into the existing urban fabric as 

another step in the process. The loss of urban fabric was in fact a general failure 

of freeway design. Echoing the concerns of planners and social commentators 

such as Lewis Mumford and Jane Jacobs,199 Rogers, notes that while the freeway 

was an essential tool in decentralising cities and creating access to new suburban 

landscapes, at times such an intervention left an impoverished social structure in 

its wake.200  

 

Nonetheless, Perth bureaucrats, who were not immune to the seduction of new 

technology such as computer modelling, saw the freeway as a modern solution to 

a modern city‟s development and welcomed the technological engineered road 

design and ring road solutions proposed by De Leuw Cather. The limitations of 

                                                

198 Ellis C., „Professional Conflict over Urban Form The case of Urban Freeways 1939 to 
1970‟,in Silver C.and. Sies M.C(Eds), Planning the Twentieth Century American City, John 
Hopkins University Press, London, 1996, p. 272. 

199 Jacobs J., Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jonathan Cape, London ,1962.    

200 Rogers E.B.,2001, p. 457.  
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using only a broad master planning approach however, are demonstrated in the 

simple model of a ring road plan for Perth( Fig.27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The simplistic ring road plan for Perth disguised, and therefore, failed to address 

significant elements of urban design including the integration of a number of key 

landscapes such as the residential area of South Perth from the river and the city 

Figure 27. Diagram of ring road plan for Perth. 
„Freeway‟(1966), p. 3.   
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with Parliament House and Kings Park. In addition, not apparent in the model, the 

„parks‟ in the diagram refer to car parks rather than green spaces, thus the city 

was to be encircled not only by roads, but also, car parks. Nevertheless, the ring 

road model, together with the Stephenson Hepburn report, was seen as a 

contemporary solution for a city on the brink of modernisation. Therefore, despite 

vigorous public opposition and debate, phase one of the ring road model, the 

freeway interchange and the north south freeways, was quickly integrated into an 

expanded Narrows Freeway Interchange design.  

 

Following the determination to proceed with the Freeway Interchange, which 

necessitated the reclamation of an additional 40 acres of river, the State 

Government was keen to promote the project as one that focussed on the future 

needs of the state, thus, one that would benefit all citizens. To that end, a small 

booklet Freeway (Fig. 28) produced by the Main Roads Department on behalf of 

the State Government.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28. Front Cover of Main Roads Department publication, „Freeway‟ (1966).   
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The publication, using extensive illustrations to demonstrate new modernist 

aesthetics, emphasized the positive outcomes of introducing a freeway system to 

Perth.  Appealing to a local sensibility the freeway was marketed thus: 

 

... the purpose of the freeway ring system is to preserve and improve the 

way of life preferred by Perth people. 201   

 

and the roads of the Narrows interchange were described as: 

 

... curves with fluid grace designed to enhance their appearance as part of 

a sculptured garden landscape.’202 

 

While the potency of the landscape treatment of the interchange was canvassed 

as follows: 

 

A parkland unique in Australia will be created on the land reclaimed from 

Perth Water for the Narrows Interchange. No other interchange in Australia 

and possibly none in the world has been beautified in this way. 203  

 

 
Thus, in order to „sell‟ the design idea of a modern city and modern infrastructure a 

new design approach which included marketing and master planning, was 

introduced to the state. In essence, the design process had become politicised.  

                                                

201 Freeway, Main Roads Department, Perth, Western Australia, 1966, p.1.  

202 Freeway,1966, p.5 

203 Freeway, 1966,p.8. 
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The politicisation of the design process had several nuances. The most obvious, 

was the use of marketing to convince a conservative public that their metropolitan 

landscape was in need of modernisation. Less overtly, there appears to have been 

a marginalisation of landscape architecture in the timing of the integration of 

different design disciplines into the design process. Holford and Stephenson, 

architects and planners, were involved in the early conceptual stages of the design 

as it evolved from being a bridge with landscaped approaches to a freeway 

interchange. The engineering firm De Leuw Cather was then introduced, and only 

after this design phase had been resolved was Oldham invited to be a part of the 

design process. This hierarchical approach to freeway design of architect, planner, 

engineer, landscape architect, was apparently not limited to Western Australia. As 

described by Ellis 204 and Pregill and Volkman, the marginalisation of landscape 

architecture in the design process was typical of the post World War Two 

American practice in the era of freeway design. According to Ellis, although 

American landscape architects were integral to the design process of Parkways in 

the 1930‟s in America, after World War Two the role of the landscape architect 

was relegated to post construction horticultural beautifier.   

 

Two key factors in design approach were to contribute to the domination of the 

engineering profession in freeway design. The first factor was a politicisation of the 

design process. In America, this was evident in well-developed legislation 

legitimising the building of a hierarchical road network.205  The second factor 

relates to the inherent strength of the engineering profession at the time and by 

                                                

204 Ellis C.,1996,p. 274, and Pregill P., and Volkman N.,1999, p. 697. 

205 Pregill P., and N. Volkman, 1999, pp. 693-696. 
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comparison, an evolving sense of future direction in the landscape architecture 

profession. As pointed out by Ellis, the American engineering profession was not 

only internally coherent, but also, universally in support of highway construction.206  

By contrast, in the 1960s, landscape architecture, influenced by the writing of 

Rachel Carson, had just started to embrace ecology as a scientific focus.207  

Accordingly, at that time, the professions of planning, engineering and landscape 

architecture, while all embracing a modernist rational approach to design, were on 

different scientific trajectories.  

 

In Western Australia there is evidence that, as the freeway system was introduced 

to the Perth, a similar politicisation of the design process to that described above 

was being cultivated. For example, in the 1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF, 

Stephenson noted the importance of having in place the Main Roads Act 

Amendment Act of 1952208 to provide the legislative structure for planning and 

design of the freeways to be enacted.209  Additionally, Professor M.J.Webb writes 

that Gordon Stephenson was particularly adept at aligning himself with the 

established Western Australian bureaucratic elite:  

 

… it was as if Gordon invented a new form of participation for planners, not 

among the public, but among the decision makers.  

 

And further:  

 

                                                

206 Ellis C., 1996, p. 272. 

207 Pregill P., and Volkman N.,1999, p. 660.  

208
 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/mra1930106/. Accessed 

October, 2010.  

209 Stephenson G and Hepburn A..,1955, p.108. 
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It would appear that what Gordon wanted was a public discussion and 

approval of the plan after it had been prepared and presented as a 

complete document.  Thus, he regarded the conversion of what was an 

advisory plan into a masterplan as providing the main framework for the 

future development of the region. Having worked closely with them already, 

Gordon realising that the real power lay with the state government and its 

departments of roads, railways, water, sewerage, drainage, electricity, gas 

housing traffic education etc, proposed that the regional authority should 

be a state organisation, charged with not merely preparing a plan on the 

basis of his report, but also, with statutory and compulsory reviews of the 

plan at five year intervals. 210 

 

Webb‟s comments raise a number of observations. One, that public consultation 

was seen as a token part of the design process and two, that Stephenson 

strategically aligned the design process to powerful decision makers. Holford and 

De Leuw Cather, both invited consultants, were involved in the early stages of the 

design process whilst Oldham, who originally publicly opposed the project, was 

only invited onto the design team after the foundational design work had been 

resolved. The ready acceptance of Holford‟s design ideas, discussed in detail 

below, and conversely Oldham‟s late inclusion in the design process, suggests 

that overseas design expertise was regarded more highly than that of local 

professionals and that there was a relatively low understanding of, and 

appreciation of, landscape architecture as a design discipline at the time.   

 

A Modernist Landscape   design meaning  

Holford brought both a new design approach and new design ideas in his design 

of the Narrows Bridge landscape. Outlined in A Report On The Layout And 

Planting Of The Approaches To The Bridge Over The Swan River At The Narrows 

                                                

210 Webb M. J., Evolution of Regional Planning In Metropolitan Perth, 1911-1981, Perth, 
1983, pp. 6-7. 
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Perth,211 Holford articulated a range of design principles to address the fit of the 

road landscape to the larger river, city and park context, and subsequently, the fit 

of the bridge to the road landscape. Mindful of the existing landscape character 

Holford prefaced his report with the following: 

 
A characteristic of Mounts Bay before bridge building began was the 

narrowness of the strip of land that separated the slopes of Kings Park 

from the river. By the filling in of the greater part of the bay, the direct 

contrast between the steeply wooded slopes and water‟s edge has been 

lost. Happily, it can still be enjoyed further downstream.212  

 
Despite the loss of the contextual landscape of Perth Water, which incidentally 

was publicly condemned at the time, Holford saw the introduction of the „artificial 

plain‟ of the landscape bridge approach, as both a problem and an opportunity.   

 

 ... These embankments will inevitably loom up like great walls. Their 

assimilation into the landscape is the most difficult part of the problem. 

Their presence however provides an opportunity for giving the new park 

that we hope will come into being on these empty sand banks, a much 

more interesting form than it could ever have had if it had been entirely on 

level ground.213  

 

Holford‟s design approach was based on a synthesis of site interpretation, design 

function and design aesthetics. To that end, Holford made recommendations on a 

range of design elements including: the grading of the approach banks and the 

intended effect of soft landscaping; tree species, locations, and their intended 

effect; pedestrian circulation; views from the northern and southern approaches 

and from Mount Eliza above; and opportunities to create new focal points.   

                                                

211
 Holford W., A Report On The Layout And Planting Of The Approaches To The Bridge 

Over The Swan River At The Narrows Perth, Dept.of Main Roads, Perth,1956, p.1. 

212 Holford W., 1956, p. 1. 

213 Holford W., 1956, p. 1. 
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Concluding his report Holford commented:  

 

We hope the solution of the various problems presented by the insertion of 

the new bridge and its approach roads into the landscape, will in course of 

time produce a picture which is worthy of Kings Park and at the same time 

an extension of it- typically West Australian in character, exciting because it 

is solving a new problem, but as pleasant to walk through as to drive 

through. We appreciate that much more thought will have to be given to the 

choice of trees and plants and their setting so as to be seen at advantage; 

but if this report can provide the rough framework for this planting and 

gardening, it will have served its purpose. 214 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

214 Holford W., 1956, p. 14. 

Figure 29. A model of Holford‟s Narrows Bridge design and landscape 
approaches.  Holford W., A Report On The Layout And Planting Of The 
Approaches To The Bridge Over The Swan River At The Narrows Perth, 
Dept. of Main Roads, Perth,1956, p. 2.  
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Holford‟s design of the graded approaches and planting for the Narrows Bridge 

could be considered one of Western Australia‟s archetypal modernist landscapes.  

Stylistically, Holford‟s Narrows Bridge, constructed from modern materials of 

prestressed concrete was in true modernist style, form defined by function. 

However, notwithstanding the modernist form and style of the bridge, the 

associated approach landscapes suggest that Holford‟s design approach was 

more than purely rationalist. While a typically modernist bridge and integrated 

freeway interchange may have simply floated above the ground plane as many 

freeways do, the Narrows Bridge is anchored to the landscape(Fig. 29). That is, 

the bridge and interchange were designed to become integral to the site. Such an 

approach has latterly been described as critical regionalism, whereby the 

universality and lack of meaning associated with modernism are countered by 

using context to create meaning and a sense of place.   

 

Holford‟s approach in the late 1950s could be considered to be ahead of time, 

particularly as the term critical regionalism was not formally identified until the 

1970s by Alexander Tzonis with Liane Lefaivre and expanded upon in the 1980s 

by Kenneth Frampton.215  The critical regionalism discussed by Frampton referred 

to the emergence of architectural styles referenced on the physical and cultural 

elements of a particular place, as a antidote to the „non-place‟ international style 

that characterised mid twentieth century globalisation.216 Critical regionalism was 

however not new to landscape architecture. In the 1930s American landscape 

                                                

215 The term critical regionalism was first coined in the 1970s by Alexander Tzonis with 
Liane Lefaivre and expanded upon by. Frampton K., Modern Architecture: A Critical 
History, Thames and Hudson, London, 1992.   

216 Frampton K., 1992, p. 314. 
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architects such as Gilmore D. Clarke were instrumental in integrating the 

landscape into American parkways. Pregill and Volkman write: 

 

While engineering studies focused on the construction mathematics of rod 

alignment, known as geometrics, and the design of pavements, landscape 

architects viewed highways as linear landscapes in which safe use and 

enjoyment were related to the integration of the roadway and its setting.217  

 

Equally cognisant of integrating the new form of high-speed roads into the 

landscape was one of Holford‟s contemporaries, British landscape architect Sylvia 

Crowe who commented:   

 

This picture of the engineer‟s road, smooth composed for a view at speed, 

penetrating the way ahead, clean-lined and clear of obstructions, gives us 

the basically unchanging characteristic of the fast traffic-way. But while the 

essential road design is constant, the landscape through which it passes is 

infinitely variable and if the road is to become a part of the landscape, the 

right inflection between the two must vary with every type of countryside.218  

 

In other words, by integrating the context of the site to the form of the road, not 

only was interest created, but also, a new landscape. Holford was familiar with the 

Crowe‟s design ideas; indeed, they jointly prepared the masterplan for Canberra‟s 

Commonwealth Park in the 1960s.219 It is not surprising then, given collegiate 

affiliations, that Holford brought a landscape sensibility, or critical regionalism, to 

the Narrows Interchange design. What was not recognised locally,was that this 

activity was not planning, or engineering, it was in fact, landscape architecture.  

 

                                                

217 Pregill P., and Volkman N., p. 697.  

218 Crowe S., The Landscape of Roads, Architectural Press, London, 1960, p.48. 

219 
 Nelson J., National Capital Authority, RG Menzies Walk, Consultation Report, 

www.parklands.nationalcapital.gov.au/downloads/cons_report.pdf. Accessed March, 2009. 
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How then was landscape architecture viewed at the time? And, importantly, what 

design ideas and approaches did Oldham, as the project landscape architect, 

introduce and/or reinforce in the implementation of the Freeway Interchange 

Project?  

 

John Oldham introduced the notion of landscape architecture to the design culture 

of Perth at about the same time that there was a push for the establishment of a 

regional planning authority for metropolitan Perth.220 Whilst the eastern seaboard 

had benefited from a much earlier exposure to landscape architecture through the 

works of Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahoney in Canberra and Sydney, the 

profession was a new concept in Western Australia.221 

 

As mentioned earlier, Oldham had publicly stated his opposition to the Freeway 

Interchange project, describing it as a violation of a natural landscape.222  Records 

also show that in 1957, prior to the Narrows and the freeway design being realised 

as a viable project, Oldham was working on his own proposal for the foreshore 

landscape, Perth Botanic Gardens (Fig. 31).223 However, despite his public 

reservation and alternative vision, in 1964 when invited to be involved in the 

Freeway Interchange project, Oldham agreed, stating: 

 

                                                

220 After World War Two , architect Harold Boas lobbied for the establishment of a regional 
planning authority in response to a growing population, congestion and inadequate 
planning. 

221 Oldham J.,‟ Early Landscape Architecture in Western Australia, 1954-1967,Part One‟, in 
Landscape Australia ,2/85, 1985, p. 102. 

222 Oldham J., „Early Landscape Architecture in Western Australia 1954-1967 Part Two‟, 
Landscape Australia, 3/85, 1985, p. 219. 

223 John Oldham‟s proposed Botanic Gardens, Perth (1957). State Records Office, 
Western Australia. 
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40 hectares of Perth Water – the lake like expanse below Kings Park, 

known as the Reflecting Pool- had been filled to accommodate a large 

traffic interchange. The public was most upset and the press gave full vent 

to the people‟s anger.  The Government of the day became alarmed and 

urged the Main Roads Department to do something to conciliate public 

opinion.  John Punch the Commissioner for Main Roads had heard from 

his engineering colleagues about my work on the dams. He knew I had 

opposed the filling of the river but he decided to approach me for help.  He 

pointed out that the filling of the river was a fait accompli, but promised that 

if I helped the Main Roads Department to make the Narrows Interchange 

attractive, he in turn would support my overall scheme for the foreshore 

parks. 224 

 

Oldham‟s suggestion that the scheme required rescuing is unconvincing. Prior to 

Oldham being introduced to the project, the Narrows Bridge and the landscape 

approaches had been designed by Holford. The potential for an integrated 

pedestrian and traffic landscape was integral to the initial design and became 

viable as the road network interlaced Holford‟s grading scheme. Further, the intent 

of parkland within a freeway system is clearly shown in the Stephenson Hepburn 

1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF report (Fig. 30).   

 

                                                

224 Oldham J., Landscape Australia, 3/85, 1985, pp. 219-220. 
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Figure 31. John Oldham‟s proposed Botanic Gardens, Perth (1957).State 
Records Office, Western Australia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In accepting a position on the interchange design team Oldham readily embraced 

Holford‟s landscape design principles. However, as can be seen in the following 

statement, he erroneously suggested that one of the fundamental principles, the 

concept of grading the site to create the landscape, was a part of his design idea.  

 

Figure 30. The proposed landscaped Freeway Interchange in, Plan For The 
Metropolitan Region Perth and Fremantle Western Australia (1955).     
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In the design of the Interchange instead of the usual heavy structural 

ramps, we used contoured earth mounds as the approaches to the bridges. 

This gave me much more freedom in the design of the pedestrian park.225  

 

The obfuscation regarding the authorship of the formative landscape design may 

have been inconsequential; however, it is probable that such posturing would not 

have gone unnoticed by Stephenson‟s bureaucratic elite. More importantly, while 

Oldham‟s design approach in 1964 was one of integration with the Holford and De 

Leuw Cather scheme, his design ideas for the project site had already been 

formulated in a 1957 foreshore Botanic Garden design (Fig. 31). Critically, 

Oldham‟s design approach of implementing a preconceived idea had implications 

not only for the project, but ultimately, the profession. 

 
The Freeway Interchange Park, owes its clarity of form to Holford‟s design 

principles which were underpinned by a creative synthesis of modernist and critical 

regional ideologies. Oldham on the other hand, maintained a colonial narrative in 

his Romantic picturesque approach to the landscape design of the park. 

Interestingly, this approach was at odds with Oldham‟s early formative involvement 

in the modernist movement. Raised in Perth, Oldham worked for a number of 

architectural firms producing watercolour renderings of Modernist designs before 

completing an architecture degree in Melbourne. Moving from Melbourne to 

Sydney Oldham was further influenced by the Modernist movement, being 

exposed to the works of Corbusier and Alva Alto when he took his design of The 

Australian Pavilion, to the New York Word Fair in 1939. 226  

                                                

225 Oldham J., Landscape Australia, 3/85 p. 220. 

226
 Taylor R., „Images of Modernity in Perth‟s Architecture during the 1930s‟, in Goddard J., 

Aspects Of Perth’s Moderism;1929-1942, Centre for Fine Arts, University of Western 
Australia, 1986,p. 28.  
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Despite the evident strong leaning towards modernist architecture, it is the time 

that Oldham spent immersed in Melbourne‟s Royal Botanic Gardens whilst an 

architecture student that seems to have had a resounding influence over his 

landscape design for the Freeway Interchange Park.  The Royal Botanic Gardens 

in Melbourne founded by leading nineteenth century botanist Ferdinand von 

Mueller were laid out in a picturesque style by Mueller‟s successor William 

Guilfoyle from 1873. Oldham replicated this design approach in the Freeway 

Interchange Park, with the use of lawns, meandering paths, lakes and waterfalls.  

 

Key to Oldham‟s picturesque design were landscape „incidents‟ for pedestrians to 

encounter as they moved through the park. To that end, several features were 

introduced, including lakes, waterfalls, bridges, stepping stones, themed plantings, 

and themed water features. In addition to the maintaining the colonial narrative 

through the use of a picturesque style Oldham‟s design also included colonial and 

nationalist  design narratives through planting and iconography. Themed exotic 

plantings were used to denote seasonal colour changes while themed water 

features, the Southern Cross Fountain and the Navigator‟s Pool, were designed to 

acknowledge an indigenous and colonial cultural heritage.   

In designing the Southern Cross Fountain, Oldham borrowed the form of the 

Southern Cross from a national icon, the Australian Flag, describing in detail the 

intended effect: 

Water-play of the fountains will be in sequence: from a placid lake, star 

shaped sprays will slowly rise; then high jets will spear up through the 

centre of each star; next the stars will gently subside; to conclude the 

movement the high jets will „rocket off‟ one after the other, from the 
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smallest to the largest, their final spray falling like rain. The highest jet will 

play for a while in solitude; then it too will rocket off and the lake will be 

placid again for an interval before the sequence begins again. The whole 

will be illuminated at night. 227  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

227 
Oldham J., The Role of Landscape Architecture in the City of Perth‟, 1968, p. 97. 

Figure 32. John Oldham, Southern Cross Fountain, 1966, watercolour, pen and ink 
on paper, 59 x 95, City of Perth Collection. 
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By comparison, the design for Navigator‟s Pool indicated a shift from a colonial 

„sense of place‟ to a more contemporary representation through a combination of 

colonial and indigenous iconography. For example, the Navigator‟s Pool, included 

both colonial themes, such as a mosaic floor depicting a replica early Dutch map, 

a twenty foot high bronze replica of Dirk Hartog‟s Eendracht, and indigenous 

themes represented in a washed pebble pool surround of red, black, cream and 

ochre depicting aboriginal Dreamtime themes(Fig. 33).228 Of these two water 

features, only the Southern Cross Fountain was implemented and even then, due 

to cost restrictions, this was constructed 26 years after the completion of the 

Freeway Interchange.229 The lack of funding to enable a fully realised landscape 

design is indicative of the significance afforded landscape architecture at the time.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

228 
Oldham J., 1968, p. 98.  

229 „
26–year-old dream

 
comes true at last‟, The West Australian, December 13, 1988. 

Figure 33. Fragment of proposed 
design for Navigator‟s Pool (1968), 
State Records Office, Western 
Australia.  
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Figure 34. View of John Oldham‟s landscape design for the Freeway Interchange 
showing the Navigator‟s Pool in the foreground (1968). City of Perth Collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mixed Metaphors; Modernist Picturesque   design language 

The typology, „freeway park‟ was a relatively new concept. Indeed for Western 

Australia, the freeway landscape itself was a new phenomenon. The immediate 

role of the freeway was quite clear; to bring order to existing traffic chaos whilst 

establishing the infrastructure for a hierarchical road transport system into the 

future. The Freeway Interchange Park had a more complex role. It was intended to 

provide a landscape anchor for the Narrows Bridge and a setting for the freeway 

roads. Scenically the Freeway Interchange Park created an opportunity to link 

Kings Park and the foreshore, thereby creating a continuous green belt from the 
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Narrows to the Causeway. 230 Additionally, such a treatment created a scenic 

foreground to the city for views from Kings Park. Finally, from a pedestrian 

perspective, the park also was intended to provide safe pedestrian access from 

the city to the river and Kings Park and a recreation place for people to picnic, 

stroll and engage with nature.  

 

The Freeway Interchange Park had three layers of design: Holford‟s modernist 

critical regional approach, engineering consultants De Leuw Cather‟s modernist 

functional approach and Oldham‟s romantic approach. The dominant design form 

within this landscape was the freeway. The scale of the road system and its 

obvious interconnection with the landscape beyond established a narrative of 

speed, vehicles and motion.  Even when the freeway had little or no traffic on it the 

materiality, signage, lighting, barriers, the play of roads as they twisted over and 

under signified this as a landscape for machines rather than pedestrians.   

 

The Narrows Bridge has its own design language, albeit also integral to the 

language of the road system. Built of prestressed concrete and incorporating a 

now invisible highly technical site reclamation process, the bridge is in form, 

function and intent, modernist. 231  While the bridge is an elegant structure in its 

own right, it is the scale and proportion of the bridge relative to the surrounding 

landscape that creates the Narrows Bridge aesthetic. That the bridge does not 

                                                

230 
The Causeway, another of Perth‟s major bridge crossings is located at the eastern end 

of the Perth Foreshore.  

231 The Narrows Interchange was constructed on a mud lake, which was squeezed dry 
using a process of 43,000 „sand drains‟. Freeway, 1966, pp. 15-16.   

The bridge is supported by 180 gambia piles (tubular steel pipes filled with concrete) driven 
approximately 36 metres into the substrata. Narrows Bridge Celebrating 40 Years, 1959-
1999, p. 10. 
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compete with the surrounding landscape, is testament to the synthesis of design 

function, style and a contextual sensibility that Holford brought to the design 

process.  

 

Equally, the bridge approaches were designed to be integral to the bridge, the 

freeway landscape and to compliment the landscape context of river, city, 

escarpment and park.  As discussed above, Holford‟s design approach ensured 

that this landscape would, in time, seamlessly integrate into its surroundings. It is 

important to note that Holford‟s landscape architecture is yet to be fully 

acknowledged. Take, for example, a recent presentation to the Australian Garden 

History Society 2005 Conference. Prefacing a presentation on John Oldham and 

the Narrows Interchange, Phil Palmer noted that Oldham was awarded the Order 

of Australia in 1990 for his services to landscape architecture, stating that Oldham 

was: 

 

… particularly noted for the landscaping concept carried into effect at the 

Narrows Interchange adjacent to Kings Park in Perth.232  

 

This statement demonstrates the current lack of comprehension and appreciation 

of the contribution that the form of the bridge approaches makes to the ultimate 

success of the Freeway Interchange Park landscape. Unfortunately, the 

seamlessness design of the bridge approaches, like the subterranean piles 

supporting the bridge itself, in many respects has, rendered this landscape silent. 

 

                                                

232 Palmer P., 2005, pp. 21-22.   
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In an approach new to Western Australian freeway design, although evident in 

earlier American Parkway design and British arterial road design,233 the Freeway 

Interchange Park was designed to provide the freeway user, with a „view from the 

road‟. The literature of the day indicates that Oldham‟s international 

contemporaries such as Donald Appleyard, Kevin Lynch, John R Myer234  and 

Sylvia Crowe235 were excited about the potential of freeways and highways as a 

new design medium. Crowe, for example, recognised the new challenges and 

opportunities afforded by the high-speed environment, highlighting the 

phenomenological experience: 

 

Another enjoyment of highway travel is the sense of penetrating swiftly into 

the heart of the landscape. Many of the most delightful roads owe their 

attraction to this strong feeling of direction and penetration. It echoes a 

trend in modern painting and sculpture, which exploits the strong 

directional line exploring the depths of composition, where the older 

traditions of painting and landscape achieved their sense of penetration in 

a more leisurely way. 236 

 

Lynch, Appleyard, and Myer were also enthused by the potential of the freeway 

landscape not only as a new kinaesthetic landscape, but also, by the way in which 

the freeway form could establish order and coherence to an expanded scale of 

metropolitan landscape.237  

 

                                                

233 Pregill P., and Volkman N.,1999, pp. 691-692.  

234 Appleyard D., Lynch C.and Myer J.R., The View From The Road, M.I.T. Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1964. 

235 Crowe S., The Landscape of Roads, 1960. 

236 Treib M., The Architecture of Landscape, 1940-1960, 2002, p. 77. 

237 Appleyard D., Lynch C.and Myer J.R., 1964, p. 2.  
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The Freeway Interchange Park did create a view from the road, and the Kwinana 

Freeway has established a sense of order across the metropolitan landscape. 

However, as Catherin Bull writes, the opportunity to introduce a new approach to 

landscape architecture appears to have been missed by Oldham. Bull describes 

the Sydney to Newcastle Expressway designed by Peter Spooner, one of 

Oldham‟s contemporaries, as a dramatic exploitation of the existing sandstone 

terrain synthesised with unfolding views and a high-speed landscape experience, 

while describing the Oldham design of the Interchange Freeway Park as one of a 

landscape of decoration.238  

 

In fairness to Oldham, it should be noted here, that a freeway park is a different 

landscape typology to that of the freeway landscape and, as such, the design 

ideas and approaches can be considered separately. Lynch et. al., writing in the 

1960s appears to have understood the difference:  

 

What we must aim for is a new kind of traffic architecture where building 

envelope the roads – around, under and over. Tunnelling in one form or 

another is one answer, just as it was for the railroads when they penetrated 

downtown at the end of the 19th century. Another, on which beginnings 

have already been made in parts of some cities, is to separate cars from 

pedestrians by platform developments in which the old street pattern has 

been allowed to remain and the new city is raised towards the sky where 

garden and pedestrian precincts span the street and cover it. Thus, the two 

demands those of the driver and those of the pedestrian, are both met. 239 

 

In addition, Perth‟s Freeway Interchange Park, was the first of this landscape 

typology to be designed. The landscape was intended as a visual and auditory foil 

                                                

238 Bull C., 2006, p. 94.  

239 Appleyard D., Lynch K., and J.R Myer, 1964, p. 12. 
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to the freeway and as a pedestrian connection between city landscapes, otherwise 

severed by the high-speed environment. The Freeway Interchange park does 

provide a pedestrian connection across Perth‟s city landscapes, however, visually, 

Oldham‟s design approach of introducing a picturesque landscape into a high 

speed environment has created more a moment in a journey than a sustained 

visual experience for freeway users. Moreover, from the aerial perspective of 

Kings Park or the city tower blocks, any potential conflict between the speed 

freeway environment and the tranquillity of the soft landscape is negated, thus, 

perpetuating the objectification of the landscape.  

 

Irrespective of the scenic qualities of the Freeway Interchange Park, Oldham‟s 

primary design objective appears to have been to establish a recreational Botanic 

Garden.  The use of a freeway interchange as a recreation place for people to 

picnic, stroll through and engage with nature, was a new approach to freeway 

design in Western Australia. In fact, the freeway interchange park was the first in 

the Australia, possibly the first of its type in the world. Lawrence Halprin‟s Freeway 

Park in Seattle, 240 constructed in 1976, postdates the Freeway Interchange Park 

and differs in form in that it bridges the freeway rather than intersecting with the 

freeway landscape.  

 

As discussed earlier, one of the emerging design narratives in mid twentieth 

century Western Australia was a new consciousness of indigenous horticulture.  

Holford appears to have been cognisant of this, recommending the use of 

Australian flowering gums, a couch grass, Cynodon dactylon, thought at the time 

                                                

240 Rogers E.B., 2001, p. 484. 
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to be indigenous,241 and Australian native flowering shrubs in the planting 

palette.242 Holford was, however not an indigenous horticultural purist and 

recommended providing a cultural link to existing nearby exotic plantings, in 

addition to plantings that would create a symbolic link to the bushland setting of 

Kings Park and an environmental link to the foreshore.243   

 

Oldham‟s proposed design for a Botanic Garden (Fig.31) does not show any detail 

for the Interchange area or the foreshore, however it does indicate indigenous 

plantings such as extant Jarrah, Tuart and Banksia Woodlands in Kings Park, and 

exotic collections such cacti and palms in Stirling Gardens.244 The planting palette 

suggested by Holford appears to have been adopted by Oldham with the final 

implemented design including a mix of exotic, native and indigenous species, 

providing linkages to exotic planting along Mounts Bay Road, and seasonal colour 

and habitat.245 Oldham‟s notion of a Botanic Garden was thus, a hybrid of the 

gardenesque specimen style of landscape and that of ecological habitat. 

Interestingly, in a recent refurbishment of the Freeway Interchange Park many of 

the „exotic‟ species intrinsic to Oldham‟s Botanic Garden style have been replaced 

with indigenous species more in character with a wetland setting. 

 

                                                

241 Langdon F. N., Origin and Distribution of Cynodon Dactylon (L.) Department Of Botany 
1954, Number 5, The University Of Queensland Press Brisbane,15th October,p.1.  
http://espace.library.uq.edu.au. Accessed September 2010.  

242 
Holford W., 1956, pp. 6-9. 

243 Holford W., 1956. p. 9. 

244 
Oldham J. Proposed Botanic Gardens Perth, 1957, State Records Office , Western 

Australia. 

245 
These plantings were noted in a site visit by the author in 2003. 

http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/
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Oldham‟s vision for the interchange landscape was linked to the idea of the 

Botanic Garden as a recreation landscape. The intent appears to have been to 

replicate the recreation opportunities found in Kings Park.  Essentially, the Botanic 

Park would be a new civic park for the city. Viewed from afar, the design idea of 

scenic parkland within a freeway resonates; however, the landscape is primarily a 

freeway.  While both of the scenic park and the freeway landscapes are strongly 

expressed neither suggests the existence of a recreation park and as such 

Oldham‟s vision of a civic park is, to a large degree, lost. The design, well 

executed, nonetheless demonstrates a lack of reflection on the function of a 

freeway landscape.   

 

Conclusion  

The different design processes employed by the various authors of the project 

demonstrate both the persistence of existing design narratives and the introduction 

of new design ideas and approaches.  The Stephenson Hepburn planning 

approach to landscape design introduced a regional scale and scientific 

rationalism into the design process. American engineering consultants, De Leuw 

Cather, reinforced scientific rationalism with the introduction of computer aided 

design, quantitative studies, aerial photographs and diagrammatic models.  

Holford introduced both a new landscape design approach through his modernist 

and critical regional designs and, significantly, in a comprehensive outline of 

design principles, effectively establishing a blueprint for the interchange project 

long after he was practically involved. Oldham maintained the colonial design 

narrative through the use of a picturesque style and colonial iconography, albeit 

slightly nuanced by combining colonial and indigenous iconography.  
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The politicisation of landscape, while implicit in a colonial design narrative, took on 

a new complexity as the State Government sought to introduce changes to the 

function and aesthetics of the city landscape. While public newspapers gave voice 

to public dissent, state government agencies such as the Main Roads Department 

were proactive in projecting a positive story about the Freeway Interchange Park 

through publications such as Freeway. In the case of this project, the politicisation 

of the design process and strategic alignment used initially by Gordon Stephenson 

and then by engineers in the Main Roads Department, disempowered both the 

community and the state landscape architect.   

 

The Freeway Interchange Park project introduced two new landscape typologies 

to Western Australia, the freeway and the freeway interchange park. Additionally, 

the project introduced the notion of accommodating the needs of both pedestrians 

and vehicular traffic through a grade separated dual circulation plan, ultimately 

bringing an urban sensibility to an otherwise hostile landscape. Oldham‟s design 

approach, which appears to be predicated on his earlier Perth Botanic Garden 

scheme, perceived the interchange site as a park for people, rather than a new 

freeway landscape typology.246  The use of referential clues such as the Southern 

Cross fountain, reminiscent of the allegorical clues characteristic of the English 

picturesque landscapes, while alluding to a Western Australian context, is at odds 

with the surrounding landscape. Moreover, due to the barriers imposed by the 

girdle of roads, the landscape design failed to meet the primary objective of 

creating a landscape parkland link between Kings Park and the city foreshore.  

                                                

246 
Oldham J., 1968, p. 95. 
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Wedged between the Freeway and a major city road, the landscape is, as 

suggested earlier by Bull, a decorative cloak.  

 

Oldham‟s concept of the Botanic Garden for Freeway Interchange landscape, 

whilst a new design idea, was inappropriate for the typology. The picturesque 

landscape treatment by Oldham perpetuated the predilection for landscape as 

scene not only reinforcing the colonial landscape narrative but, by default, the 

association of landscape architecture with Romanticism and conservatism. 

Conversely, Holford‟s design process of site analysis, interpretation, reflection and 

invention to develop design principles, was a new and significant design approach. 

Holford demonstrated a cognisance of the various roles a landscape may have to 

fulfil. In this instance, the Narrows Bridge landscape was understood not only as a 

transport landscape, but also, as a landscape to be experienced on foot and 

significantly, a landscape that formed an integral part of the city view. Thus, the 

design was much more than an engineering exercise, rather the aesthetic qualities 

contained in the function of freeway roads, the spaces in between, and the 

kinaesthetic qualities of speed, were seen as an opportunity for a unique design, a 

design that would register as a place. Unfortunately, Holford‟s contribution to the 

Freeway Interchange landscape design has to date not been adequately 

documented, thus, the landscape has been understood as Oldham‟s picturesque 

style, rather than Holford‟s modernist form. This thesis corrects the status quo and 

registers the Freeway Interchange landscape design as a modernist Western 

Australian landscape architecture narrative.  
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Sustainable Patterns:  
Suburban Design, Kambalda-Ellenbrook  

 

Figure 35. 
Constructed image. H 
Whitbread, 2009. 
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KAMBALDA EAST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. Location Plan Kambalda East. Source: Google Earth, October 2010. 
Adapted by Helen Whitbread. 
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Introduction 

In Chapter 3 we learnt that while the grid had been used to formalise the 

settlement landscape, the geomorphology of the landscape itself had influenced 

the character of the grid. Thus, by default a sense of place underpinned an 

imposed landscape structure. This was reinforced later in the City Beach and 

Floreat Park Garden suburb projects where the existing dunal landscape was 

integrated into the garden suburb planning model. While the suburban narrative of 

low-density picturesque landscapes is, to a degree, implicit in the following case 

study, the central tenet of the two suburban landscapes reviewed is an emerging 

and applied sense of place.   

 

Following a mining boom in the 1960s, Western Australia‟s suburban landscape 

expanded as a series of planned communities. Suburban design of this era, was 

based on British New Town planning principles introduced to the state through the 

1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF and British educated town planner Margaret 

Feilman. The application of a planned approach to suburban design based on 

principles derived from overseas models was, as noted by Hedgcock and Hibbs, 

often at the expense of integration with, and an understanding of, the local 

environment.247  By contrast, while planners were looking abroad for design 

solutions, landscape architects and conservationists were arguing for a new 

consciousness of the existing landscape. George Seddon, in particular, was 

critical of the standardised approach to suburban design, stating:  

 

                                                

247 Hedgcock D., and Hibbs T., „Perth‟s Suburban Tradition‟, in Urban and Regional 
Planning In Western Australia: Historical and Critical Perspectives,1992, p. 77 
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There has been no attempt to provide an environmental or local response 

within the design process and instead uniform standards have dominated 

decades of suburban development.248 

 

Seddon‟s observation made in the early 1970s, addressed to designers in general, 

does not account for the environmental sensibility brought by one of his 

colleagues, Jean Verscheur, (now Lady Brodie Hall) to the landscape design of 

the nickel mining town of Kambalda. Not previously documented, Verscheur‟s 

environmental approach to suburban design at Kambalda in the late 1960s, forms 

part one of this case study and provides a context for part two, the sustainable 

suburban design at Ellenbrook developed two decades later.  

 

Background, Kambalda  

The town of Kambalda was built to provide social stability in a rapidly developing 

mining community. Located some 600 kilometres east of metropolitan Perth, 

Kambalda could not be considered part of Perth‟s suburban development. 

Nonetheless, the design of Kambalda‟s landscape by one of Western Australia‟s 

early landscape architects, Jean Verschuer, which evolved as a new suburban 

typology for mining towns, anticipates Seddon‟s 1979 manifesto, The Genius Loci 

and Australian Landscape. 249  

 

The first Kambalda Township was gazetted in 1897 following the discovery of gold 

at Lake Lefroy. The town was laid out on a grid pattern typical of all settlement 

                                                

248 Seddon G., in Hedgcock D,. and Hibbs T., 1992. p. 77. 

249 Seddon G.,‟The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape‟, Centre for Environmental 
Studies, University of Melbourne, 
http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm. Accessed June 2010. 
Originally published in Landscape Australia, 2/1979. 

http://www.aila.org.au/LApapers/papers/seddon/loci/default.htm
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towns of the era and flourished with a population of 1000 for ten years until the 

gold reserves were exhausted. The design approach to selecting the first 

Kambalda town site is not dissimilar to that taken by Stirling in 1828 when 

selecting the Perth Town site in that it demonstrates the bio-evolutionary 

settlement preference of humans. Now recognised in contemporary studies250 as 

the prospect and refuge theory, the propensity to develop a settlement landscape 

that afforded both prospect and refuge is borne out in the selection of the first 

Kambalda town site. Located on gently undulating land near Lake Lefroy, the town 

site took advantage of the refuge afforded by the valleys of this landscape and the 

prospect of the lake and surrounding hills. An article in the Leader, a Melbourne 

newspaper of the day, describes the town as the most picturesque locality on the 

goldfields, with the view from the town being a revelation of beauty. 251  

 

The prospect refuge approach to the Kambalda design is further endorsed by the 

fact that nearly 70 years later, when all physical traces of the original settlement 

had disappeared, the development application for the Kambalda East town-site 

submitted to the West Australian Town Planning Department, located the township 

in the exact same location as the original town. 252 In both instances, cognisance 

of the existing landscape appears to have strongly influenced the location of the 

town. 

 

                                                

250 Key texts on this theory are: R. and S. Kaplan, The Experience Of Nature: A 
Psychological Perspective, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989; J. Appleton, 
The Experience of Landscape, Wiley, London, 1975.  

251 Gresham J., Kambalda History of a Mining Town, Western Mining Corporation 
Melbourne,1991, p.29. 

252 Gresham J., 1991, p.71 
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Figure 37. Map showing location of Kambalda relative to Perth, 
Western Australia. Source: Google Earth. Constructed drawing, Helen 
Whitbread, November 2009.  
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Landscape architect Jean Verscheur was appointed to the Kambalda project to 

„introduce a bit of green to the Kambalda landscape to make the town more 

appealing to the families of the miners‟.253  On visiting the proposed town site, 

Verscheur decided that retaining the existing landscape was the most sustainable 

solution to providing both a mature landscape for new residents and ensuring that 

the fragile ecosystem of the goldfields landscape was protected.   

 

                                                

253 Interview by author with Jean Verscheur, June 2005.  

Figure 38. Map of Kambalda  East. Courtesy, Shire of Coolgardie, 
August, 2008. 
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The landscape that Verscheur encountered was at once physically beautiful and 

environmentally challenging. Located in the semi arid eastern goldfields, the area 

is known as the Yilgarn Craton region and retains an ancient geomorphological 

structure formed 38 -11 million years ago in the Oligocene era. The name of the 

region, Yilgarn, reflects both its geomorphologic and cultural heritage, with Yilgarn 

being the Galaagu people‟s name for the white quartz found in the district.254  

Large salt lakes in the landscape bear witness to the presence of ancient drainage 

lines, as do the occasional low hills. On first viewing, the predominately wide and 

flat landscape appears to be a plain, however, a deeper understanding of the 

landscape reveals that it is in fact a series of ancient valley floors flattened by 

centuries of wind and water action. 255  Despite a harsh climate, with high summer 

and low winter temperatures (averaging 38 and 12 degrees respectively) and an 

annual average rainfall of 200-300mm, the endemic vegetation is highly diverse. 

The Yilgarn bioregion features over 170 different Eucalyptus species, 256 many of 

which are now commercially cultivated for horticultural purposes.257 In addition, 

when viewed from one of the summits in the town, it is possible to read the 

underlying changes in the geomorphology expressed through the changing 

vegetation of eucalypt woodlands, interspersed with acacia thickets and shrub 

heaths (Fig. 39). 

                                                

254 http://www.yilgarn.wa.gov.au/. Accessed June 2006. 

255 Commander P., Schoknecht N., Verboom B., Peter C., The Geology, Physiography and 
Soils of Wheatbelt Valleys, http://www.cmis.csiro.au/RSM/research/pdf/commander.pdf. 
Accessed May 2006. 

256 
Cowan M., Coolgardie 3 (COO3) Eastern Goldfields subregion, 

http://www.dec.wa.gov.au/pdf/science/bio_audit/coolgardie03_p156-169.pdf. Accessed 
July, 2006. 

257 
Goldfields eucalyptus species such Eucalyptus torquata, Eucalyptus salmonophlia and 

Eucalyptus kruseana are available as nursery plants, an indication of their aesthetic and 
environmental appeal. 
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Figure 39. Top, Eucalyptus salmonophlia woodland: Bottom, Eucalyptus 
kruseana, Kambalda. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2007.  
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Located northwest of Lake Lefroy, in an otherwise flat landscape, the town site is 

surprisingly undulating, rising from west to east and intersected by creek lines.  

The landscape is dominated by Eucalyptus woodland featuring an upper storey of 

Eucalyptus salmonophlia, and Eucalyptus gimlet with an understorey of acacia 

and heath land. Due south of the town, an outcrop known as Red Hill rises 394 

meters above the surrounding landscape affording a panoramic view across the 

township and Lake Lefroy. The complete isolation of the township is apparent from 

this vantage point. Apart from the thumbprint companion settlement of Kambalda 

West and a scattering of mining structures, it is the unbuilt landscape that 

dominates the vista. Comprised of the vast gleaming white stillness of Lake Lefroy, 

and a relentless deep red ground plain dusted with the sultry green of the 

Eucalyptus woodland, the landscape is overwhelming in its extent and rich in its 

detail.  It was a desire to respect and retain this landscape character in a suburban 

context that underpinned Verschuer‟s approach to the landscape design of the 

Kambalda town site (Fig.40). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40. Kambalda East looking north from Red Hill. Source: Helen Whitbread 
(2009). 
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Managing The Salt     design process 

Following an announcement of the nickel discovery in 1966, Western Mining 

Corporation, then a relatively small company, was keen to ensure continuous 

nickel production to prevent any takeover from larger mining consortiums. The 

understanding at the time was that the only way to ensure a stable work force, was 

to create a planned community that would accommodate, miners, their families 

and all of their social and cultural needs. 258  The mining town of Kambalda East 

was thus built with a great sense of urgency in a period of eighteen months. On 

being commissioned, Verscheur‟s primary role was to create „a home‟, a sense of 

place, for the Kambalda mining community, most of whom were familiar with a 

typical 1960s suburban landscape of a front lawn, specimen trees and bedding 

plants.259 Notwithstanding the cultural background of the new Kambalda residents, 

Verschuer felt that the only sustainable landscape solution was to retain insitu, the 

existing indigenous vegetation to provide the town with an immediate and 

sustainable landscape. This design approach was thus, quite different from that 

seen in the second and third phase, where a „sense of place‟, was a Romantic 

picturesque landscape. Ironically, in contrast to the decimation wrought by mining 

the landscape, Verschuer also consciously anticipated that the indigenous 

landscape could readily be re-established on the town site should the nickel body 

be quickly exhausted.260 

 

                                                

258 Interview by author with Jean Verscheur, June 2005. 

259 Interview by author with Jean Verscheur, June 2005. 

260 Interview by author with Jean Verscheur, June 2005. 
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Building within the existing topography, and preservation and augmentation of the 

existing vegetation were the dominate design imperatives. The town site was laid 

out in a conventional New Town planning model however, in a manner reminiscent 

of the contour controlled garden city model, curvilinear roads were designed to 

follow the contour lines and allow houses to nestle into the undulations of the 

site.261 Existing creek lines were retained as recreation reserves and for drainage, 

which although rarely needed, could accommodate the occasional torrential 

downpours characteristic of the region.   

 

The aesthetic and environmental vantage afforded by the existing landscape was 

recognised and protected from the outset.  Verschuer understood that clearing the 

trees and introducing new plant species that relied on irrigation would raise the 

water table and have a detrimental effect on the soil through increased salinity.  It 

was thus an ecological imperative that the existing landscape be retained both as 

protection of the town‟s fragile ecosystem and as an instant microclimatic amenity 

in a harsh environment. During development, unnecessary damage to or 

clearance of trees by employees was met with instant dismissal.  Local seed was 

collected and propagated and Verschuer availed herself to residents for advice on 

domestic landscaping.  All vegetation that had to be removed was mulched and 

then used to retain valuable moisture; an initiative of Verschuer‟s which saw the 

state‟s first industrial mulcher operating in Kambalda.   

 

The vision of creating a harmonious landscape was detailed to the extent of 

developing a paint colour, Kambalda Green, for visually intrusive elements such as 

                                                

261 Observed by author on a site visit to Kambalda in 2007. 
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letterboxes. The latter initiative was Verscheur‟s response to a suggestion that 

each letterbox be painted a different colour in order to give some individuality to 

the lots.262  Housing footprints within allotments were altered to accommodate 

retention of existing trees and housing lots were fenced to the rear with a return to 

the side of the house such that front yards and streetscapes formed one 

continuous landscape.263 In encapsulating the front yard of housing lots into the 

streetscape, the residential landscape traditionally regarded as private, became a 

part of the public domain. The landscape was, for all intents and purposes, 

socialised for the greater benefit of the community.   

 

Guided by an imperative to preserve the existing landscape as much as possible, 

Verschuer‟s approach to the design saw her on site for 3 days of every week 

during construction. An indication of her commitment to a design process that can 

best described as embedding was revealed in a conversation about Verscheur‟s 

site visits. Frustrated by the late arrival time using the scheduled Kalgoorlie flights, 

Verschuer took advantage of the postal flights, which allowed her to arrive at 

midday rather than late afternoon. Verscheur, on a suggestion from the pilot, also 

learnt to land the plane in the event of an emergency,264  an unusual skill not 

generally required as a part of a design process. The importance of this point is 

that Verscheur needed to be on site during the construction process to ensure that 

her design philosophy was implemented. Such an approach was quite different to 

that of Holford, who ensured the immutability of his design philosophy by 

                                                

262 Interview by author with J Verscheur, June, 2005. 

263 Interview by author with J Verscheur, June, 2005. 

264 Interview by author with J Verscheur, June, 2005. 
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developing and recording design principles. Put simply, it appears that while 

Holford was accustomed to the process of documentation, there was not a similar 

culture of design practice at that time in Western Australia.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Salt affected agricultural land in the Goldfields region, Western Australian. 
Source, Helen Whitbread, 2007.   
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Figure 42.Diagram showing the effect of removing deep rooted trees from the 
landscape. http://www.clw.csiro.au/publications/general2002/effectiveness/salinity.html.  
Accessed August, 2007.  

http://www.clw.csiro.au/publications/general2002/effectiveness/salinity.html
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Romanticism In The Yilgarn   design meaning  

Landscape architecture was a fledgling profession in Western Australia when 

Verschuer undertook the design of the Kambalda landscape. At that time, the state 

had only recently been exposed to the idea of landscape architecture and, in the 

public perception, the profession was primarily seen to have a civic horticultural 

basis. This was borne out by the type of projects undertaken by the state‟s early 

practitioners such John Oldham, Jean Verschuer, Marion Blackwell and Robert 

Hart who were often engaged at the end of the design process to do the 

„landscaping‟ which may partially explain the lack of literature on Western 

Australian landscape architecture.  

 

With the founding of the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects in 1970, civic 

design and Australian plant based horticulture achieved a professional profile 

through the science of environmentalism. The inaugural conference conducted by 

the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects reinforced the profession‟s alliance 

with the natural physical environment through the conference title, The Landscape 

Architect and the Australian Environment, and the conference proceedings, which 

emphasised the environmental virtue and aesthetic resource of the indigenous 

landscape.  It was in this professional milieu that the Kambalda landscape was 

designed.   

 

The plan for the town of Kambalda was based on New Town principles that were 

advocated in the 1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF report and first applied by 

Margaret Feilman to the 1960s metropolitan subdivisions of Kwinana and 

Koongamia.  Referred to by Evan Jones as „conventional suburban 
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development‟,265 New Town design principles typically designed the suburb around 

private car ownership and included elements such as: a neighbourhood hub; 

segregated land uses, a hierarchical street system, large single residential lots, 

privatised shopping centres surrounded by car parks, and, a curvilinear and cul de 

sac street system.   

 

In the post second world war period, Western Australia, experienced rapid 

population growth and a concomitant growth in private car ownership  together 

with private house and garden ownership, which  was considered part of the basic 

democratic aspiration of most Australians.266 The state, along with the rest of the 

nation readily adopted the New Town suburban design principles as the best 

model for private automobile-based, planned suburban development.  

Notwithstanding the assumed suitability of the British New Town typology to a 

remote arid residential mining town, Jean Verschuer‟s ideas and approach to the 

landscape design proved so successful that they were adopted as by Western 

Mining as a standard approach for the landscape design of future mining towns 

throughout Western Australia. 267 There is no evidence however that these 

principles were ever documented, thus perpetuating the dearth of literature on 

Western Australian landscape architecture.  

 

Verscheur grounded her landscape design in environmental ideology. Instinctively 

recognising that a comfortable microclimate would improve social sustainability 

                                                

265 Jones E., „Australia: Walking the 21
st
 Century‟, An International Walking Conference, 

20-22 February 2001, Perth, Western Australia 2001, p. 83. 

266 Davison A., „A., Stuck in a Cul-de-sac? Suburban History and Suburban Sustainability in 
Australia‟. in Urban Policy and Research, vol. 24 no.2, 201-216, June 2006, p. 207. 

267 Gresham J., 1991, p. 81. 
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Verscheur consciously privileged the existing landscape. Equally, with a strong 

horticultural background and a keen interest in indigenous flora, Verschuer 

recognised the fragility of the Kambalda ecosystem and the concomitant need to 

implement sustainable ecological practices such as minimal irrigation, minimal 

removal of existing vegetation, provenance propagation and mulching in order to 

provide a sustainable amenity. The links that this design idea had with the 

suburban roots of landscape architecture should not be overlooked. The impulse 

was to create an endemic picturesque setting, a private Eden for the family home.  

The difference here was that Verschuer did not default to an English pastoral 

sensibility, but rather sought to frame the beauty of the existing landscape as a 

haven for the town residents.  

 

The Kambalda project also had synergies with the Garden City ideology of 

economic, social and environmental sustainability.268  Verschuer‟s approach was 

holistic.  If the landscape was sustainable, then there was a good chance that the 

social and economic environment would also be sustainable. Notwithstanding the 

general interest in the environment shared by her professional colleagues, 

Verschuer was notably ahead of her time in practically questioning, interpreting 

and adapting a utilitarian and generic model to local conditions. While consciously 

environmentally based, the design innovations created a „sense of place‟ (before 

the term became clichéd), in mining town design typology.  

 

 

                                                

268 Gwyther G., „Paradise Planned: Community Formation and the Master Planned Estate‟, 
Urban Policy and Research, vol. 23, no.1, March 2005. pp. 57-72. 
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A Mining Town Typology   design language  

The mining town typology has its roots in the socially reformed industrial towns of 

Sir Titus Salt, the Cadbury Brothers and Ebenezer Howard of Great Britain. Not 

urban, or rural, the mining town nevertheless relied on the employer, Western 

Mining in the case of Kambalda, to provide a socially sustainable environment as 

an adjunct to the working landscape. The mining town was thus established as a 

private town with housing stock available to employees. Prior to Kambalda, mining 

towns were, in form and style, copies of metropolitan suburbs, particularly those 

towns with a high immigrant population who found solace in the familiarity of the 

metropolitan suburban form in such a remote location. While the front yard in a 

typical Western Australian suburb was generally characterised by individual 

vernacular expressions of the residents‟ sense of place, in Kambalda, Verscheur 

appropriated the front yard as a public landscape, countering the suburban 

residential landscape norm and creating a new remote mining suburban typology.            

 

Kambalda East is unmistakably suburban in form.  The design was a typical New 

Town model with large single residential lots, a civic centre encompassing 

shopping centre, sporting and service facilities, and curvilinear roads and cul de 

sacs. A respect for the topography through the use of curvilinear roads represents 

a continuation of the Garden suburb, while the use of cul de sacs was aimed at 

breaking the monotony of the grid and poorly graded dangerous road 

intersections.  

 

Notwithstanding the presence of this suburban structure, the natural landscape of 

the location was the dominant language of the design. The preservation of the 

upper storey of Eucalyptus salmonophlia and Eucalyptus gimlet and acacia 
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understorey provided a vegetative knit across the town site such that the built form 

deferred to, rather than dominated the natural landscape. The topography was 

kept intact and the built forms worked with rather than across the contour lines, or 

significantly altering them.  

 

The scale of the surrounding landscape relative to the town also worked to favour 

the existing landscape as the dominant aesthetic and form. Here, the natural 

landscape played quite a different role to that discussed in Chapter 3.  While in the 

city, the use of indigenous plants signified naturalism, nationalism or 

environmentalism, in Kambalda East, Verscheur not only used horticulture, but 

also, the geomorphology of the site to create the form. In essence, recognising the 

intrinsic quality of the landscape, she worked around this and enhanced it, creating 

a design of endurance, integration and subtle environmentalism.   

 

Visiting the town recently, whilst the housing stock looked dated and domestic 

gardens were in various states of repair, the landscape was by contrast, robust.  

The landscape design demonstrated a systemic rather than solely aesthetic 

approach to environmental design anticipating a more scientifically rigorous design 

ethos. The „sense of place‟ that Verscheur practiced in landscape design thus 

contributed an ecological narrative to Western Australia‟s landscape architectural 

narrative.   
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Figure 43. Location Plan Ellenbrook. Source: Google Earth, October 
2010. Adapted by Helen Whitbread 
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Introduction   

By 1994, at which time the Ellenbrook development commenced, suburban landscapes 

had evolved to become complex design projects involving teams of professionals 

including town planners, engineers, surveyors, landscape architects, environmental 

managers, hydrologists, cultural advisors and marketing consultants. The Ellenbrook 

New Town development is a 1200-hectare site which, when completed, will provide 

seven villages of 10,200 dwellings accommodating 30,000 people. A joint venture 

between the Department for Housing and Works (DHW) and a private syndicate, 

Morella Pty Ltd, now known as LWP Pty Ltd, the Ellenbrook development has been 

developed on principles of New Urbanism. The development has been planned and 

designed by Roberts Day Planning and Urban and involved a number of Western 

Australian landscape architects as sub consultants including, Peter Cala & Associates, 

EPCAD, Arbor Vitae, Tract, Blackwell & Associates and Plan E.269  

 

The main premise of New Urbanism is the planning and design of safe socially 

vibrant neighbourhoods, 270 and the principle strategy for delivering safe and 

socially vibrant neighbourhoods is a revitalisation of the public realm. In Western 

Australia, much of this strategy has now been standardised through the publication 

of The WA Liveable Neighbourhoods Code, which provides a comprehensive code 

for the development of Greenfield and large infill sites.271 New Urbanism could 

therefore, be considered a core narrative of the place making. It is however, the 

interpretation of such standards which is of interest to this thesis. That is, in what 

                                                

269 
Kauffman C., Australian New Urbanism – A Guide to Projects, ACNU, 2006, p. 94.. 

http://acnu.org/data/WAwip.pdf. Accessed October 2009. 

270
 Rogers E.B., 2001, p. 477.  

271
 Kauffman C., 2006, pp 3-4. 

http://acnu.org/data/WAwip.pdf
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way have New Urbanist principles been interpreted to make „place‟ at Ellenbrook? 

Moreover, does the design approach to place making in Ellenbrook reinforce the 

suburban dialect core narrative of low-density picturesque landscapes or has a 

new narrative evolved?  To answer these questions the following section looks first 

at the design approach to inculcating „a sense of place‟ into the development, then 

examines how New Urbanism principles have  been applied to achieve suburban 

environmental and social sustainability, and lastly, reviews the manifestation of 

New Urbanism principles in Ellenbrook streetscapes and public open spaces.   

 

Understanding The Place – Background  

Located 26 kilometres northeast of the City of Perth, Ellenbrook is a peri-urban 

Greenfield development. The town is sited in Western Australia‟s oldest wine 

growing region, the Swan Valley and is characterised by the Pinjarra Plain 

geomorphology of alluvial tracts to the east and soils with poor drainage to the 

west.272 Straddling the base of the Darling Fault scarp, the rich alluvial soil of the 

location attracted early post-settlement agricultural development transforming the 

tall open Eucalyptus forest273 to one that was colloquially known as the „ribbon 

landscape‟, so called because of the rationed 800 meter river frontage resulting in 

long and narrow „ribbon‟ properties.274  The agricultural landscape of the Swan 

Valley region is a „suggestive‟ landscape. The undulations of the ground plain are 

emphasised through the tracery of rows of vines disappearing across contours 

                                                

272 McPherson A. and Jones, A., Appendix D: Perth Basin Geology Review And Site Class 
Assessment, Geoscience Australia p.314,  www.ga.gov.au. Accessed June 2008. 

273 This landscape type is comprised of Eucalyptus marginata, Eucalyptus wandoo and 
Eucalyptus calopyhlla open forest.  

274 Access to the river was essential for transport and communication in the early post 
settlement years and as such was rationed to a maximum of 800-metre frontage (interview 
with W.B.R Ambrose, descendant of the Cusack family, early settlers of the Swan District.) 

http://www.ga.gov.au/
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while dark fringing river vegetation affords occasional glimpses of silver water, 

hinting at a journey spent and still anticipated. The seasonal transformation of the 

land is a fecund reassurance that the cyclical aspect of life persists. In recent 

years, the high scenic values of the landscape have seen the location transformed 

on weekends into a „rural/cultural Mecca‟ for urbanites that traverse the locale in 

search of boutique food, wine and art (Fig. 44).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the Swan River has determined much of the physical and cultural character 

of the Swan Valley agricultural landscape, another water body, the Gnangara 

mound, a vast superficial aquifer underlying the region manifests as a wetland 

landscape in undeveloped lands of its north western sector. These wetlands are 

Figure 44. Swan Valley, Western Australia, 2009. 
www.westaust.net/.../vineyard_swan_valley2.jpg. Accessed, 
September, 2010. 

http://www.westaust.net/.../vineyard_swan_valley2.jpg
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both seasonal and permanent wetlands,275 and occur in what is known as the 

Bassendean dune system, an infertile Melaleuca scrub landscape perched on the 

north western edge of the Swan Valley. Intrinsically valuable as local habitat, the 

wetlands are also „canary in the coalmine‟ indicators of the health of the much 

larger metropolitan ecosystem.276  Any drying up of these wetlands in summer or, 

worse, failure to manifest in winter, is an indication that the Gnangara mound, 

which supplies 60% of metropolitan Perth‟s potable water, is depleted. The local 

repercussions can be read in the death of indigenous vegetation, however, a wider 

expression is seen in the metropolitan domestic and civic landscapes as they 

shrivel under water restrictions. It is into this sector of the region that the 

subdivision of Ellenbrook was spliced.

                                                

275 A palusplain wetland is a permanently damp flat wetland characterised by build up of 
peat. These wetlands leach acid sulphates into the water table if they become aerobic 
through drying out.  

276 Commander P., and Hauck E., „How Our Groundwater Has Changed‟, Climate Note 
8/05 (August), http://www.ioci.org.au. Accessed September 2010, pp.1-2. 

http://www.ioci.org.au/
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Figure 45. Ellenbrook suburban development concept plan,1993, The Ellenbrook 
Concept, Objectives and Strategies,1993, Ellenbrook Management Pty. Ltd., Perth 
Western Australia, p. 2. 
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Prior to development, the 1200-hectare Ellenbrook site was predominantly rural 

grazing land partially occupied by a decommissioned sand quarry and flanked to 

the north-west by a commercial pine plantation. Characterised by infertile sandy 

soil with permanent and seasonal wetlands, damp lands and palusplain 

wetlands277, the location is home to two rare and endangered species; the Western 

Swamp Tortoise and the Southern Brown Bandicoot, and a rare and endangered 

ecological community, the tumulus spring ecological community.278  Tumulus 

(Latin meaning „little mound‟) springs form at the intersection of clay and sandy 

soils creating springs, bogs and swamps and provide habitat for moisture loving 

flora and fauna.279  

 

Ellenbrook is in the Henley Brook Catchment area, which has been identified as a 

major contributor to nutrient enrichment of the Swan River, a condition causing 

algal blooms and fish deaths during summer.280  Understanding the sensitive 

ecology of the site, which has been fundamental to the planning and design of the 

residential development, underpins the structural and aesthetic framework of the 

design.  

 

 

                                                

277 Palusplain wetlands are seasonally waterlogged flats. Derived from a classification 
system developed by the Seminuik Research Group and adopted by the Western 
Australian Waters and Rivers Commission.  http://portal.environment.wa.gov.au/. 
Accessed October 2010. 

278 English V., and Blyth J., Assemblages of Organic Mound (Tumulus) Springs of the 
Swan Coastal Plain, Interim Recovery Plan, 2000-2003 February 2000,pp.1-28, 
http://www.dec.wa.gov.au/. Accessed July 2006. 

279 English V., and Blyth J., February 2000. pp. 1-28.  

280 G.H.D.International, North East Corridor Urban Water Management Strategy, 
Department of Water, February 2007, pp. 1-55.  

http://portal.environment.wa.gov.au/
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A New „Place‟ for the Swan Valley      design process 

The success of any new suburban development depends on demand for housing, 

which in turn is predicated on population growth, affordability, accessibility and 

attractability. The Ellenbrook development, located on the suburban fringe, had the 

rural idyll of the Swan Valley as an attraction, however the distance from the CBD 

and the coast, historically positioned the location as a weekend destination rather 

than a suburban residential prospect. Therefore, a strategy was needed, not only 

to attract buyers, but also, to create a stable and sustainable development. 

 

The lead design consultant for the Ellenbrook development, Robertsday, a town 

planning and urban design firm, provided the vision for the project, the underlying 

principle of which was to create a self-sustainable community. 281 Sustainability 

was interpreted at all levels, social, economic and environmental. By way of 

example, a comprehensive community plan was embedded into the design 

process from the outset. In addition to adhering to New Urbanism principles of a 

traditional village design, the Ellenbrook project piloted a „School in Houses‟ and 

Schools in Offices concept to ensure that the first uptake of housing included the 

community facility of a school. Under this scheme, groups of homes and later, 

offices, were used to house state and private primary schools, thus ensuring 

community vitality from the start. Later, when schools were built, the houses and 

offices reverted to residential and retail use.282 The project also established a trust 

to assist in the early provision of community facilities such as a multi use 

                                                

281 Mike Day of Robertsday was awarded the Russell Taylor Award for Design Excellence 
for his visionary initiatives in 2004. The suburb of Ellenbrook has received 15 state and 
national professional awards since development commenced in 1995.  

282 Ellenbrook, The New Town In The Swan Valley. UDIA Case Study, Urban Development 
Institute Of Australia, Perth Western Australia, 2007, p. 5. 
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Community Centre, Recreation Centre, Day Care Centre and library. Economic 

opportunities such as local retail, commercial and home businesses were planned 

into the development as was the provision of a local high speed cable 

infrastructure.283   

 

Landscape was seen to play a pivotal part in creating a sustainable community.  

Much of this was prescribed in the New Urbanism principles such as streets and 

housing designed to maximise social interaction, pedestrian oriented town centres, 

a network of cycle paths and walkways and the provision of centralised parks. One 

of the vehicles considered the most effective for conveying the values of New 

Urbanism was the creation of a „sense of place‟. It was in response to this that 

Robertsday introduced the concept of creating a specifically themed environment 

for each of the seven villages and it was within this context that landscape 

architects were engaged in the Ellenbrook design process.284 

 

Suburban estate design has anecdotally been regarded as the „bread and butter‟ 

work of landscape architects in Western Australia. That is, regular and reliable 

design projects where the form and content of the estate design has been 

determined through structure plans and outline development plans, and landscape 

architects are engaged to address the civic amenity, aesthetic and environmental 

elements of the project. Due to the scale of the Ellenbrook development, most of 

                                                

283 Paulin S., Sense of Place and Community Ownership, Your Development, Creating 
Sustainable Neighbourhoods, http://yourdevelopment.org (Your Development is a website 
created to help land developers, architects and urban planners create climate-adapted, 
sustainable Australian suburbs. Hosted by CSIRO Australian Government.  

284 Russell Taylor Award for Design Excellence, Press Release, Australian Association of 
Planning Consultants, 5 November, 2004. 

http://yourdevelopment.org/
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the larger Western Australian private landscape architecture firms have been 

involved with the landscape design over the duration of the project.   

The first landscape architects to work on the development were Peter Cala and 

Associates, who were engaged as Landscape Consultants in Stage 1 of the 

project (1993-1995) and worked with Robertsday on integrating the New Urbanist 

model into the site.285 This involved considering the existing landscape character, 

topography and geography to identify opportunities for the establishment of the 

seven village sites to make up Ellenbrook town. Existing site characteristics were 

used to inform design themes which in turn were used to differentiate each village 

in an otherwise amorphous agricultural landscape. Cala described how he found 

this aspect of the project professionally and personally satisfying: 

 

I believe neighbourhoods should have a legible visual identity with some 

special unique qualities of place, which encourage a feeling of being 

„somewhere‟, not just „anywhere‟.  This can be achieved through a number 

of typical landscape and architectural devices. Themed streetscapes, 

parkways and architectural features can provide coordinating points of 

reference throughout an urban estate.   

And 

Homebuyers are looking to the old values of community when choosing 

their home. Landscape techniques can be very useful in creating and 

enriching strong connections between houses and other urban elements of 

the community through rich and beautiful parklands and shady friendly 

scale streetscapes.286   

 

The vision of a picturesque suburb, articulated by Cala, has a long historic 

trajectory. For example, the social reformation garden cities of the British 

industrialists SirTitus Salt (1803-1876) and Ebenezer Howard (1850-1928) were 

                                                

285 Notes from interview with Tim Trefy of Robertsday, by the author, September, 2009.   

286 Cala P., „Of Influences and Inspiration‟, The Echo, November, 2000, p. 8.  
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based on using a picturesque style to create townscape amenity.287 Equally 

Austrian Camillo Sitte‟s (1843-1903) non-conformist manifesto in The Art of 

Building Cities,288 and the themed developer suburbs of the American Sunbelt 

cities of California and Florida were also developed on a design idea that  equated 

high social amenity with a classical and/or picturesque aesthetic.289   

 

Notwithstanding Cala‟s observations, it is the function rather than the aesthetics of 

traditional neighbourhoods that informed New Urbanist principles of community. 

As noted by Rogers, New Urbanism can be traced back to the early polemic of 

Jane Jacobs and her 1960s argument for the preservation of traditional street 

patterns as a measure of preserving and enhancing community life.290  In the 

Ellenbrook project, the village themes, ranging from Tuscan (The Bridges) , and 

Aboriginal (Coolamon), to country life (Morgan Fields) are used as landscape 

aesthetics rather than form to suggest a „sense of place‟. A review of marketing 

literature for the development indicates that aesthetics were consciously used as a 

strategy to sell a traditional neighbourhood lifestyle package. For example, an 

Urban Design Institute of Australia (UDIA), Ellenbrook case study reported: 

  

Particular features of on-site marketing to date have included: 

 On-site Sales Centres and themed entry statements; 

 The launch of unique products in Perth, the cottage home site in 1994 

and country home sites in 2000; 

                                                

287 Rogers E.B., 2001, pp. 403-407, 

288 Sitte C., translated by Stewart C.T., The Art Of Building Cities, Reinhold Publishing 
Corporation, New York, N.Y 1945.  

289 Rogers E.B., 2001, p.377. 

290 Rogers E.B., 2001, p.477. 
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 Ongoing research into the development of a continuing stream of 

affordable product; and 

 Home display centres featuring cottage, traditional and country housing 

product.291 

 

The success of this design approach was borne out in home sale surveys 

conducted in April 1996 and 2000, which indicated that 54% and 64% of buyers 

respectively, purchased on the premise of community planning and an old-

fashioned sense of community.292 The fact that these people had not yet 

experienced the community suggests that themed landscape was an important 

component in packaging a New Urbanist suburban promise. Not tested in this 

design approach, is how essential a themed landscape was to creating a place. 

That is, could high amenity of street trees, parks, footpaths and civic infrastructure, 

without a theme, been equally effective?  

 

New Urbanism On The Fringe   design meaning   

In Chapter 3 we saw that there was a strong history of planned settlement in 

Western Australia. The design of first town sites was based on the gridded New 

World model, and then in the 1930s following the1890s gold rush era, the 

picturesque Garden Suburb model was introduced as a measure to address 

unplanned development. After the Second World War and the mineral boom of the 

1960s, planned development under the British New Town Model ultimately created 

car dependant suburbs, urban sprawl, and a separation of home from the 

workplace.  As suggested by Aiden Davison, post-war suburban development in 

                                                

291 Ellenbrook, The New Town In The Swan Valley. 2006, p.6. 

292 Day M., Robertsday Town  Planners, „Ellenbrook Buyer Profile , Ellenbrook Community 
Survey Report November 2000‟,in An Introduction to Ellenbrook, PowerPoint presentation 
loaned to the author by the company.  
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Australia created social introversion and individualism transforming Australian 

suburban homes from self-contained sites of production and reproduction into 

spaces for consumption. 293 By the 1990s,in an attempt to address what was 

regarded as an unsustainable mode of development, new ideas such as urban  

consolidation and planned communities were mooted.294 Ellenbrook was the first 

planned community in Western Australia to embrace a range of new design 

approaches to social, environmental and economic sustainability.   

 

The peri-urban subdivision of Ellenbrook, located in the northeast metropolitan 

region, was first identified for residential development in the Review of the Corridor 

Plan for Perth and the Metropolitan Region Scheme, 5-6 November 1985. 295  

Located some distance from general amenity, such as the coast, the city, and 

effective public transport networks, the Ellenbrook development had to encourage 

homebuyers to invest in a relatively isolated location. The principal strategy for 

creating homebuyer interest was engaging a New Urbanist approach to 

community design, perceived, at the time, to be the best model for creating a 

sustainable community.  

 

Central to New Urbanist sustainable development was the finding of the United 

Nations Brundtland Report also known as Our Common Future, which advocated 

                                                

293 
Davison A., „Stuck in a Cul-de-Sac? Suburban History and Urban Sustainability in 

Australia‟, Urban Policy and Research, vol. 24, no. 2, 201–216, June 2006, p. 16. 

294
 Curtis C., and Punter J., „Design-Led Sustainable Development: The Liveable 

Neighbourhoods Experiment in Perth, Western Australia‟, The Town Planning Review, vol. 
75, no. 1., 2004, p. 36.  

295
 Review of the Corridor Plan for Perth and the Metropolitan Region Scheme, 5-6 

November 1985, Perth, Conference Proceedings, Perth, W.A.State Planning Commission, 
1986.  
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development based on patterns of production and consumption that would not 

compromise the future human or natural environment.296 In particular, sustainable 

development was concerned with the conservation and preservation of natural 

resources and the environment, and the management of energy, waste and 

transportation.297  Sustainable development has been incorporated into the 

Ellenbrook development through two principle design ideas: environmental 

sustainable design, and „a sense of place‟. Both have been employed as 

marketable commodities in the short term and community building agents in the 

long term. 298 

 

Ellenbrook, as one of the first metropolitan subdivisions to adopt a range of 

sustainability principles to inform design, is exposed to critical review on the 

success or otherwise of sustainability initiatives. One of the key ideological 

differences between New Urbanism and the previous New Town model, was 

walkability. While the New Town model celebrated the independence of a private 

motor vehicle, New Urbanism sought to increase social interaction by reducing 

reliance on the motor vehicle through walkable neighbourhoods, transit oriented 

development (TOD) and the provision of local employment opportunities.   

 

                                                

296 ‘Our Common Future‟, Report of the World Commission on Environment and 
Development, World Commission on Environment and Development, UN Documents 
Gathering a Body of Global Agreements, http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm. 
Accessed May 2009.  
 
298 „Our Common Future‟, Report of the World Commission on Environment and 
Development, World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987. Annex to 
General Assembly document A/42/427, Development and International Cooperation: 
Environment August 2, 1987. Accessed May 2009. 

http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm
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Empirical sustainability studies conducted in Norway using the Ecological Footprint 

Indicator299 on housing related consumption found that single lot residential style 

development, the long held Australian suburban „dream‟ and characteristic of the 

Ellenbrook villages, is unsustainable. These findings, which according to Holden 

have widespread support,300 advocate dense concentrated housing design, a high 

degree of density in residential areas, the shortest possible distance to a town 

centre and a modest size of location. Thus a small city of around 30,000 people, 

such as Ellenbrook, could be ecologically sustainable providing it supported local 

employment. While pedestrian access within and across the Ellenbrook villages 

has been successfully implemented, the 2004 the City of Swan Place Plan study 

identified that 70% of Ellenbrook residents travel outside the region for 

employment.301  The report also identified that a lack of frequent public transport 

was a significant barrier for youth and job seekers without a vehicle. Moreover, 

while not linked within the report to the daily exodus of residents, it was reported 

that there was a high level of burglary, assault and motor vehicle theft in 

Ellenbrook suggesting a low level of passive surveillance. One could surmise then, 

that until Ellenbrook is linked to reliable public transport systems, the continued 

reliance on the private motor vehicle negates the advantages of the walkable 

neighbourhood and renders the subdivision environmentally unsustainable.302   

 

                                                

299
 Holden E., Ecological Footprints and Sustainable Urban Form, Journal of Housing and 

the Built Environment, no.19, 2004, pp. 91-109. 

300 
Holden E., 2004, p. 106. 

301 Ellenbrook, The Vines and Vale Place Plan, City of Swan, June 2004, p.14.   

302 Kenworthy J.R., „Transport Energy Use and Greenhouse Gases in Urban Passenger 
Transport Systems; a study of 84 Global Cities‟, presented at the international Third 
Conference of the Regional Government Network for Sustainable Development, Notre 
Dame University, Fremantle, Western Australia, September 17-19,2003.   
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Water sensitive urban design was another strategy for environmental sustainability 

which was planned and marketed as a key component of the development. This 

strategy included components such as the Drainage and Nutrient Management 

Plan (DNMP),303 whereby parkland water features such as the central lake in 

Woodlake Village was designated for storm water harvesting and nutrient filtration. 

The preservation of existing wetland and damp lands as public open space and 

nature reserves, water conservation through water-wise garden advice, hydro-

zone planting and soil improvement and mulching were other features of this 

strategy.  Despite these initiatives, recent studies and reports have shown the 

Ellenbrook landscape to be unsustainable both economically and environmentally. 

The 2004 City of Swan Place Plan Report noted the following:  

 

The Place of Ellenbrook has high levels of water and fertiliser use and 

maintenance costs.  WRC water allocations for the whole of the subdivision 

(7 villages) are already used in the four developed villages. The highly 

intensive design is financially unsustainable and places a significant 

burden on Council resources. 304  

 

Additionally, in the following year, the water levels in the Ellenbrook towns of 

Woodlake and Lake Fresca diminished significantly over summer. While this was 

indicative of a general drop in the Gnangara Mound which provides a substantial 

percentage of the metropolitan water supply, local water consumption by the 

nearby Vines golf course, private bore owners and the local watering of parks and 

ovals contributed to the drop in the lake water levels. Unlike Verschuer‟s 

landscape plan for Kambalda, which was designed within the environmental 

constraints of the site, the suburban landscapes of Ellenbrook relied on artificially 

                                                

303 Ellenbrook, The New Town in the Swan Valley, 2006.  

304 Ellenbrook, The Vines and Vale ,Place Plan, City of Swan, June 2004 p.34 
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supplementing the low fertility and poor water retention capacity of sandy soils to 

support the introduced landscape. Accordingly, the designed landscapes for the 

village gateways, streets and parks were irrigated, well fertilised and densely 

planted to give immediate effect. The ensuing landscapes provided the desirable 

marketing backdrop of a lush, well-maintained development. However, as the 

constructed water features are no longer viable due to diminishing ground water, 

and the local authority is unable to maintain the existing service level for 

extensively landscaped and irrigated verges, the villages run the risk of not only 

being environmentally unsustainable, but through depleted amenity, also 

economically and socially unviable.   

 

Creating a community through a ‘sense of place‟ was identified as a design 

strategy that would give the development a favourable edge in the market place.  

The idea of a „sense of place‟ has a long history both internationally and locally. In 

1972 George Seddon, applied a poetic reading of a „sense of place‟ to the Swan 

Coastal plain of Western Australian. In a manner similar to Jens Jensen‟s 

Siftings305 and Aldo Leopold‟s A Sand Country Almanac306, Seddon „s A Sense Of 

Place: Response to An Environment, The Swan Coastal Plain Western Australia, 

combines an aesthetic appreciation of the material of place with an understanding 

of the ecology of place. Seddon‟s „sense of place‟ presumes an enhancement of 

the built environment through revealing the existing landscape, in a similar mode 

to that employed by Jean Verschuer at Kambalda. By contrast, the notion of 

„sense of place‟ in the Ellenbrook development was derived from a populist 

                                                

305 Jensen J., Siftings, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1990. 

306 Leopold A., A Sand County Almanac, and Sketches Here and There, Oxford University 
Press, New York 1949. 
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gesture of themed artifice to create place using a range of introduced devices such 

as semantics, semiotics and boundaries.   

 

Research has revealed that one of the early marketing strategies used was a 

rebranding of the joint venture private partner Morella Pty Ltd as the LWP Property 

Group.  LWP laid the foundation of the lifestyle package through its name, Live, 

Work, Play. The semiotic and semantic package of Live, Work and Play, then 

manifested in the „villages‟, each with suggestive theme names: Woodlake Village, 

The Bridges, Morgan Fields, Charlottes Vineyard, Coolamon and most recently, 

and curiously, Malvern Springs, a name derived from „Maelfern‟, the Celtic name 

of a spa town on the Welsh/English border.307 Housing lots were offered under 

titles of Cottage, Traditional or Country Homesites. Street names such as Ponte 

Vecchio, Parrot Bush, Trigger Lily, and Farrier, reinforced village themes and key 

words such as connectivity, healthy lifestyle, and traditional village design, not only 

promised a well-crafted residential experience, but also, conveyed the message 

that despite the relative physical isolation of Ellenbrook there was no social or 

cultural isolation.   

 

Paradoxically, notwithstanding the introduction of a populist themed development, 

the design idea drew on archetypical landscape gestures such as bounded space, 

pictorial illusion, and Romantic landscapes of wealth and privilege, such that the 

development has a complex reading that belies a non-reflexive approach to 

design. For example, the use of  the landscape as a canvas is fundamental to 

landscape architecture. The Celts used the Berkshire chalk hills as a canvas to 

                                                

307 http://www.ellenbrook.com.au/. Accessed May, 2009. 

http://www.ellenbrook.com.au/*
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inscribe their fantastic elongated White Horses, the Romantics rearranged 

topography to compose „landscape pictures‟, and more recently, Pop Art and 

Minimalism have been used as deliberate landscape gestures by practitioners 

such as Martha Schwartz and Peter Walker. The suburban development of 

themed landscapes, which manifest as „entry statements‟ and objectified areas of 

public space, is another contemporary example of using the landscape as a 

canvas. In a manner akin to the movie trailer, the themed „entry statement‟ 

teasingly hints at the marketed lifestyle experience available inside.   

 

At Ellenbrook, a range of lifestyle experiences are suggested through themed 

gateways such as the naturalistic lifestyle, (Woodlake and Coolamon Villages), the 

Mediterranean lifestyle (The Bridges) or the rural lifestyle (Charlotte‟s Vineyard 

and Morgan Fields). These messages are reinforced with objects placed into the 

public space such as a Campanile tower and reconstructed Lake Fresca replete 

with arched bridges in The Bridges development. Unfortunately these borrowed 

artefacts become disingenuous in the context of a Greenfield development in the 

eastern regions of metropolitan Western Australia where, despite borrowed 

culture, each suburban development not only looks, but also, functions in a 

manner similar to all others.  
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Figure 46. Campanile, The Bridges, Ellenbrook. Source, Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Figure 47. Classic inspired column, The Bridges, Ellenbrook. 
Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Notwithstanding the apparent trivial objectivism of themed entry treatments and 

themed civic spaces,308 one of the objectives of this thesis was to infuse criticality 

to any review of landscape architecture. With that in mind, it is suggested that the 

populist aspect of themed landscape deserves more conscious attention by 

practitioners. Tzonis and Lefaiivre, for example, discuss the use of theme or 

metaphor as a design idea, observing that such a design approach gives the 

designer an unambiguous „sound bite synopsis‟ with which to launch and sell the 

designed product. 309  In the Ellenbrook development, the landscape is consciously 

used as a marketing device to sell a lifestyle image. The nostalgia of the projected 

image is reinforced by the developers with words such as village, traditional, 

cottage, healthy lifestyles, connectivity and public open space.  

 

The design approach, however, lacks authenticity as the use landscape objects do 

not create space, place or a sense of place. A case in point is The Bridges village 

which is referenced as an Italian urban setting( Fig.47). Other than a tenuous link 

to neo-traditional neighbourhood urban form, it is difficult to comprehend why such 

a theme would be introduced to a suburban fringe development in Western 

Australia. Landscape architects who are involved in such projects need to ask the 

question, what is being marketed, is it substantive or a promise, a myth, a 

decorative shell? For example, projects such as Oosterschelde (West 8)310 and 

                                                

308 Raxworthy J., and Sack T., „Tricking Up the Suburbs‟, Kerb 13, 1995, pp. 10-12. 

309 Tzonis A., and Lefaivre l.M., „In The Name of T\the People: The Populist Movement In 
Architecture‟, in Shamiyeh M., (Ed) What People Want- Populism in Architecture and 
Design, Birkhauser Verlag, Basel, 2005.pp.289-305.  

310 Schrode T.,Changes In Scenery : Contemporary Landscape Architecture In Europe, 
Birkhauser, Basel, 2002 p.178. 
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Bagel Garden(Martha Schwartz)311 demonstrate the conscious interpretation of 

ecology and populism as landscape form. The theming of space at Ellenbrook, 

lacking any contextual design synthesis fails to create place. Thus, it is the lack of 

criticality in the approach to designing suburban themed space, rather than the 

genre itself, that creates banal and undifferentiated design. The themed objects 

are merely bows and ribbons on a landscape of wrapping paper that attempts to 

disguise sameness with decoration. 

 

In addition to the theming of space as a point of difference, contemporary 

developments often use physical boundaries to delineate one space from another 

in order to mitigate the amorphous nature of New Town suburbia. As a physical 

intervention in space, the wall could be seen to be a simple antidote to sprawl, and 

potentially a definer of place.  The wall is, however, a complex device conveying 

more than delineation. Historically, bounded space and the wall are represented 

by landscape archetypes such as monasteries, walled cities, the hortus conclusus, 

Hadrian‟s Wall, the Great Wall of China and, more recently, the Berlin Wall. In all 

instances, the wall is contextually loaded variously signifying protection, seclusion 

and exclusion, domination and separation.   

 

The estate boundary wall is used at Ellenbrook to define space. Visually 

impenetrable, the wall immediately sets both the subdivision and individual villages 

apart from the surrounding rural landscape and each other. Driving through the 

Swan Valley region, one crosses the boundaries of the districts of West Swan, 

                                                

311 T. Richardson (Ed), The Vanguard Landscapes And Gardens Of Martha Schwartz, 
London, Thames & Hudson, 2004. 
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Henley Brook, Millendon, and Upper Swan with little, if any, signification of the 

change in the landscape. By comparison, it is not possible to meander through 

Ellenbrook.  One enters rather than encounters Ellenbrook. The conscious 

physical separation of Ellenbrook from the rest of the Swan Valley region is 

strongly signified, as is a sense of exclusivity and privacy. This then becomes a 

paradox of the place. On the one hand, Ellenbrook is marketed as being a part of 

the Swan Valley community while being significantly different. Given the strong 

cultural history of the Swan Valley and the intrinsic value of both the developed 

and undeveloped surrounding landscape, the question is, protection, seclusion 

and exclusivity from what?  More importantly, this design approach conveys a lack 

of understanding of the mixed messages conveyed by archetype walled landscape 

and the marketing message of Ellenbrook being a part of the Swan Valley 

community.  

 

The Great Australian (suburban) Dreamscape      design language  

One of the first to recognise the need for a new urban/suburban typology was 

American author Jane Jacobs in her publication Death and Life of Great American 

Cities. 312 Jacobs called into question the vehicle oriented suburban developments 

that had come to dominate the American landscape following mass automobile 

ownership. Advocating cognition of the land use and street patterns of the 

nineteenth-century city, Jacobs did so from the perspective of social sustainability 

rather than aesthetics.313  Recent champions of Jacob‟s cause were Andres Duany 

and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk who advocated New Urbanism and Peter Calthorpe 

                                                

312 Jacobs J., Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jonathan Cape, London,1962. 

313 Rogers E.B., 2001, p. 478.  
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who promoted Transit Oriented Development.314  However, as Barlow Rogers 

writes, whilst Calthorpe, Duany and Plater Zyberk concur with Jacob‟s sentiment 

and centralise their ideology on the establishment of a public realm, their suburb 

designs are referenced on the style and form of Beaux-Arts Neoclassicism and the 

vernacular architecture of streetcar suburbs, that is, rather than introducing new 

ideas and forms, they are historicist.315   

 

In Western Australia, Ellenbrook was the earliest example of a subdivision 

designed on New Urbanist principles. Introduced by town planners Robertsday, 

the application of new urbanism to suburban subdivision not only produced a new 

suburban typology for the state, but also, through the mandate of creating a „sense 

of place‟; there was an emphasis on design of the public realm. The New Urbanist 

principles pioneered in Ellenbrook have now been adopted into state planning 

policy through Liveable Neighbourhoods316, a policy and design guideline 

document that comprehensively outlines the new suburban typology. It is not the 

intent here to critique the broad spectrum of New Urbanist design language at 

Ellenbrook, rather to focus on the landscape of the public realm, namely 

streetscapes, public open space and village centres.   

 

Streetscapes 

The street is the first place of public encounter for suburban residents. New 

Urbanism encourages walk-ability through a range of urban design strategies such 

                                                

314 Kauffman C., 2006, p. 2. 

315Rogers E.B., 2001, p.478. 

316 Liveable Neighbourhoods: a Western Australian Government Sustainable Cities 
Initiative, Western Australian Planning Commission, Perth, W.A. 2004. 
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as minimal building setbacks, street tree planting, on street parking, narrowing of 

streets and mixed use diversity within street blocks.317 While most of the residential 

streets in Ellenbrook have well-maintained verges, a comprehensive cover of 

street trees and pedestrian and cycleway networks, with 98% of dwellings being 

single residential318 there is no mixed-use diversity within suburban blocks. Indeed 

the suburban dialect of low density picturesque landscapes, a core narrative 

identified in Chapter 3, is repeated in Ellenbrook. Most dwellings have retained the 

traditional front garden setbacks established with the early settlement cottage 

ornée form, a form that does not encourage passive surveillance. Moreover, walk-

ability is further compromised through inconsistent permeability with large areas of 

blank walled edges, raised residential frontages, and the sheer scale of fences 

such as the relentless monotony of historicist white picket fences in Charlotte‟s 

Vineyard and the kilometres of contemporary open railing of Malvern Springs 

village (Fig.48).  

                                                

317 Kauffman C., 2006., p.2 

318 Ellenbrook, The Vines and Vale Place Plan, 2004, p.11.   
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Figure 48. Above, white picket fences are used as a standard visual element in 
Charlottes Vineyard. Below, walkability is compromised by the scale of the street 
and the elevated setback of the houses in Coolamon Village. Source: Helen 
Whitbread, 2009.  
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Ellenbrook streets have been designed to moderate vehicle use through reduced 

width, however, the relative isolation of the subdivision necessitates a high level of 

resident car ownership, and most visitor trips to the suburb, are by car. The 

obvious need for a vehicle in these suburbs appears to have been confused with 

designing for walk-ability, thus casual interaction at street level is restricted by a 

limited amount of on-street parking, the use of semi mountable kerbing and verge 

landscaping to the kerb edge.   

 

Serial vision, a theory advanced Gordon Cullen and described in Gestalt 

psychology319 is based on the notion of enriching the pedestrian experience by 

designing a range of elements into the public realm. Described by Cullen as the 

furniture of possession, elements such as enclosure, focal points and 

differentiated floor scapes all contribute to the richness of the pedestrian 

experience.  Enclosure, which can be achieved by street tree planting and built 

form, creates a pedestrian scaled environment and a sense of security.320   

 

A comparative study of streets in Fremantle and Joondalup conducted by S. Porta 

and J.L. Renne in 2005321 used sky exposure as a formal indicator of the degree of 

intimacy and enclosure in the streetscape.  Figure 49 shows two sets of street 

scenes.  Set One contains an example of street scenes taken from the Porta 

                                                

319 Gosling D., Gordon Cullen, Visions of Urban Design, Academy Editions, London,1996, 
pp. 219-220.  

320 Cullen G., The Concise Townscape, Architectural Press, Oxford, UK, 1961, pp.17-55. 

321 Porta S., and Renne J.L., „Linking Urban Design to Sustainability: Formal Indicators of 
Social Urban Sustainability Field Research in Perth, Western Australia‟, Urban Design 
International,10, 2005, pp. 51-64. 
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Renne report showing high, medium and low values of enclosure.  Set Two 

contains street scenes from The Bridges, Woodlake and Charlotte‟s Vineyard, all 

of which have a high degree of sky exposure and a low level of enclosure. The low 

level of enclosure may be partially accounted for by relative immaturity of the 

street trees, however when combined with the housing set back, raised frontages, 

and lack of on street parking, the Ellenbrook streets appear wide and silent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set One  Set Two  

LOW VALUE 

LOW VALUE 

LOW VALUE 

Figure 49.Comparative levels streetscape enclosure: Set One, 
Fremantle, Western Australia. Source:.Porta S.,RenneJ.L., Linking 
Urban Design to Sustainability: Formal Indicators of Social Urban 
Sustainability Field Research in Perth, Western Australia, in Urban 
Design International, 2005,pp.51-64. Set Two, Ellenbrook, Western 
Australia. Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Transitional spaces such as porches and porticoes and transparency through 

activated frontages also add to the pedestrian experience by breaking down the 

public/private realm interface and adding to street surveillance. The following 

extract from the Malvern Springs Design Guideline, for Ellenbrook‟s village, 

Malvern Springs, demonstrates support for such design approaches:   

The „Design Guidelines‟ have been developed by LWP‟s Urban Design 

Team and are essentially a strategy for ensuring that Malvern Springs 

presents a high quality appearance in its landscaping and overall 

streetscape. The form of new homes must reflect the theme through the 

incorporation of elements such as pitched roofs, entry porticos, formal 

residential entries facing the primary street elevation and verandahs. 

Garages are not appealing objects and should not dominate the 

streetscape. 

 
Front entries 

A front entry feature, that is clearly visible from the street, will need to be 

incorporated into the front façade design. A good effect can be created 

through the incorporation of entry porticos or design features such as side 

and highlight glazing panels, the use of accent colours, feature lighting etc. 

 

Front porches 

All homes at Malvern Springs must include a front porch. This will allow 

you to have a lovely outdoor space at the front of your home where you 

can relax and chat to your neighbours. The inclusion of front porches and 

the resulting increased activity can also help to promote safer streets. The 

porch must have a minimum internal dimension of 1.5m x 2.5m and should 

be located so that it is out of the way of direct access to the front door. This 

will allow enough space for furniture, making it a more functional area.322 

                                                

322 Malvern Springs Design Guidelines LWP Property Group Pty Ltd, pp.15, 
http://wwwbeyondtheplan.com.au. Accessed June 2009.  
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Figure 50. Top, front porch design guidelines for Malvern Springs residential 
development Ellenbrook. http://www.lwppropertygroup.com.au/Northern-
Suburbs/Ellenbrook/.  Accessed October, 2009.  
Bottom, front porches are visually inaccessible from street level.  Residents arrive and 
leave from the rear of properties reducing opportunity for informal interaction at street 
level. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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The contradiction between the design guidelines and the built form of the suburb 

illustrate that a prescriptive model such as that described above does not ensure 

good urban design. The streetscape advantages gained through the removal of 

the blank façade of a garage and the addition of a porch to the rear access 

dwellings shown in Figure 50, are negated by the removal of street level 

interaction by virtue of the raised front entry level. Moreover, when garages are 

removed from front streetscapes, residents arrive and leave from the back, thus 

reducing the opportunity for interaction and surveillance.323   

 

Public Open Space 

The 1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF, recommended that 10 percent of 

subdivisible land be set aside, free of charge, by developers for the provision of 

public open space. 324 Later adopted by the Western Australian Planning 

Commission as policy,325 early application of this policy was at the discretion of 

developers, often resulting in public open space in socially unsustainable locations 

such as on the perimeter of subdivisions. In response to this, The Liveable 

Neighbourhood Policy and Guidelines document revised the policy to require that 

                                                

323 According to the guidelines, suburbs designed on the United States „Radburn Principles‟ 
of separating vehicle and pedestrian traffic, have territorial ambiguity (i.e. which is the front 
and which is the back, poor surveillance, illegibility, reduced privacy and reduced security. 
The Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) –Guidelines for 
Queensland, The State of Queensland, 2007, p. 23. 
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/programs/crimePrevention/cpted.htm. Accessed August 2009.  

324 Stephenson G., and Hepburn A.,1955, pp.89-102.  

325 Policy No. DC.2.3, Western Australian Planning Commission. May 2002.  
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public open space be integral to the subdivision such that parks and recreation 

areas are easily accessible and contribute to the amenity of the development. 326  

 

Ellenbrook is an exemplar of well-integrated and comprehensive suburban public 

open space, incorporating a wide variety of recreation landscape.  For instance, 

recreation landscapes include: active recreation areas such as skateboard parks, 

ovals and tennis courts; neighbourhood parks and playgrounds; linear parks that 

play a role in urban water management; passive recreation parks; natural and 

constructed wetlands and bushland: and wetland conservation areas. Most of the 

passive recreation parks are centrally located, adjacent to community facilities. 

Featuring water bodies that act as stormwater and/or ground-water detention 

facilities, the parks contribute to amenity through microclimatic moderation and as 

flora and fauna habitats.   

 

Predominantly naturalistic in style, with the exception of the Charlotte‟s Vineyard 

Park and weir, the parks are also vehicles for reinforcing the theming of each 

location. A Campanile tower, windmill, rustic walls and trellised walkways are 

some of the devices used to remind residents of the lifestyle they have purchased.  

Displaying a wide range of exotic and native plantings, the parks, while well 

maintained, are nevertheless extensively irrigated and as such only tenuously 

viable.  A case in point is Woodlake Lake, a groundwater and stormwater 

detention lake that is used to irrigate surrounding parklands (Fig. 51). Recently the 

lake was emptied during the summer months due to extensive irrigation and, 

                                                

326
 Liveable Neighbourhoods: a Western Australian Government Sustainable Cities 

Initiative (Edition 3, Draft) W.A. Western Australian Planning Commission, Perth, 
2004. p 36. 
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ironically, when the irrigation was turned off to preserve the water levels in the 

lake, the surrounding vegetation and grassed areas died. Furthermore, the verges 

throughout most of the development are landscaped with turf or groundcovers and 

even though many native plants are used, all are irrigated.  In this sandy infertile 

landscape, the water features, irrigated parks and themed spaces are superficial 

simulacra conveying a culture of excessive consumption which in time, as water 

becomes scarcer and more expensive, will either diminish in quality or disappear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51. Woodlake Lake, a groundwater and stormwater detention lake that is 
used to irrigate surrounding parklands. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009.  
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Village and Town Centres  

The central role played by the public space of town and village centres is 

recognised in the Ellenbrook subdivision. Local shops have been planned into 

most of the villages and are centrally located adjacent to parkland and community 

facilities. Woodlake village centre, the first of the centres to be constructed, is 

located on a corner site with a pedestrian-scaled fine-grained detail on one 

frontage and a shopper car park on the other. By breaking façade-continuity 

through locating the car park on the street frontage, this hybrid Main 

Figure 52. Charlottes Vineyard Restaurant Ellenbrook, 2009; a key social 
enterprise for Charlottes Vineyard Village, no longer open for business. Source: 
Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Street/suburban shopping centre is only partially able to realise enclosure and 

public space definition. Similarly, the corner village shops in Coolamon, whilst 

located centrally, lose any sense of pedestrian scale by virtue of a twenty-metre 

road width and the adjacent open space of the park.  Again, in Charlotte‟s 

Vineyard, the café wine bar, ideally located on the edge of the weir and opposite a 

school and park, appears to have closed down creating a sense of abandonment 

that detracts rather than adds to any sense of place (Fig. 52).  

 

Potentially more successful is the design of the main Town Centre for the 

subdivision which includes the New Urbanist principles of a Main Street retail 

centre with additional civic and commercial centres adjoining. While only partially 

completed in 2009, the first layer of design demonstrates fine grain detailing of 

varied paving treatments and wide footpaths with well-spaced sitting opportunities. 

When completed, the two storey built form of the streets, together with mature tree 

canopies should provide a sense of enclosure. Additionally, an emerging pattern of 

transparent and continuous façades and enclaves and contemporary architecture 

promises a vibrant public realm. Most importantly, and in contrast to the design 

approach to the residential villages, the lack of any obscurely referenced theme 

will enable the town centre to develop its own sense of place through the 

articulation of the people who live and work there. 
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Figure 53. Development Plan Ellenbrook Town Centre, 2008. 
Loaned to the author by RobertsDay, 2009. 
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Conclusion  

The suburbs of Kambalda and Ellenbrook, constructed over thirty years and 500 

kilometres apart, represent a range of different design ideas and approaches.  

Kambalda, a town designed to accommodate 3500 people, was constructed in just 

eighteen months while Ellenbrook, a seven-village subdivision designed to 

accommodate 30,000 people, will, on completion, have undergone a fifteen-year 

process of planning, design and construction.   

 

The New Town planning ideology, on which the design of Kambalda was based, 

was developed to address an escalating need to accommodate the private vehicle 

in the design of residential lots, streetscapes and transport hierarchies. This new 

suburban form was also intended to break the monotony and sprawl of the grid in 

the metropolitan landscape. In the remote location of Kambalda, however, the 

scale of any suburban insertion was inevitably diminished by the surrounding 

landscape. With the planning model in place, Verscheur, as the only landscape 

architect involved in the project, saw remoteness as a design opportunity rather 

than constraint. Verscheur thus adapted the New Town Model to incorporate a 

landscape that was suitable for the remote arid regions of Western Australia. 

Effectively, she developed a mining town landscape typology that was 

subsequently adopted by Western Mining Corporation as a standard landscape 

design approach for future mining towns.  

 

The landscape design for Kambalda reinforced the emerging conservationist and 

horticultural design approach expressed in Kings Park and The Freeway 

Interchange Park landscapes. However, Verscheur also used an environmental 

approach that was cognisant of, and worked with the climate, hydrology and 

geomorphology of the existing landscape. Moreover, by embracing the existing 
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aesthetic, and integrating the front yard into the streetscape, Verscheur‟s 

approach represented a significant break from the gardenesque and picturesque 

suburban landscapes of the settlement and Garden City eras. While Verscheur 

has not actively reflected on her design ideas and approaches, the Kambalda 

landscape design demonstrates a reinforcement and maturation of the core 

narrative of horticulture as a national language to one of ecological landscape as a 

sense of place.  

 

Built on the edge of the metropolitan area, Ellenbrook did not have the economic 

attraction of Kambalda or the natural amenity of new coastal subdivisions and yet 

needed to attract sufficient homebuyers to make an economically viable 

development and a sustainable community. Sustainability thus became the „catch 

phrase‟ underpinning all design initiatives. Using New Urbanism principles that 

sought to redress the domination of the private motor vehicle and untangle the 

maze of New Town cul de sac developments, Ellenbrook villages were promoted 

as „suburbs made communities‟, through walk-ability, attractive and engaging 

public realms and well-maintained and integrated parklands. The design of the 

subdivision, led by the town planning company Robertsday, has been recognised 

nationally and internationally for its planning and sustainability initiatives.   

 

The New Urbanism design approach for Ellenbrook, modified the suburban 

landscape of Perth, however, did not significantly change the low-density cottage 

ornee´ aesthetic that has persisted since settlement. A Romantic picturesque 

approach to suburban design, identified as a core narrative in Chapter 3, was also 

reinforced through a New Urbanist adaptation of the Garden Suburb design idea of 

residential housing within a parkland setting. The endurance of the picturesque 

approach encouraged an unsustainable practice of widespread use of irrigation to 
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maintain the introduced landscape. Outside the walls of Ellenbrook, in the adjacent 

local landscape, the indigenous Banksia woodland has adapted over thousands of 

years to the low fertility and seasonal inundation characteristic of region.  Artful 

integration or reintroduction of this landscape type could have been more 

environmentally sustainable than the extensive reticulated verges and parks that 

create a veneer of nature controlled and civilized with no cognisance however, of 

sustainable water use. Kambalda and Ellenbrook, like the New Towns and garden 

suburbs before them, have relied on the designed landscape as a vehicle for 

delivering an economically and socially sustainable community. In Kambalda, the 

natural landscape provided an aesthetic and ecological medium for suburban 

design, whereas in Ellenbrook the ecological potential of landscape has been 

forsaken for an aesthetic of consumption. 

 

Symbolism, used in earlier landscapes, such as Oldham‟s Southern Cross 

fountain as representations of nationalism, took on a new populist use in 

Ellenbrook as themed landscapes were used to sell the idea of a new suburban 

„dream‟. Regrettably, the planning-led and themed design approach to landscape 

design in Ellenbrook did not enable the potential of landscape architecture to 

create place to be fully utilised. Given the scale of landscape design activity in the 

development, the use of themed landscapes as a design approach in suburban 

developments registers as a qualification to the core narrative of a suburban 

dialect identified in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, and regrettably, the lack of reflexivity 

in the execution of the idea of themed design, has rendered this design approach 

ineffective.  
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Ring a Ring a Rosy:  
Western Power (Synergy) Playground 

 

Figure 54. Children on Swings Stuart 
Gore 1948, Pictorial Collection, State 
Library Western Australia. Constructed 
image, Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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Figure 55. Western Power (Synergy) Parkland, Kings Park. Source: 
Google Maps, October 2008. Adapted by Helen Whitbread. 
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Introduction 

The research now returns to Kings Park to review the Western Power Parkland 

and Arthur Fairall Playground, an integrated park and playground landscape.  

Western Power Parkland, formerly known as the Lakeside Parkland, was first 

designed in the 1960s. The 1960s park landscape was laid out an Australian Bush 

Garden picturesque style and featured an Adventure Nature Playground, designed 

by then Park Superintendent Arthur Fairall.327 In 2001-2004 Lakeside Parkland 

was refurbished and renamed, the Western Power Parkland. The Western Power 

Parkland project, which received the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects 

(AILA) National Commendation Award for  Parklands and Children's Playgrounds, 

in 2004, was jointly funded by Western Power, (now Synergy)328 as a major 

sponsor, and the state government, through the newly formed BGPA.   

 

In the forty years between the design of the Arthur Fairall Adventure playground 

and the refurbished Western Power Parkland, playground landscape typology 

changed considerably. So too did the economic climate in which design was 

conducted, inasmuch as there was an increase in the role of private sponsorship 

of public landscapes. In Chapter 3 it was recognised that the Arthur Fairall 

Adventure playground, through an innovative and interpretative use of local 

materials, contributed to the development of the core narrative, a sense of place. 

The following review of the Western Power Parkland project considers the impact 

                                                

327 Arthur Fairall‟s Nature Playground in Perth's King's Park was based on photographs of 
similar park in Denmark brought back by Dr Rica Erickson in 1965. Griffiths P., et al, 1999, 
p.239. 

328 Since completion of this project, the sponsor, Western Power has been renamed, 
Synergy. The parkland, which was initially named the Western Power Parkland, is now 
known as Synergy Parkland.  In this paper, for consistency, the project will be referred to 
as the Western Power Parkland.  
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of cultural change and private sponsorship on the core narrative of a sense of 

place, to determine if the design ideas and approaches to the refurbished parkland 

and playground have consolidated this and other core narratives or, on the other 

hand, established new narratives.  

 

Sponsoring Change   design process 

For most of the twentieth century, the management of Kings Park was funded 

through annual grants from the State Government, effectively tying the 

management‟s decision-making process to the State Government and the Kings 

Park Board.  In 1998, through an initiative of Chief Executive Officer, Dr Steve 

Hopper, the Kings Park and Botanic Gardens Board was dissolved and replaced 

with the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority, a Statutory Authority of the Western 

Australian State Government within the Environment portfolio.329  Functioning as a 

Statutory Authority empowered the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority to set the 

future direction for all aspects of the Park, encapsulated as follows: 

 

The Vision of the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority is to create and 

provide world recognised botanic gardens and parks and to inspire the 

conservation of biodiversity.330  

 

The Vision effectively set a broad design brief for all landscape design in that all 

new design was required to recognise and preserve the existing character of the 

landscape and to promote the conservation of biodiversity. Further to the 

environmental and cultural parameters established by the Authority there was also 

an expectation that the organisation would move towards a degree of financial 

                                                

329 Interview with Dr Steve Hopper, by author in 2005.  

330 BGPA, Sustainability Action Plan (2005-2007), 2005, p.613. 
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independence through grant funding, sponsorships and commercial ventures.  

Understandably, all additional stakeholders, particularly sponsors, required a 

material outcome that could be marketed in return for sponsorship.   

 

Prior to becoming involved with the playground and parkland initiative, Western 

Power had been involved in two other projects in Kings Park and Botanic Gardens, 

the sponsored research into 14 of the State‟s most endangered plant species and 

new lighting along Fraser Avenue. As these projects did not realise the anticipated 

sponsorship exposure, Western Power was open to the opportunity of the 

refurbishment of the Lakeside Parkland as an additional sponsorship 

opportunity.331  Not surprisingly, energy (Western Power) and biodiversity (BGPA‟s 

vision) thus informed the thematic design of the playground. These themes were 

integrated into a range of landscape elements such as planting, furniture and play 

equipment creating a narrative, which was both didactic and experiential.   

 

In addition to themed design, there was a requirement to recognise and interpret 

the design heritage of the site, which included an existing Picturesque setting, an 

Australian Bush Garden theme and the Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground. As 

discussed earlier, the original Lakeside Park design had been designed within the 

topography and geomorphology of the existing site, while the playground 

fashioned from materials found on site, was a vernacular interpretation of an 

Adventure playground. 332  In the decades between the 1960 Fairall playground 

design and the planned refurbishment in 2002-2004, playground theory had 

                                                

331 Interview by author with Dr Steve Hopper, June 24, 2005. 

332 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p.161. 
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evolved resulting in an emphasis on playground safety. As a result, the Fairall 

Adventure Playground, although safely enjoyed by generations of children, failed 

to meet contemporary playground safety guidelines, and was consequently 

dismantled.  

 

The design of one of the new play elements, Windy Walk,(Fig 56) interpreted 

Fairall‟s original 1960s design, both stylistically and materially. The new structure, 

which provides similar climbing opportunities and elevated platforms to Fairall‟s 

playground fort, has used natural materials as a reference to the original 

playground. In addition, the conscious decision to custom design the playground 

rather than use standardised safe play equipment, meant that the design was 

subject to a rigorous assessment process to ensure the project met contemporary 

playground safety requirements such as fall heights, protection from falling, and 

removal of entrapment and tripping hazards.333 Deceptively simple, these two 

design approaches represent, one, new design approaches and, two, an 

expression of the intent of landscape architecture. That is by applying an 

interpretative approach to the cultural heritage of the original playground design, 

and using design to distil function and aesthetics into new forms, landscape 

architect David Smith demonstrated reflexivity in his design approach. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

333 see, Australian Standards, AS 4685: 2004 (Part 1 to 6) and AS/NZ 4442 – 1996, 
http://www.kidsafewa.com.au/australiantstandardsforplaygrounds.htm. Accessed 
September,2010.  
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Figure 56. Windy Walk play element in the Arthur Fairall Playground, 
Western Power(Synergy Parkland), Kings Park, Perth. Source: Helen 
Whitbread, 2009.  
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Figure 57. Sketch design Windy Walk play element(Plan E). Courtesy of the 
BGPA Library, Kings Park.  
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Linking the playground design with the larger Kings Park and Botanic Garden 

landscape were overarching sustainability objectives. In 2005 the BGPA 

established a Sustainability Action Plan334  to align with the state government 

strategy Hope for the Future – The Western Australian State Sustainability 

Strategy (September 2003).335 Although the Action Plan post-dates the design and 

construction of the Western Power Parkland and the new Arthur Fairall 

Playground, sustainability objectives had been included in management plans for 

the Authority since 2000.  

 

Accordingly, the refurbishment project integrated a range of environmental 

sustainability measures such as play and didactic elements that were designed to 

promote both the BPGA sustainability profile and that of the sponsor, Western 

Power. For example, promotional material published by Western Power at the 

time, indicated that many of the timber play elements were constructed from 

Western Power timber poles acquired from sustainable harvesting practices. 

There is, however, no explanation of how these practices are sustainable.336  The 

Calamite forest, a play feature located on Lycopod Island, integrates the themes of 

ancient and contemporary biodiversity and energy through narrative and 

interpretative elements. The narrative of ancient energy has been told through the 

replicas of ancient Calamite and Lycopod plants, the originals of which are the 

source of fossil fuel in the state Collie coalfields.  

                                                

334 BGPA, Sustainability Action Plan (2005-2007), pp. 6-13.   

335 Hope for the Future, The Western Australian State Sustainability Strategy, The 
Department of the Premier and Cabinet, Government of Western Australia, 2003, Perth, 
2003.  

336 Western Power Parkland, Western Power. 
http://www.westernpowerparkland.com.au/windy_walk.shtml. Accessed September 2005.   
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Figure 58. Concept design, Arthur Fairall Playground, Synergy Parkland, Kings 
Park(Plan E). Courtesy of the BGPA Library, Kings Park.  
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The fact that the burning of fossil fuel such as coal is not considered a sustainable 

practice confounds this didactic play element. By contrast, a more contemporary 

and sustainable solar power source was designed to be activated when children 

play in the Calamite Forest, a feature of the refurbished island of the original lake. 

Here, photovoltaic cells, located on replica stromatolites in the lake, power jets of 

mist, triggered when children play in the Calamite Forest, and runoff is harvested 

to replenish the lake. The didactic qualities of the play elements are used to 

construct a narrative of biodiversity, however, in reality these generally require 

adult interpretation or structured learning opportunities such as worksheets.337  

Drawing a somewhat tenuous intellectual link between the themes of energy and 

biodiversity, Hopper wrote:  

 
The Western Power Parkland‟s theme of energy and fossil biodiversity 

through time is consistent with Arthur Fairall‟s original concept for the 

Adventure Playground.  He aimed to keep children of the technological age 

in touch with nature by using natural play elements constructed of timber 

and stone.  The Western Power Parkland‟s theme of the basic sources of 

energy and of Western Australia‟s plants and animals through history will 

similarly reinforce connections with nature in an enjoyable play 

environment.338 

 
The model dinosaurs are readily climbed, the water misting ancient replica 

Lycopods, readily activated, the time-line markers are trundled past by children on 

trikes, however, learning is information rather than discovery-based.  

Notwithstanding the different level of sophistication between the rustic Adventure 

Playground of the 1960s and the themed directed play design of the new Western 

                                                

337 Interview by author with Dr. Steve Hopper, Chief Executive Officer Kings Park and 
Gardens Authority, 1994 -2003, June 24, 2005, and observations during site visits May–
October, 2005.  

338 Hopper S., „An Extra Ordinary Journey Through Time‟, Friends of Kings Park Magazine, 
Winter Edition, 2001, p.11. 
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Power Playground, the play elements provide ample opportunity for social 

engagement, explorative, imaginative and physical play. However, while this 

playground appears to be enjoyed by children,339 the design approach of using 

didactic panels to convey the biodiversity and energy narrative fails to fully realise 

the learning potential of playgrounds.  

 

Understanding that the learning (or educative) intent of playgrounds has been 

intrinsic to the evolution of playground design is imperative to reflexive design. 

Cranz notes that the early playground design, known as the Reform Park Era, was 

founded on a perception that playgrounds and a program of purposeful occupation 

could be used to address offensive street culture of the working classes.340 

Statements made in 1867 by the New York Association for the Improvement of the 

Condition of the Poor, provide an example of the nationalistic thinking of the day:  

 

So large are the aggregations of different foreign nationalities that they 

no longer conform to our habits, opinions, manners, but on the contrary, 

create for themselves distinct communities, almost as impervious to 

American sentiments and influences as are the inhabitants of Dublin or 

Hamburg.341  

 

„Getting hold of the children‟, was seen as the best opportunity for molding the 

next generation of American citizens, with playgrounds mooted as one of the 

primary control sites. Australian playground design history confirms this as popular 

                                                

339 Observed by the author on site visits, 2004-2009.  

340 Cranz G., The Politics of Park Design: A History of Urban Parks in America, MIT Press 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1981. 

341 Gagen, E.A. „Child Development in Early Twentieth Century Playgrounds‟, Environment 
and Planning, 2000 April, vol. 32,no.4. p. 600. 
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theory of its day, for instance, Shaw states that play and playgrounds were 

organised to reinforce discipline and character building and involved organised 

games rather than equipment.342 Subsequently playground design evolved to 

include behavioural psychology theories mooted by Swiss psychologist Jean 

Piaget in the 1920s. By the 1980s a comprehensive approach to child 

development (and play) was expressed in the 1989 approval of the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. Article 31 of the UN Convention, which 

states: 

 

Every child has the right to rest and leisure, to engage in play and 

recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate 

freely in cultural life and the arts.343 

 

Critical to playground design, and supporting Article 31, are a range of other 

Articles. For example;, Article 24  relates to the health benefits of play, Article 12, 

relates to the rights of children to express views and have them considered, Article 

23  relates to equitable access and integration rights for children with disabilities; 

Article 30 relates to the rights children of ethno- cultural minorities, and Article 19 

to the prevention of childhood injury.344   

 

Thus, despite an apparent benign intent of the playground, this landscape typology 

is a litmus paper of changing socio-political ideologies. In Western Australia, 

environmental determinism expressed as the need to create balanced citizens 

                                                

342 Shaw M., „A Child's Garden of Delight‟, Architecture Australia, vol. 68, no. 3,1979, p. 29-
36.  

343 http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm. Accessed November 2010. 

344 www..org/crc/fulltext unicef.htm. Accessed May 2005 
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informed the design of Fairall‟s 1960s, Adventure Playground. By the time the 

Western Power Parkland was designed in 2004, play as a means of physical, 

social and cognitive development had been accepted as fact, and playground 

design emphasis had changed to one of equal access and safety.  

 

Commenting on the emphasis on child safety, social commentator, Hugh McKay, 

asked in relation to playgrounds, „are the joys of childhood being sacrificed to 

adult‟s busy life?‟, suggesting that the practices of „dulling down‟ play 

environments is a response to an increasingly litigious environment. 345 In the 

1960s when Arthur Fairall designed and constructed the Adventure Playground at 

Lakeside Park, playground design ideology was based on providing physical and 

imaginative exploration to promote healthy and happy children who would 

ultimately become responsible well-adjusted citizens. Indeed, cognisant of the 

needs of children, when Arthur Fairall designed and built the original Adventure 

Playground he used his own children to test its suitability.346   

 

The changing requirements for playground design is illustrated in a comparison of 

one of Fairall‟s play elements, the stepping logs, with a similar play element 

proposed by Smith. Used by children to cross the lake to the island, the stepping 

logs exposed children to risk taking, balance, judgement and a sense of 

achievement or consequence should they fall in. Getting wet was not considered 

an issue, indeed, for me as a parent, witnessing these activities, it was a 

playground rite of passage for Perth children. A similar element proposed by Smith 

                                                

345 Smith D., 2001, p.2. 

346 Scalzo T., 2001, p.9. 
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in his first concept design for the playground was removed in the safety audit 

process347 and replaced with regulation height stepping stones,which reduce the 

risk (but perhaps not the lessons) of falling. Indeed, according to landscape 

architect David Smith, compliance with playground safety-design-standards had a 

major impact on the original design whereby over half of the original designed play 

elements were rejected on the grounds of non-compliance.348   Safety compliance, 

as a design constraint, thus represents a new design idea in this fourth phase of 

civic place making. 

                                                

347 Interview by the author with David Smith, Landscape Architect Plan E, August, 2005. 

348 Interview by author, with David Smith, Landscape Architect, Plan E, August, 2005.  
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Figure 59. Masterplan (Plan E), Community Area, Synergy 
Parkland, Kings Park. Courtesy of the BGPA Library, Kings 
Park.  
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Corporate Citizens   design meaning   

Other significant influences on the project design were the economic means 

through which the playground and parkland were made possible, namely private 

sponsorship of the public realm and the concomitant use of themed play spaces to 

carry a corporate message.   

 

The inclusion of sponsors in the refurbishment project for the Kings Parks 

Lakeside Parkland and Arthur Fairall Playground, registered a new approach to 

the design of public place in Western Australia. Corporate sponsorship of public 

space is however not a new phenomenon as pointed out by Edge:  

 

Since Victorian times, there has been a strong ethos of civic pride across 

British cities. The public realm flourished under a mindset of paternalism 

and altruism; public authorities ran and administered our public realm. But 

even in the 19th century, investment in infrastructure took place by private 

investment. Current trends are, therefore, not new. For example, private 

railway and utility companies, which were responsible for establishing the 

infrastructure and connectivity of towns and cities, remained privately 

managed until nationalised in the mid 20th century. 349 

 

Edge, arguing for the advantages that corporate sponsorship can bring to the 

public realm, suggested that we should accept that the nature of public space is 

changing, however, that through effective management, the inclusiveness and 

enjoyment of public places can be assured.  

 

Others are less supportive of Edge‟s position. Minton suggests that the 

privatisation of the public sphere produces sterile environments that are eerily 

                                                

349 Edge J., No Entry, Green Places, no.25, May 2006, p.1.  
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similar,350 while Mowen et al, having researched public opinion on the 

commercialisation of public space, found that there was a belief that public parks 

should provide an escape from commercialisation.351     

 

As indicated by Edge, corporate sponsorship has historically supported state and 

local government agencies in the provision of public facilities and places and 

continues to do so. The question is, relative to the creation of place, what role 

does sponsorship have in determining the design of public place, and at what 

cost?  

 

The most apparent cost is sponsorship acknowledgement through naming rights, 

ostensibly granting corporations pseudo-citizenship by association, and secondly, 

the corporation‟s right to advertise product. Advertising product in the public realm 

is integral to most streetscapes; witness the many advertising hoardings that 

characterise these landscapes, however, the park landscape has generally been 

immune to the influence of advertising. The BGPA sponsorship agreement with 

Western Power gave the public authority both naming the rights for five years and 

the right to have their product, energy, integrated into a themed design.352  

 

Western Power, an electricity service provider, has no obvious connection with 

civic place or recreation. Notwithstanding the lack of an obvious relationship, the 

                                                

350 Minton A., No Entry, Green Places, no.25, May 2006, p.1. 

351 Mowen, A. J., Kyle, G. T., and Jackowski, M. „Citizens Preferences for the Corporate 
Sponsorship of Public-Sector Park and Recreation Organisations‟, Journal of Nonprofit and 
Public Sector Marketing, vol. 18, issue 2 2007, pp. 93-118. 

352 Interview by author with Dr. Steve Hopper, Chief Executive Officer, Kings Park and 
Gardens Authority, 1994-2003, June 24, 2005. 
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incongruent practice of disassociation of the relationship of product with name, a 

recent phenomenon, is widely practiced and accepted. According to Naomi Klein, 

the phenomenon of branding arose in the 1980s when management theorists 

developed the concept of the production of brands rather than production of 

product. 353  This change in marketing practice enabled multinational companies 

such as Calvin Klein and Nike to dissociate from their own products, which are 

amorphously mass-produced in third world countries, because it is the brand 

rather than the product itself that generates sales. The alignment of a children‟s 

playground and public park with a brand, such as Western Power, whilst 

ostensibly innocuous, enabled this service provider to be aligned with the notion of 

family, fun, leisure, health, education and the iconic status of the park itself, rather 

than the product of energy.  

 

The corporate advantages obtained through branding in the Western Power 

Parkland are reinforced in the deliberate commodification of landscape through 

themed landscapes. As described by Hopper, the design approach was to express 

the respective identities, BGPA and Western Power, as themes in the playground 

and parkland:  

 

The theme of the playground is energy and biodiversity. This theme is 

designed to not only provide an exciting and unique play experience ,but 

also, allow educational and interpretative experiences to be available to the 

playground users. 

And 

                                                

353 Klein N., No Logo: No Space, No Choice No Jobs, Flamingo, London, 2001.  
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The three playgrounds and other elements in the design will be linked by 

an interpretative walk portraying the story of the Australian continental land 

mass and fossils through time, including contemporary flora and fauna.354  

 

Using a process of differentiation, themed landscapes heighten the transmission of 

a particular message by disassociating a site from its existing context.  

Experiences, events, geographies or ideologies are repackaged into a specific and 

controlled narrative created for visual consumption. As explained by Yeoh and 

Teo: 

 

The construction of such landscapes, whether based on images of „else 

whereness‟ or local roots, re-creations of the past, projections into the 

(utopian) future, or excursions into the neverland of fantasy, draws on a 

number of ideas for their appeal and effects. The chief organising principle 

in the landscape of theme parks is, as the generic term suggests, simply a 

visual, dominant if not singular, theme.  History and culture, time and place 

are compressed, collapsed, and disciplined to conform to an organising 

leitmotif.  It utilises a peculiar sense of temporality, for built into the logic of 

theme parks is, a transference of culture which erases the difference 

between past, present, and future, and thus flatten[s] time-and with it, 

histories, into a continuously presented present. 355 

 

In the Western Power Parkland and playground, the themes of energy and 

biodiversity are used to create site through objects in space rather than through 

any specific relation to site. Moreover, while children will generally play anywhere, 

with anything, there is a belief that if a child‟s environment is too literal, imagination 

will be limited and if too abstract, imagination will not be fully stimulated.356  In the 

Western Power Parkland, the message of energy and biodiversity is neatly 

                                                

354 Hopper S., „Adventure Playground Redevelopment,‟ Friends of Kings Park Magazine, 
Winter Edition, 2001, p.6. 

355 Yeoh B. S. A., and Teo P., „From Tiger Balm Gardens to Dragon World: Philanthropy 
and Profit in the Making of Singapore's First Cultural Theme Park‟, Geografiska Annaler. 
Series B, Human Geography, vol. 78, no.1, 1996, pp. 27-42. 

356 Henry C., „Accessible Fun‟, Landscape Architecture, December 2003, p.34.  
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reinforced through a narrative package that associates energy with its biological 

(natural) source. Intellectually, this is a clever rendition of the two corporate 

messages, however exploration and discovery about the ideas of energy and 

biodiversity through play is, to a large degree, immobilised by the static and 

didactic nature of themed playground elements.   

 

The pertinent question is, does the new sophisticated design, which has been tied 

to a sponsorship theme offer, the same level of developmental opportunity as the 

original Adventure Playground, or, as suggested by Hugh McKay, has the fear of 

litigation dulled this playground down?  One recent opinion was volunteered by a 

thirteen-year-old companion in the following observation:   

 

It‟s not as much fun as the old one. It looks beautiful but the old park was 

more fun.357 

 

Playground research supports this observation. As noted by Cosco and Moore,   

play spaces that encourage social interaction and interaction with the physical 

world provide children with a sense of belonging, identity and ownership. 

Playgrounds thus designed, enable the users to create their own sense of place. 358  

                                                

357 In conversation with Claire Whitbread, October, 2005. 

358 Cosco N., and Moore R., „Playing in Place: Why the Physical Environment is Important 
in Play Work‟, 14

th
 Play Education Annual Play and Human Development Meeting: 

Theoretical Playwork, Ely, Cambridgeshire, UK. January 26 - 27, 1999. 
http://www.naturalearning.org/PlayingPaper.html. Accessed May 2005. 
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Figure 60. Stepping stones on the ground have replaced stepping logs in 
the lake under new playground safety regulations. Source: Helen 
Whitbread, 2005. 
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Figure 61.Top, Lycopod Island, based on the theme of sun and 
early life. Bottom Bullockornis, one the megafauna play elements in 
Synergy Parkland, Kings Park. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2005.  
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A Sense of Which Place?   design language  

The Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground formed part of the Lakeside Parkland 

landscape. Although a part of the original vision of Premier John Forrest, this was 

not realised until the 1960s, by which time there was a national landscape design 

move towards the style of the Australian Bush Garden. This style, which is 

characterised by informal arrangements of native plantings, meandering paths, 

leaf mulch and rustic elements such as logs and rocks, formed a complimentary 

backdrop to Arthur Fairall‟s Adventure Playground. The relatively low maintenance 

requirements of the Australian Bush Garden style in the initial design enabled the 

form to remain intact despite decades of insufficient funding for it use, thus 

embedding the style as intrinsic to the site and landscape character, one to be 

preserved.359  Registered as a culturally significant site, the design for the new 

Western Power Parkland was bound to the principles of the Australian ICOMOS 

charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage which requires the 

existing form and style to be respected through interpretation rather than 

replication. Much of this has been achieved in the subtle application of new 

finishes and art works in both the parkland and playground while the original form 

of the lake, island and parkland amenities and the naturalistic Australian Bush 

Garden style have primarily remained intact.   

 

The materials palette used in the 1960s design included random rubble granite or 

laterite walls, concrete slab crazy paving and rustic timberwork painted mission 

                                                

359 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, 356. 
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brown.360 The design for the new parkland translated the original rustic aesthetic 

into a smooth safe and accessible finish that clearly articulated changes in use 

between the parkland and the playground. Limestone paving replaced the 

concrete paving, retaining in part the crazy paving finish. Random rubble granite 

was included in the design of the barbecue plinths and drinking fountains were 

designed as polished granite posts with a rusticated base. Materials in the new 

playground are aesthetically in keeping with those used in the 1960s playground 

with the exception of the prefabricated blue plastic slides which have been 

installed in the Windy Walk and the Lycopod Island (Fig. 60). The timber, used 

extensively throughout all of three play features, has been left to take on a 

weathered grey patina, and similarly the steel used in the balustrades, decorative 

panels and art work throughout the play elements, has a natural grey finish.  The 

understated colours allow the playground elements to sit in, rather than dominate 

the landscape. These finishes also give the playground a timeless quality, setting it 

apart from the ubiquitous colourful plastic modular counterparts that occupy 

Western Australia‟s suburban parks.  

 

Semiotically, the replicas of the Muttarraburrasaurus and Bullockornis( Fig. 61) by 

virtue of their representation of a by-gone era suggest an unknown time. However, 

given the exposure of today‟s children to film, television and virtual reality they 

may just be seen as fun to climb. The didactic aspect of this and other art works 

such as the carved biodiversity markers, the stromatolites, the misting of the 

calamite forest and the Lycopod forest, all signify the interpretative layer to the 

design, which is accessible relative to the age of the child. On the other hand, the 

                                                

360 Griffiths P., et al, 1999, p.210. 
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range, scale and location of the play elements, merely through the quality of 

design, irrespective of any theme, provide various opportunities for social 

engagement, exploration, imaginative and physical play.   

 

The playground and parkland appear safe. The solid timber play structures 

indicate stability and safety and the easy surveillance afforded by the playground 

layout allows parents to observe from a slight distance, encouraging independent 

play.  Similarly, users would draw comfort from the well-maintained appearance of 

the park and playground and the lack of anti-social behaviour.   

 

Sponsor acknowledgment also plays a part in the image of the park playground 

although a corporate name change from Western Power to Synergy within a 

relatively short time of the project completion is a demonstration of the unstable 

nature of branding. The original name of the parkland „Lakeside Parkland‟ 

described the landscape of the site with no private or individual connotations.  

Conversely, the name, Western Power Parkland, now Synergy Parkland, 

brandished on themed plinths guarding the park entry(Fig. 62) signifies 

corporatisation of the site, the sense of which is heightened by the use of a 

gateway, which suggests a separation of place from the larger park context. The 

name also unconsciously politicises the park in that the core business of the two 

major players, biodiversity for Kings Park and Botanic Gardens and power 

provision for Western Power (Synergy), has informed the themes that have 

defined the project design. 
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Figure 62. Gateway to Western Power (Synergy ) Parkland. Source: Helen Whitbread, 
2008. 
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While the sponsorship politicises this civic space, the non-reflexive inclusion of a 

Vietnam War memorial sculpture361 confounds BGPA‟s commitment to recognise 

the heritage of the site. It is noted that one of Fairall‟s key motives for the 

Adventure Playground was to provide for an imaginative play element as an 

antidote to the horror of war toys, which were prevalent in the post-war era.362 

Incongruously, the Vietnam War Memorial Pavilion was located at the Lakeside 

Parkland in 1989. While the installation of the Pavilion pre-dates the refurbished 

design of 2002, a related sculpture of two armed soldiers (Fig. 63) was erected of 

in front of the pavilion in 2002. This coincided with the redesigning of the Parkland 

and playground, effectively ignoring the conservation aim of respecting Fairall‟s 

horror of war. The presence of armed soldiers, albeit frozen in bronze, overlooking 

family parkland and a children‟s playground, appears to have been unconsciously 

designed into the suite of objects in this landscape, sending a subliminal message 

of aggression.  

 

                                                

361 The inclusion of this memorial in the Western Power Parkland was authorised 
by the BGPA, and was not a part of the Plan E refurbishment.  

362 Scalzo T., „The Arthur Fairall Adventure Playground‟, Friends of Kings Park Magazine, 
Winter Edition, 2001, p.9. 
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Conclusion  

Conservation and the economic and ideological restructuring of the governance of 

Kings Park emerge as the most significant influences on the design of the Western 

Power Parkland in general and the playground in particular. Conservation and a 

requirement to observe the Burra Charter ensured that the new landscape design 

retained a contextual link to the original design. Through this process, the form of 

the original landscape remained intact, so too did the Australian Bush Garden 

style although with a wide range of Australian native species represented in 

garden beds, this now has a more varied botanic content than the original 

landscape. Significantly, the design approach to the new Arthur Fairall playground 

Figure 63. Sculpture of soldiers erected adjacent to the Vietnam War Memorial Pavilion, 
Synergy Parkland. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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demonstrates a sensitive interpretation of the original playground, and thus 

reflexive design.  

 

Refurbishment of the parkland through sponsorship incurred the cost of the 

politicisation of the public realm through naming rights and the theming of space.  

As noted by Yeoh and Teo:   

 

The power of landscape lies in its effectiveness in reflecting and 

perpetuating ideological concerns in the realm of the everyday. If the most 

successful ideological effects are those, which have no words, and ask no 

more than complicitous silence, then landscape serves as a medium 

through which social relations are reproduced in a manner wherein the 

perpetuation of domination remains hidden.363 

 

This is not to suggest that there was any malevolent intent in the theming of the 

space, rather that it is important to recognise the potential influence of corporate-

themed landscapes in the public realm, particularly when used in the context of 

playground design.   

 

Playground theory was also a key influence on the design approach, more so with 

respect to new playground‟s safety standards than contemporary play 

developmental theory. The core narrative of horticulture as a national language 

identified in Chapter 3 took on a new dimension through the introduction of an 

Australian geomorphological narrative in many of the play elements and park 

furniture. A corporate narrative was also woven into the design, telling an energy 

                                                

363 Yeoh B.S.A and Teo P., 1996, pp. 27-28. 
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story which, given Western Power‟s current reliance on fossil fuel, made a paradox 

of a suggested alliance with solar powered sustainable energy. These two design 

narratives effectively replaced the sense of place core narrative developed through 

Fairall‟s innovative and interpretative use of local materials in the design of the 

original Adventure playground. Thus, while the playground was interpretative, the 

parkland design dominated by the thematic dictates of the client and sponsor 

influenced the potential for reflexive and inventive design such that, despite its 

context, the park has lost the core narrative of a sense of place, and could in fact 

be relocated anywhere.   
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Not the Picturesque:  
Point Fraser Demonstration Wetlands 

 

Figure 64. Point Fraser 2008. Constructed 
image. Source: Helen Whitbread 2009. 
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Figure 65. Point Fraser Wetland, Perth, 2008. Source: Google Maps October 2010. 
Adapted by HelenWhitbread, 2010. 
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Introduction 

The award winning landscape design at Point Fraser, the eastern gateway to 

Perth city, occupies a prime location, physically, temporally and symbolically. 364  

The site is a significant edge landscape, marking a transition from cityscape to 

peri-urban landscape and from landscape to waterscape. Described as a 

demonstration wetland, the Point Fraser development is promoted by the City of 

Perth as a multi-objective project recognised for both its environmental sensitivity 

and innovative urban design.365 Many elements within the project have been 

informed by an environmental sensibility such as the nutrient attenuation of 

stormwater discharge, foreshore stabilisation and habitat creation while the other 

elements such as a boardwalk through the constructed wetland and didactic 

furniture are intended to facilitate community engagement in the ecological 

process and the history of the site.   

 

Urban ecology and engagement with site were key themes and objectives for the 

Point Fraser project. As noted in Chapter 2, ecology was formally brought to the 

attention of the national landscape architecture profession through the practice 

and reflections of landscape architects such as Bruce Mackenzie and academics 

such as George Seddon.  

 

                                                

364 The Point Fraser design was awarded the 2004 WA Case Earth Awards for 
Environmental Excellence and the Planning Institute of Australia 2005 Australia Award for 
Urban Design Excellence.  

365 Point Fraser, http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/web/Council/Environment/Point-Fraser/. 
Accessed September, 2010. 
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Indeed, Seddon, proposed, a seven-step design manifesto, The Genius Loci and 

Australian Landscape, as a guide for environmental design. 366  

 

The idea of ecology promulgated by Seddon and Mackenzie in the early 1970s 

reflected ideas being expressed broadly in the profession at the time.367 Evolving 

from a naturalistic perception of ecology was the notion of urban ecology, which 

became a focus of landscape architecture in the 1980s through the writing of 

critics such as Anne Whiston Spirn and Robert Thayer. Spirn drew attention to the 

ecology of cities in Granite Garden368 pointing out that elements such as storm 

water, sewerage, and wind currents created by built form, are all ecological 

systems. Thayer, critiquing the fallacy of design practices that camouflaged 

technology, suggested an alternative approach that celebrated technology as form 

and/or process and offered more a sustainable landscape architectural solution.369 

Notwithstanding these observations, given that although the thematic focus of 

landscape design is dynamic, the universal intent of landscape architecture, as a 

place making activity, continues to be engagement with place. Thus, the success 

of landscape design relies not on the way in which a designer engages with a site, 

but with user engagement. As observed by Hunt:  

 

Contemporary landscape architecture, making its turn into a new century, 

seems concerned to move beyond both tenets that have guided its 

                                                

366 Seddon G., „The Genius Loci and Australian Landscape,‟ 1979. 

367 For example, Ian McHarg‟s text, Design with Nature, 1967.  

368 Spirn A. W., The Granite Garden, Urban Nature And Human Design, Basic Books, New 
York, 1984. 

369 Thayer R.L., Gray World, Green Heart, Technology, Nature, and Sustainable 
Landscape, Wiley, New York, 1994. 
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modernist phase (quantitative analysis, ecological deference to natural 

cycles) and older concerns with the Picturesque, scenic and pastoral 

values. .... A move, too, beyond formalism, signals designers‟ unease with 

both the mere surface of things and their aestheticism.370  

 

In addition, discussing contemporary landscape architectural projects, Hunt notes 

that the success of design relates to the designers‟ concern for: 

 

... strategies that will reconnect with the prose of their world, with its poetry. 

Designers display a renewed dedication to the theatrical potential of their 

sites, to the interactivity there - both physical (how the visitors will be 

moved through spaces) and metaphysical (how visitors will be moved to 

tears, to laugher or to intuit a world of illusions beyond the first forms they 

encounter). 371 

 

In accord with the points noted above, the following review of the Point Fraser 

Project demonstrates how new landscape architectural ideas and approaches to 

the idea of ecology, not only challenged the core narratives of colonial landscapes 

and horticulture as a national language, but importantly created place and 

ultimately a sense of place, through reflective design.  

 

Process as Aesthetic   design process 

In Chapter 3, it was noted that following the cessation of the use of the Perth 

foreshore as a transport hub, the city‟s engagement with the river became 

estranged. Subsequently, several attempts were made to address this issue, the 

most concerted of which was the Perth City Urban Design Competition (1990). 

                                                

370 Keeney G., On the Nature of Things, Contemporary American Landscape Architecture, 
Birkhauser, Basel Switzerland, 2000, p. 6. 

371 Keeney G., 2000, p. 6. 
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Although the Competition was never realised,372 the City of Perth was keen to 

pursue elements of design development identified prior to, and during, the 

competition phase. To that end, Perth City Council instigated a number of 

interrelated studies and projects specifically aimed at developing the Perth 

Foreshore including: Perth, A City for People Strategy (1996)373 the Eastern 

Gateway Enhancement Project;374 the Foreshore Action Plan375 and the Point 

Fraser Project.376 Underpinning each of these strategies was a persistent belief 

that landscape aesthetics could both convey civic sensibility and be instrumental in 

improving the social and cultural life of the city.377 To that end, Point Fraser, a 

distinctive promontory subsumed by foreshore reclamation between 1921 and 

1935, became the focus of the studies as both a development node and a gateway 

to the city.   

 

The Point Fraser project evolved through a range of design ideas and approaches 

which are most clearly expressed as four phases of development. The first „early 

phase‟ amalgamated the foreshore and Point Fraser site, through an infill process 

aimed at creating continuous parkland. The second „ideas phase‟, between the 

1980s and 1996, included a range of, largely unrealised, development proposals. 

The third „masterplan phase‟ identified the site as a recreation destination, 

                                                

372 In 1990 an international design competition, The Perth City Urban Design Competition, 
was held to invite design solutions to better integrate the city with the foreshore. Despite 
awarding a winning entry, the project failed to be realised due to a change in government. 
(Author‟s conversation (2009) with Carmen Lawrence, Labour Premier at the time).  

373 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 13 May, 1997, p.64. 

374 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 25 March,1997, p.77. 

375 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 23 November,1999, ,p. 50.  

376 Council Minutes, City of Perth,23 November,1999,p.50. 

377 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 13 May, 1997, p.65. 
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primarily as an outcome of the Perth City Urban Design Competition, outlined 

above. Finally, the fourth „revised masterplan phase‟ where, with the intervention 

of landscape architect Richard Freeman, the design brief was broadened from an 

aesthetic focus, to one which included an ecological component.    

 

Early phase  

The lack of significant design on the Point Fraser site prior to 2001 belies a 

century of rich landscape architectural history. Named after the colonial botanist 

Charles Fraser, Point Fraser has, by coincidence, interesting synergies with 

Western Australia‟s landscape architectural history. Despite the inaccuracy of 

Fraser‟s observations, 378 the fact that a botanist accompanied Stirling 

demonstrates that in the early 1800s, there was intense interest and activity in the 

field of botanical exploration. As noted in Chapter 3 the early interest in horticulture 

persisted as the settlement matured, with native and indigenous plants becoming 

associated with nationalism during World War One, and identified as a core 

narrative of the period 1829-1960. Later, particularly through the writing of Seddon 

and the work of landscape architects such as Jean Verscheur, the narratives of 

horticulture and ecology were reinforced as fundamental to the design ideas and 

approach to landscape architecture in Western Australia. 

 

                                                

378 Charles Fraser, along with Captain James Stirling, promoted the Western Australian 
landscape as rich, fertile and suitable for settlement. (see Chapter 4.p. 64). In reality, the 
Perth region is dominated by low rainfall and infertile soils.  
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Figure 66. Aerial View of Point Fraser showing the landscape context of Point Fraser with 
the city environs. Source: Google Maps 2009. Adapted by Helen Whitbread, 2010.  
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Conceptually, Point Fraser has long been regarded as the eastern anchor to the 

city‟s foreshore (Fig. 66) and since 1886 had been perceived as public park and 

recreation land. 379  As discussed in Chapter 3, the reclamation work carried out 

along the foreshore from 1881 through to the 1960s was initially intended to 

develop a recreational edge to the city, although this was later adjusted by the 

need to accommodate increased east-west traffic. The parkland edge to the city 

had long been an ambition of city civic leaders with Harold Boas (1883-1980), 

William.E.Bold (1873-1953) and John Oldham (1907-1999) all proposing that the 

site form a part of an integrated parkway system.   

 

Ideas Phase 

Nominally zoned Parks and Recreation, once vested, the park, a large exposed 

grassed area and car park, was a park in name only. A bland landscape, held in 

situ for approximately 60 years, the site concealed a plethora of un-adopted 

development proposals for the site. The proposals fell into two categories, holistic 

or site specific. The early proposals, (Fig. 67, top) from 1887 through to 1957, 

proposed passive recreation development of the site and generally perceived the 

landscape holistically and as integral to the foreshore,380 while other site-specific 

proposals such as the 1930 Public Works Department concept (Fig. 67, bottom) 

treated the site as an adjunct to the transport landscape.  

 

                                                

379 
Seddon G., and Ravine D., 1986, p.123. 

380  
Harold Boas, W.E.Bold, and John Oldham all proposed that the site form part of an 

integrated parkway system. 
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Figure 67. Two design proposals (1930) for foreshore landscape on approaches 
to the Causeway Bridge. Top (approved) design by Town Panning 
Commissioner, (Mr D. L. Davidson). Bottom design by the Public Works 
Department. Source,State Records Office, Western Australia. See Chapter 3, pp. 
70-71. 
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This fragmented approach became particularly concentrated after the 1960s, 

paralleling a significant increase in vehicular traffic and the provision of at-grade 

car parking for city users. By way of illustration, the Central Perth Foreshore Study 

Interim Report March 1985 listed thirteen different development proposals for 

Point Fraser, received between the 1970s and 1985, including a maritime museum 

and restaurant in reconstructed sailing ship, a floating restaurant, a heliport, roller 

skating rink, paddle boats and a jetty berth.381    

 

By the late 1990s the development of Point Fraser became part of a suite of 

landscape development projects on the eastern end of the foreshore. These 

included the establishment of an irrigation lake in the adjacent Ozone Reserve and 

the implementation of The Eastern Gateway Enhancement Project, which was 

intended to upgrade the landscape to create a new aesthetic to the approach to 

the city.382 Significantly, although all of these projects were considered in the late 

1990s, the main planning document, the Point Fraser Indicative Development 

Plan, was not adopted by Perth City Council until June 2003 after three of the 

projects, The Eastern Gateway Enhancement Project (1997), the development of 

Ozone Reserve (2001-2002) and Point Fraser, Stage One (2003-2005), had either 

been completed or commenced. In other words, a comprehensive vision for the 

site and its connection to the city and adjacent significant landscapes of East Perth 

and Heirrison Island was planned after the construction of key elements.   

                                                

381 Central Perth Foreshore Study Interim Report, March, 1985.  

382 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 25 March, 1997, p.77. 
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Figure 68. Ozone Reserve Perth Foreshore, 2005. Note the constructed 
edge to water body. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2009. 
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A brief review of one of those projects, the Ozone Reserve, is included in this case 

study as an illustration of the culture of design ideas and approaches that 

prevailed at the time. The Perth City Council brief for the Ozone Reserve required 

that the landscape design include a groundwater filtration lake for irrigation 

purposes and that the „natural character‟ of the area be maintained (Fig.68). 383  

„Natural character‟ of the area, in this instance, was understood to be the 

vegetative form rather than built form. That is, the brief implied that the existing 

landscape of large areas of cultivated grassland, the use of native plants in a 

picturesque manner and the preservation of a visual connection to the Swan River, 

was the natural landscape of the area.384 The Ozone Reserve Project, ostensibly, 

a lake in a pastoral setting designed by Tract (WA), demonstrates an acceptance 

of the client‟s perception of a „natural character‟. There is no evidence that the 

design brief or perceptions of the client were questioned. Thus the Ozone Reserve 

design, although completed in the twenty first century, perpetuated the colonial 

landscape core narrative and, by default, the perception that Western Australian 

landscape architecture is non-reflective.385  

 

Curiously, the irrigation lake within Ozone Reserve, initially part of the „natural‟ 

Perth Foreshore landscape, assumed an Italian narrative when it was named Lake 

Vasto on 28 March 2004 in honour of a sister city relationship between the City of 

Perth and the Italian City of Vasto. The naming of the lake created an opportunity, 

                                                

383 
Lake Vasto was constructed to filter the high iron and salt content of the irrigation 

groundwater needed to support the landscape planting of foreshore improvement projects 
such as Point Fraser, Council Minutes, City of Perth, 25 May 1999, p. 724.  

384 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 11 April 2000. p.p.89-91.  

385 Tract WA was a Western Australian landscape architectural firm. 
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by association,386 for the local Abruzzi Emigrant Association of Australia to realise 

a long held dream of erecting a monument dedicated to the people of Perth and 

Vasto.387  The Perth Abruzzi community, who donated the Lake Vasto Monument( 

Fig.69), a copy of a similar monument in the city of Vasto, also sponsored seating 

and trees in Ozone Reserve Park.  

 

Lake Vasto and the Lake Vasto Monument, having no demonstrable physical or 

cultural context to the site, sit awkwardly in the landscape.388 Moreover, the 

location of this monument in the city gateway landscape, provides an interesting 

juxtaposition to another nearby monument, that of the Nyungar warrior, Yagan. 

The Yagan monument, close, however out of sight on Heirrison Island, is 

essentially, exiled.  The point here is that the location of these two monuments, 

and the decisions about whom and what is celebrated, and where and how, 

illustrates the prevailing Perth City Council‟s general predilection for a colonial 

                                                

386 
Perth City Council received a proposal for the monument from Mr Albert Di Lallo, 

President of the Abruzzi Emigrant Association of Australia, on behalf of the Vasto 
community, to erect a monument dedicated to the peoples of Perth and Vasto.  As the City 
had already dedicated a lake to the City of Vasto and its emigrants, it was deemed 
appropriate to reciprocate this gesture with a memorial that endorsed the already 
established link between the two cities.  However, whilst Lake Vasto was dedicated in 
2004, the intent to provide a monument is identified in the Point Fraser Masterplan of 1999. 
The City of Perth Policy Number B.U6 Memorials, Monuments and Plaques, states that the 
subject of a memorial should be an individual or association that has made a highly 
significant contribution to the cultural, political or social development of the City of Perth, 
and/or the history or development of Western Australia. The City of Perth accepted without 
question the Abruzzesi proposal and while stating that there was no clarity in the policy 
relative to the issues of artistic merit or aesthetic impact the monument would have upon 
the site, other than matters of scale and materiality, approved the monument proposal. 
General Purposes Committee Minutes, City of Perth,17 January, 2006. 

387 General Purposes Committee Minutes, City of Perth, 17 January 2006.  

388 Western Australia has a rich history of Italian Immigration stretching from the late 1880s 
through to post World War Two. The Abruzzi immigration forms part of the latter Italian 
immigration principally from southern Italy. Baldassar L., A Brief History of Italians in 
Western Australia, http://www.italianlives.arts.uwa.edu.au. Accessed April, 2009. 
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narrative of pastoralism and non-reflective approach to public sponsored 

monument design

Figure 69.The Abruzzi Emigrant Association sponsored monument located at 
the eastern gateway to Perth City. Source: Helen Whitbread, 2008. 
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Masterplan Phase  

By 1999, the Foreshore Action Plan389 (FAP) had identified Point Fraser as a major 

visitor recreation node, thus triggering the master planning phase.  

The Point Fraser Masterplan (2000) was by informed the 1999 Foreshore Action 

Plan design guidelines which were as follows:  

 

1. Ensure that public access to the river is maintained along the entire length 

of the river Foreshore by an inter-connection of beaches, boardwalks and 

promenades. 

2. Break up the linear form of the Foreshore by extending into the river and/or 

creating inlets.  

3. Maintain the open character of the Foreshore - only introduce buildings in a 

limited number to complement recreational/public activities.390 

 

A site survey conducted subsequent to development of the first concept plan 

revealed the existence of a storm water outlet pipe on Point Fraser, prompting the 

then Acting Director of Service Units, landscape architect Richard Freeman, to 

suggest that the storm water pollutant removal could become a design feature of  

the Point Fraser design. 391  It was at this point that the project combined an 

ecological imperative with the social, cultural and aesthetic objectives. The 

Masterplan design brief (2000) was then further defined to include the following:  

 Integrate a small commercial development as part of Point Fraser to 

augment and stimulate an increase in the passive recreational activities. 

Encourage uses such as restaurant/café, bike hire and canoe hire. 

 Provide other facilities to support informal recreation such as BBQs, public 

toilets and children‟s play area. 

                                                

389 Council Minutes, City of Perth, November 23, 1999,p.49. 

390 General Purposes Committee Minutes, City of Perth, 27 June, 2000, p.50. 
391 Interview by author conducted with Roger Blackburn, City of Perth Project Leader Point 
Fraser, 25/06/07. Richard Freeman is a landscape architect with a background in 
environmental science.  
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 Improve access to and from the river for boat users and land-based 

activities. 

 Interpret the history and significance of Point Fraser within the design 

including natural, aboriginal and city development.  

 Improve the landscape quality of the area including the provision of trees 

for shade within an overall „eco-sensitive‟ approach to development on the 

river edge. 

 Create a constructed wetland to assist in managing the environmental 

impacts of urban storm water run-off.392 

 

This brief, which was used to define the scope for the Point Fraser Masterplan, 

expanded the social and cultural objectives, removed any specific aesthetic 

guidelines other than those suggested by the words „eco-sensitive‟ and included 

for the first time, specific environmental objectives. The plan that emerged from 

these guidelines, Point Fraser Concept Plan No.6, February 2000 created by 

landscape architects, Arbor Vitae (Fig. 70), 393 demonstrates through the 

geometric style treatment of the site, the emergence of a break from the colonial 

picturesque core narrative. This break, however, is tentative, as other design 

elements such as the interposed serpentine path, sandy beach and recreated 

„natural island‟ are intrinsically based on a picturesque design idea and approach. 

 

                                                

392 General Purposes Committee Minutes, City of Perth, 27 June, 2000, p.851. 

393 Later released as, Point Fraser and Surrounds Masterplan. 
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Figure 70. Point Fraser Concept Plan February 2000 (Arbor Vitae), 
City of Perth Pamphlet. Document courtesy, City of Perth.   
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Subsequent to the development of the Masterplan guidelines, acid sulphate soils 

were discovered on the construction site leading to a revision of the project scope 

and the need to engage a project team with environmental expertise. The resulting 

revised masterplan, Pt Fraser Revised Masterplan (August 2003)(Fig. 71), was 

developed by two Western Australian multidisciplinary design firms, Hames 

Sharley and Syrinx Environmental PL (Syrinx).  These two firms brought a 

combined expertise of land use planning, architecture, landscape architecture and 

environmental science to the project.    

 

Given the discovery of acid sulphate soils, the design process was both 

constrained and rejuvenated by environmental issues.  The oft-invoked „genius 

loci‟, now manifest as acid sulphate soils, negated the possibility of a riverine 

saline wetland and forced an alternative approach to the storm water 

management. In other words, the environmental constraints of the site ruled out a 

default naturalistic aesthetic response, essentially pushing back the wetland and 

perching it on dry land. Thus, having beached the wetland, it seemed that the 

project suddenly had licence to develop an alternative design approach.  

 

Notwithstanding inheriting a series of master plans, associated design objectives, 

and a toxic site, the initial design process employed by Syrinx followed a 

conventional survey, analysis, and design approach. However, significantly, Syrinx 

also used the design process of survey and analysis to generate a new design 

language to question and provide an alternative aesthetic to the client‟s concept of 

naturalism. As explained by Debbie Khu, Design Director of Syrinx, an extensive 

mapping exercise gave rise to an urban design language:  
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We started mapping a system of circulation to encapsulate the entire 

cultural precinct to not be so selective and elitist, and take in the whole of 

Perth. No (public) transport goes along the foreshore at the moment, and 

they wonder why the foreshore is so dead.  From here, we looked at how 

you can start to engage the city grid, and how you can start to play back 

this idea of a dialogue.  From there we started to look at the idea of folded 

space. We did a series of quite pragmatic planning exercise-overlays.  

What came out of these was a series of stories that started to fold, reveal 

and peel back the landscape- the more ephemeral nature of what makes a 

space; the interrelationship of that space.394  

 

Thus, a movement diagram, standard in any mapping exercise, became the 

medium for interpretation, reflection and invention and ultimately the foundation of 

the landscape design. This approach to the design process marked a shift from 

the non-reflexive design approach to the Ozone Reserve, and the equally the non-

reflexive location of the Migrant monument.  

                                                

394 
Williamson, Z., „It‟s all just stuff, interview with Syrinx Environmental‟, Kerb 13, 2004, pp. 

85-91. 
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Figure 71.Revised Masterplan, Point Fraser 2003 
(Syrinx). Document courtesy, City of Perth.   
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Environmental Theatre    design meaning  

In 2003, the landscape surrounding Point Fraser epitomised the „front yard‟ 

concept of the Perth Foreshore mentioned in Chapter 3. The Eastern Gateway 

Enhancement (2002) landscape,395 characterised by block planting of exotic, 

native and indigenous plants, and framed by green lawns and the backdrop of 

Perth Water and the Kings Park escarpment reinforced a naturalistic Picturesque 

design language.396  The importance of the Swan River landscape and the 

bushland of Kings Park as an aesthetic framework to the city were reinforced in 

the 1996 City of Perth Environment Strategy (CPES) 397 which stated: 

 

The image of the City of Perth is characterised by its setting with proximity 

to the Swan River estuary and the expansive bushland of Kings Park. The 

City enjoys this quality of natural environment largely due to the foresight of 

early State administrators. 398 

 

Accordingly, the ‟image‟ of the City was to be congruent with not only a 

„naturalistic‟ aesthetic, but more particularly, a „bush„ aesthetic. Thus, semantically 

                                                

395 Designed by Tract, WA, Council Minutes, City of Perth, March 25,1997. 

396 „Native plants‟ are considered to be plants that are native to the country, that is, 
Australian native plants. Indigenous plants are plants considered to be specific to a locale, 
for example the Swan Coastal Plain or the Swan River.  

397 The City of Perth embraced the Local Agenda 21 initiative that came out of the United 
Nations Rio Earth summit resulting in the development of the 1996 City of Perth 
Environment Strategy. Agenda 21 was the major document emerging from this conference. 
It reflects the agreement of 178 nations about the need for achieving sustainability. 
Chapter 28 of Agenda 21 on local authority initiatives refers to a local action plan: „By 1996 
most local authorities in each country should have undertaken a consultative process with 
their communities and achieved consensus on a „Local Agenda 21‟ for the community‟. A 
Local Agenda 21 is a long-term strategic program for achieving local sustainability in the 
21

st
 century. Council Minutes, City of Perth, Feb 13, 1996. 

398 Council Minutes, City of Perth, Feb. 3, 1996, p.180. 
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and semiotically, the notion of environmental sustainability and environment were 

intrinsically linked to a naturalistic bushland aesthetic. Put simply, within this 

premise, landscape development, particularly foreshore landscape development 

that stayed true to its inherited bush naturalistic aesthetic, was perceived as not 

only honouring history, but also, visibly demonstrated „environmental 

sustainability‟.   

 

Such a generalist perception is not unusual. As noted by Herndl and Brown, the 

idea of environmentalism is surrounded by discourse of both a scientific and 

populist nature.399 Supporting this observation, Kate Soper suggests that there are 

three perspectives on nature relative to environmental discourse: 

1. a lay perspective, nature is that which is nonhuman,  

2. a metaphysical concept, nature as a human construct,  

3. a realist concept, the structures, processes and causal powers of 

the environment. 400  

 

 As demonstrated above, particularly in the design expectation and outcome of 

Ozone Reserve, The City of Perth, as the client for the Point Fraser project, had by 

Soper‟s definition, a lay perspective on nature, that is, nature is all that is non-

human. Ironically, the expectation, and indeed practice was that the preservation 

of the „sustainable‟ Foreshore landscape including Ozone Reserve and Point 

Fraser, could only be achieved through the support of irrigation.401   

 

                                                

399 Herndl C.G., and Brown S. C. (Eds), Green Culture: Environmental Rhetoric in 
Contemporary America, University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1996, p. 6. 

400 Nadenicek D.and Hastings C.M.,‟Environmental Rhetoric, Environmental Sophism: The 
Words and Works of Landscape Architecture‟, in Conan M., (Ed),Environmentalism in 
Landscape Architecture, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C., 2000. p. 138. 

401 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 25 May,1999, pp.724-729. 
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A lay perception of nature was not confined to that of the client, the City of Perth.  

Hinada Neiron points out in a summary of prevailing themes in Australia‟s principle 

landscape architectural professional journal, Landscape Australia, that the 

profession itself perpetuated an objectification of nature.402  Early contributors such 

as George Seddon and Allan Correy advocated an Australian genius loci, which 

respected the Australian landscape, in particular Australian flora.403 This advocacy 

was translated into an Australian design ethos such that indigenous ecology and 

floral pride were equated with moral nationalism. 404 Critically, the design ethos 

advanced by Seddon and others did not question style or form, but rather worked 

on a presumption that the naturalistic styles that echoed the existing landscape 

and or a pastoral picturesque aesthetic were the most appropriate forms for 

constructed Australian landscapes. It is not surprising, then, that the persistence of 

a naturalistic design language disseminated by the profession reinforced a lay 

perception of „nature‟.  Moreover, the notion of „environment‟ not only remained 

aligned to scenic value, but confused naturalism with environmental sustainability.    

 

Thus, within this cultural milieu, the designers of the Point Fraser Project were charged 

with:  

Developing Point Fraser as a major visitor node on the Foreshore with a broad 

range of recreational facilities.405  

 

 

                                                

402 Neiron H., „Landscape Architecture through the eyes of Landscape Australia‟, 
Landscape Australia, 4, 1998, pp.389-394. 

403 Seddon G., „The Genius Loci‟, Landscape Australia, 2/1979, pp.66-73; and Correy A., 
„Ephemeral Landscapes‟, Landscape Australia, 2/1979, pp.102-104. 

404 Neiron H., 1998, pp.389-394.  

405 Council Minutes, City of Perth, November 23, 1999,p.49. 
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The challenge for the Syrinx design team was to resist the expectations of a 

conservative client and equally conservative constituents, by providing them with 

an acceptable credible alternative. With established experience in projects of 

environmental remediation, Syrinx had a realistic perception of the environmental 

requirements of the site, particularly relative to dealing with acid sulphate soils, 

wind and tidal action, habitat creation and the mechanism of a constructed 

wetland. The role of landscape architecture in this project was, as described by 

Elizabeth Meyer,406 to mediate the technical and natural processes into an 

aesthetic that not only created a pleasant place, but exploited the same processes 

for form, structure and experience.    

 

Meyer also posits that the landscape architect‟s impulse to engage in 

environmental sustainability, such as in the Point Fraser Project, is a post-modern 

design approach. That is, this design approach challenges the modernist tenet of 

form as an isolated or bounded form or space by changing the focus to 

„constructing an aesthetic experience bound to and enmeshed in a specific cultural 

and environmental context‟.407  By contrast, the environmental design ethos, 

temporally located between the modernist design ethos and the post modern, was 

embraced by landscape architects from the late 1960s. At that time, American 

landscape architect and academic Ian McHarg infused the profession with a new 

scientific vigour through the publication of Design with Nature in 1969.408  This text, 

which championed a process of „ecological inventory‟, legitimised landscape 

                                                

406 Meyer E., The Post–Earth Day Conundrum: Translating Environmental Values into 
Landscape Design‟, in Conan M (Ed),Environmentalism in Landscape Architecture, 2000, 
p.188. 

407 Meyer E., 2000, p.188. 

408 McHarg I., Design with Nature, Garden City, New York, 1969.  
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architecture, providing both design philosophy (science) and design process 

(quantitative method) to a profession that had, in lieu of finding a modernist voice, 

clung to Romanticism.  

 

In Western Australia, George Seddon‟s 1972 publication, A Sense of Place, 

similarly alerted the fledgling Australian landscape architectural profession to 

Australian environmental sustainability and its inherent ecology by scientifically 

defining place. A common theme in both of these texts is the idea that form is 

manifest in the ecology of place. Since then, however, as discussed by many, 

including James Corner through his text Recovering Landscape,409 in the process 

of embracing science, geology and horticulture as a design manifesto, landscape 

architects lost sight of what is described by John Dixon Hunt, as its sense of 

creative purpose, the art of landscape architecture.410  It was fortuitous then, that 

while Point Fraser was initially envisaged as a recreational node and an aesthetic 

adjunct to the eastern edge of Perth City, site constraints and the creative vision of 

Perth City landscape architect Richard Freeman, forged an opportunity for the 

synthesis of ecology and aesthetics to create place.   

 

To understand how the narratives of the colonial picturesque, horticulture as a 

national language and a Seddon ecological sense of place were bridged in the 

Point Fraser project it is useful to consider the role of Land Art in environmental 

design. The Land Art movement emerged in America in the late 1960s as a 

confluence of projects, theories, art, architecture and philosophy within the art and 

                                                

409 Corner J., Recovering Landscape Architecture. 1999. 

410 Dixon Hunt J.,‟Land, Art, Land art and Landscape Architecture‟, in Weilacher U., 
Between Landscape Architecture and Land Art. Birkhäuser, Basel, 1996, p.6.  
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design culture. Art critic Arnold Berleant ascribes the impetus of this movement to 

empathy. That is the desire of the artist to create a phenomenological participatory 

experience, for both artist and audience, rather than the detached experience of 

the viewing objects.411.   

 

Given that the creation of three-dimensional phenomenological space is 

fundamental to landscape architecture, it is not surprising that this new movement 

was embraced by the landscape profession.  In the words of John Dixon Hunt:  

 

Land Art‟s great appeal to landscape architecture rests upon ... above all 

its emphasis on process, its invocation of abstraction and its confidence in 

its own artistry.412  

 

Dixon Hunt‟s comments have some resonance with the approach that Syrinx 

brought to the Point Fraser Project. Critically, Syrinx not only questioned the brief 

but sought to create a new aesthetic to meet the programmatic requirements of 

the project. Challenging the Western Australian design preponderance of defining 

place with prosaic entry statements, evidenced in the earlier Ellenbrook case 

study, Syrinx questioned the validity of such gestures at the eastern entrance to 

Perth City. Design Director of Syrinx, Debbi Khu commented: 

 

The idea of gateways is very medieval. How is it appropriate to an 

industrialised city?  Why would you? An industrialised city is based on a 

grid that marches irrespective of topography, irrespective of anything that 

basically gets in its way, it just keeps on going.  So how would you wall that 

                                                

411 
Berleant A., Art and Engagement, Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1991, pp. 12-

15. 

412 
Dixon Hunt J., in Weilacher U., Between Landscape Architecture and Land Art, 

Birkhäuser, Switzerland, 1999, p.6. 
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in and why would you?  Why would you establish a gateway that comes 

through when you are already so spread out?  There is no density that you 

are trying to contain.413  

 

Having questioned the gateway, Syrinx used the notion of transitional spaces, the 

spaces before and after an entrance, to map the awkward in-between spaces in 

Perth. Pushing the design process of mapping, questioning and reflection to 

generate an urban design that could relate back to the city grid, Syrinx arrived at 

the aesthetic of the fold.  In a design approach of developing principles, an 

approach only previously formally articulated in Western Australia by Lord William 

Holford for the Narrows Interchange Project, the fold was expanded to five design 

principles: intervention, manipulation, fold, incision and slice. The newly created 

folded topography was then used to integrate the surrounding landscape with the 

introduced built form, thus projecting the landscape beyond the realm of the 

scenic.  The following extract from the masterplan describes the primacy of the 

folded aesthetic in the design: 

 

The architecture should take inspiration from the surrounding designed 

topography and should complement the folded landform rather than take 

precedence over it. The built form should not be an installation or 

imposition on the land, but rather be immersed and integrated with it.  It is 

envisaged that the building mass will emerge from the landscape and 

appear as another element within the landscape fabric. Hence there is the 

potential for an architecture, where exterior and interior become a 

continuous whole, allowing the exterior space to appear as an extension of 

the interior space. 414 

 

                                                

413 Williamson Z., 2004, p. 87. 

414  Syrinx Environmental, Point Fraser Revised Masterplan, for the City of Perth, August 
2003. 
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The landscape was thus articulated by the fold. Fold intersections denoted 

opportunities for circulation, boardwalks, seating, vegetation, and activity nodes.  

The fold also created the form for the constructed wetland, removing the 

association of biological process from a naturalistic aesthetic. 

 

What then was the potential of this new design approach employed by Syrinx? 

Moreover, was this fully realised? In landscape architecture, the potency of 

ecological design lies in its potential to mediate between nature, place and culture 

through the agencies of semiotics and phenomenology. Catherine Howett drew 

these conclusions in the late 1980s pointing out that aesthetic values should no 

longer be isolated from ecological ones. Drawing on the works of Alan Sonfist, 

Richard Haag, Lawrence Halprin and Michael Van Valkenberg, Howett argued for 

the potential of landscape architecture to inform and ultimately influence 

environmental cognition through creating bonds between people and places.415 By 

using aesthetics to expose and focus attention on environmental processes, by 

engaging people in environmental processes and by recognising and celebrating 

the multivalent semiotics of landscape process, landscape architecture is a conduit 

between Soper‟s defined lay, realist and metaphysical perceptions of nature. By 

way of example, decay and detritus are inevitable in a wetland process. Culturally, 

these elements are not generally sought-after in a recreation landscape. Artful 

landscape architecture can, however, re-contextualise these elements such that 

detritus and decay can be perceived and appreciated differently. By way of 

                                                

415 Howett C., „Systems, Signs and Sensibilities‟, in Swaffield S. (Ed),Theory in Landscape 
Architecture, University of Pennsylvania Press, pp. 108-116. 
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example, Marcel Duchamp‟s found art, the urinal titled „Fountain‟, 1917 (Fig. 72), is 

an exemplar of re-contextualisation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 72. Fountain 1917, Marcel Duchamp , 

http://www.tate.org.uk. Accessed September 2010.  

http://www.tate.org.uk/
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The landscape architectural potential of the Point Fraser project was in the 

opportunity to mediate between the science of the wetland process and the art of 

place making. If the ecological processes of the site were successfully interpreted 

to become intrinsic to the experience and environmental sustainability of the site, 

then one could assume that the project had realised its potential. If, on the other 

hand, the ecological processes were artifice, then the result would be more akin to 

landscape theatre, where design is used as an allegory or metaphor.   

 

To what degree then was the potential of landscape architecture as mediation 

between art and science realised in the Point Fraser project? Certainly, eco-

sensitive design was implemented. The constructed wetland was designed to strip 

nutrients and heavy metals from an 18-hectare stormwater catchment. Low impact 

construction methods such as micro tunnelling and surcharging to sink potential 

acid material below the water table were used to minimise the damaging potential 

of acid sulphate soils. Riparian vegetation, absent from this part of the foreshore 

for over a century, was reinstated to create a wildlife habitat. In addition, gabions 

were used both as retaining walls and drainage filtration systems. All of these eco-

functions were new or reinstated processes for this site. However, apart from the 

use of boardwalks to provide closer engagement with the constructed tidal 

wetland, the opportunity to foreground the ecology of the remediation processes 

as part of the experience of the place design was missed. For example, pushing 

the principle of the fold further may have opened opportunities for exposing the 

action of acid sulphate soils and of linking, conceptually at least, the ecology of the 

constructed wetland with that of the urban ecology of the city drainage system.   

 

The Point Fraser project appears to have allowed ecology as a theme, to 

overwhelm the design idea of the fold. In a design approach similar to that used in 
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the Western Power Parkland Project, the interpretation of the natural processes 

and cultural background of the Point Fraser design are primarily didactic rather 

than phenomenological. Information relating to the natural processes will (in the 

future) be available through brochures. The „history‟ of the site is expressed in 

interpretative elements such as signage and embedded text acknowledging the 

themes of aboriginal heritage, post settlement heritage and the environment. Most 

of the interpretative text in this project is, however, „white noise‟, adding little value 

other than placating the design brief. For example, while the built form of the City 

of Perth, either privately or publicly owned, is constructed on Nyungar land, none 

of the land is in the control of Nyungar people. In current practice, the Aboriginal 

history of any given landscape is determined by paying a select group of 

Aboriginal people fees for site-specific consultation. Such a practice is tokenistic 

and has done little to advance Aboriginal culture. Equally nebulous is the colonial 

heritage theme of the site. The most significant post settlement activity that 

occurred on Point Fraser was the foreshore infill and construction of the river wall 

to provide parkland. This history is unremarkable and inclusion in the didactic 

elements of the design could be construed as constructed narrative. The lesson 

here is that landscape architects should give more credence to the intelligence of 

the users of public place and, as Dixon Hunt suggested, have confidence in the 

artistry of the profession.   

 

Folded Topography   design language  

Perth foreshore has been fiercely defended as the scenic setting for the City of 

Perth. At times described as natural or naturalistic, the foreshore is in fact urban 

and suburban in style if not form. The edge between river and city redefined 

through infill is marked by a limestone retaining wall. The landscape between the 

city and this edge is dominated by vast areas of open grass, in effect a suburban 
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front yard. Within this „front yard‟, Point Fraser and Barrack Square had been 

identified as nodes where limited development could take place. The development 

brief for Point Fraser called for provision of a recreation facility, interpretative 

opportunities and an eco-sensitive approach to the design. Early master plans had 

reinforced Council and constituent expectation that the naturalistic design 

language of the foreshore would be retained and enhanced. Notwithstanding that 

client expectation and the design brief are key elements of design projects, it is the 

responsibility of professional designers to explore and, if necessary, push the 

parameters of a project to deliver innovative design. Marc Treib reinforces this 

notion in discussing alternatives to using pattern as a device to create form:  

 

But one needn‟t accept the limits imposed by local conditions; a landscape 

could also be conceived as a vehicle to transcend the constraints of 

everyday life.416 

 

The Point Fraser Project, despite being steeped in conservatism, called for an 

overt integration of science and art, thus providing an opportunity for the designers 

to break the nexus of the Australian landscape design tradition described by 

architect and academic Philip Goad as „artless naturalism‟.417 

 

One of the often-quoted mantras of landscape design is the need to consult the 

genius loci.418  At times debated, and often superficially understood, consulting the 

                                                

416 Treib M., „Content Of Landscape Form; The Limits Of Formalism‟, Landscape Journal, 
20,2001, p. 122. 

417 Goad P., New Directions In Australian Architecture, Pesaro Publishing, Balmain, 
N.S.W., 2001, p.26. 

418 See for example, Turner T., City As Landscape : A Postmodern View Of Design And 
Planning; 1996, Seddon G., A Sense of Place, Alexander Pope (1688-1744) “Consult the 
genius of the place in all...”. 
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genius loci, was the basis of the extensive research, analysis and interpretation 

that led the Syrinx design team to a new design language for Point Fraser. 

Critically the design team expanded the notion of the genius loci beyond the 

immediate location of Point Fraser to Perth City and its environs. This approach 

suggested the idea of narratives and a manner of revealing these, through the 

form of the fold.  The fold thus became the aesthetic, the form, and programming 

device for the Point Fraser landscape.  

 

Swaffield noting that the phases of design process include site analysis, analytical 

and interpretative thinking, and creative exploration potential, made the additional 

point, that there is also, „a clear expectation that the design process is self-critical, 

checking its own progress‟.419 Reflexive landscape design thus requires the 

designer to interpret and synthesise a client‟s brief with the physical constraints 

and opportunities of the site, to bring new ideas and forms to the landscape. By 

contrast, themed landscape design, according to Rogers, transforms place into 

placelessness.420  

 

Rogers‟ comment, however, is not to dismiss the potency of theme parks, rather it 

is included here to make the point that the use of a themed landscape is a 

particular landscape idea that should be used consciously. As stated by Terence 

Young, a theme park is more than a simple location; it is a shrine to its message. 

Moreover, in order for a theme park to work, it must be bounded and consciously 

                                                

419 Swaffield S., 2002, p. 228. 

420 Rogers E. B., 2001, p.468. 
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separate from its surroundings. 421  A themed landscape is then, an object or 

canvas through which one moves as an observer. According to Berleant, such 

detachment is grounded in the Romantic Picturesque era of aesthetic 

appreciation.422  The boundedness of a themed landscape locates it in an object-

oriented realm where landscape is relegated to the background as the display for 

objects.   

 

By contrast, for landscape to induce engagement and reflection, it must move 

beyond the realm of the canvas through to a phenomenological aesthetic. A 

phenomenological aesthetic recognises and highlights the experiential qualities of 

landscape, such as the processes of climate, water, soil, flora, fauna and human 

activity. Moreover, it uses a participatory model of design language to foreground 

these elements.   

 

The Point Fraser project, publicly acclaimed for its environmental excellence 

created an urban ecology design language. The microclimate of the site was 

controlled using an introduced folded landform and plantings to create comfortable 

recreation spaces, while the orientation of the built form served to ameliorate 

windy site conditions. The siting, orientation and materiality of hard landscape and 

built form was positioned to take account of habitat protection, wave action and 

acid sulphate soils. The constructed wetland was represented as a series of 

staging areas within the folded landscape. A swale and aggregate facilitated 

                                                

421 Young T., „Grounding the Myth‟, in Young C.and Riley R., Theme Park Landscapes: 
Antecedents and Variations, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, 2002, p.6.   

422 Berleant A., and Carlson A., The Aesthetics of Natural Environments, Broadview Press, 
Ontario, Canada, 2002, p.12.  
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Figure 73.Seating with gabion walls, Point Fraser. Source: Helen Whitbread, 
2008.  

pollutant control and groundwater recharge in the car park, while hard landscape 

elements such as the gabion walls acted as ground water filters.   
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The Point Fraser design is to be commended for its ecological initiatives. There is, 

however, a spectre of invention, artifice, and illusion, in the way in which some of 

these initiatives have been framed. Take for example the elements of the 

constructed wetland, the ground water protection and the reintroduced endemic 

vegetation. These elements are part of much larger ecosystems. The constructed 

wetland is a part of the underground urban ecology of stormwater drains, most of 

which continue to spill their pollutants into the Swan River. The ground water, 

while protected at this site, receives a heavy nutrient load from the adjacent 

fertilised and irrigated foreshore turf and adjacent landscape plantings. The 

reintroduction of endemic vegetation, which creates both habitat and a different 

aesthetic, is tokenistic in the otherwise hard-edged foreshore. Interestingly, the 

local bird population, including sought after iconic black swans, have shown 

disdain for this reconstructed habitat, seeming to prefer the picturesque setting of 

nearby Lake Vasto in Ozone Reserve.423   

 

The Point Fraser Concept Plan No 6 (2000) prepared by Arbor Vitae, included a 

saline wetland proposal which intended to integrate the landscape both visually 

and systemically into the river geomorphology. However, the discovery of acid 

sulphate soils halted the project and forced a design revision. Ultimately, the saline 

wetland was replaced with a constructed fresh water wetland which was lined to 

prevent leaching into riverine soils. Naturally occurring fresh water wetlands in 

Western Australia are ephemeral reflecting seasonal rains. The Point Fraser 

                                                

423 In discussion with City of Perth officers, it was anecdotally reported that the impetus for 
the Point Fraser development was a desire by Perth City Councillors to reintroduce the 
black swan to the site thereby iconically framing the city in an idealised aesthetic.  
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wetland, unlike its naturally occurring cousin, is continually topped up throughout 

the dry months, presumably for aesthetic reasons, from the ground water treated 

through the Lake Vasto system. In other words, one constructed system, Lake 

Vasto, supports another constructed system, the demonstration wetland which 

cleans pollutants generated from yet another constructed system – the roadways 

and car parks of the East Perth catchment area. Is this artifice or the theatre or 

urban ecology?  

 

It is beyond the scope of this project to carry out a cost benefit and environmental 

analysis of the wetland relative to its storm water pollution control. Suffice to say 

that the science imperative of the Point Fraser project was reactive rather than 

driven by a considered environmental policy. Young suggests that a themed 

landscape gives form and narrative to a myth and that the spatiality of landscape 

is used to enhance visually and aurally and give credence to a myth.424  In light of 

the additional technical support that the Point Fraser Wetland requires to function, 

does the design language of Point Fraser landscape encapsulate the ecology of 

the site as a phenomenological experience for visitors, or does it more closely 

resemble Young‟s description of a theme park that merely acts to give credence to 

the myth of environmental sustainability?   

 

Notwithstanding missed opportunities for this project, the designed landscape is 

an attractive site offering a range of opportunities for engagement. More 

importantly for the broader audience, and in particular the Western Australian 

landscape architectural profession, Point Fraser presents an alternative 

                                                

424 Young T., 2002, pp.6-7.  
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environmental design language. By successfully integrating the environmental 

initiatives outlined above in a folding rather than naturalistic aesthetic, the Point 

Fraser project suggests an autonomous ecology.  That is an urban ecology that 

can occur without the mantle of naturalism and one that, over time, through 

engagement enables the site, Point Fraser, to become a place (Figs. 74). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

The Point Fraser project was subject to a range of design processes initially driven 

by the client including a conventional report, masterplan, survey, and an analysis 

and design process. The preconceptions of a design resolution advanced by the 

client saw the project hover between a non-reflexive picturesque model and a 

Figure 74. Design Language, folds in the landscape. Point Fraser, 
Helen Whitbread, 2008.  
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landscape theme park.  Subverting this traditional process and ultimately 

facilitating a more creative and reflexive design process were several factors: the 

discovery of a storm water drain, the site condition of acid sulphate soil and a 

design team that was willing to question a conservative design brief. While 

extensive research had been undertaken prior to the Syrinx team‟s involvement, 

they added to the survey and analysis process by taking a holistic approach to the 

site with the aim of creating a connection between the site and the city environs.  

Interpreting the data as a series of narratives led to the folding aesthetic which, in 

turn led to a breaking of the nexus that presupposed naturalistic form equated with 

environmental ideology.   

 

Breaking the nexus was an important juncture for Western Australian landscape 

design. That is, the project proved that it was possible to design on the foreshore 

and to satisfy environmental imperatives without reverting to a naturalistic 

aesthetic. That this project is significant highlights not only the dearth of significant 

post-modern design in Western Australia at the time, but also, the lack of 

cognisance of the potency of art and science in environmental design. Take for 

example storm water mitigation.  The Point Fraser project superficially stages this 

ecology and in so doing short changes the educational and phenomenological 

potential of the process for its audience.  The most obvious expansion would be to 

recognise flows of water, energy, and people as urban ecology and to design with 

systemic aesthetics rather than moments of what could be termed „edutainment‟.   

Such an expansion would see storm water mitigation as the design imperative, 

and recreation as an opportunity within this landscape. For the Western Australian 

landscape architecture profession to move beyond a landscape theme park 

approach there needs to be a cultural shift. The built, social and physical 

environments and their concomitant systems need to be perceived as one ecology 
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by both the client and the landscape architect. It is only then that the science and 

art of landscape architecture can meaningfully contribute to the health of the 

landscape and the profession. 

 

Symbolically, Point Fraser is a landscape at a threshold. Physically it marks the 

point at which the Swan River broadens from a narrow channel into the broad 

expanse of Perth Water. Culturally, it is the point at which the French, the first 

western incursion into the Western Australian landscape, turned back due to the 

constriction of the mudflats. Being the northern most navigable point of the river 

upstream at the time of Stirling‟s exploration, the Point Fraser landscape also 

helped determine the location of the City of Perth. Now, with the eastern edge of 

the city defined by the Swan River, Point Fraser stands at the threshold of the 

urban and peri-urban landscape of the east metropolitan area. The Point Fraser 

landscape is also a threshold landscape for the Western Australian landscape 

profession. Notwithstanding the lack of full exploitation of the art of ecology as 

place, the landscape design represents a maturation of the core narrative of an 

ecological sense of place, to a new narrative of artful place making.    
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Figure 75. Bali Memorial, Kings Park, 2008. Constructed image, Helen Whitbread 2009. 
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Figure 76.Bali Memorial, Kings Park, Perth, 2008. Source: Google Maps, October 2010. 
Adapted by Helen Whitbread. 
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Introduction  

On October 12, 2002, terrorist bombings on the Indonesian island of Bali by the 

Islamic organisation Jemaah Islamiah claimed the lives of 202 people including 88 

holidaying Australians. The international response in western countries was one of 

a shared horror and commitment to confront terrorism through a reinforcement of 

democratic principles. Nationally, the loss and trauma was acknowledged through 

memorials erected in localities throughout Australia. In Western Australia, the 

event was commemorated through memorials built in Joondalup, Busselton and 

Kings Park.   

 

The Bali Memorial, Kings Park (2003), is one of the State‟s the most recent public 

memorials and, as such provides a contemporary example of a memorial 

landscape typology. Designed by a team of local architects, landscape architects 

and artists led by Geoff Warn of Donaldson and Warn Architects, the memorial 

received the Western Australian Architecture Civic Design Award in 2005.425  The 

jury citation described the design as:  

 

a garden of remembrance  

And 

a unique and quintessential Australian space 426   

 

In Chapter 3, it was found that Western Australian memorial design as 

represented in the Kings Park, contributed to a colonial narrative through design 

                                                

425 Donaldson and Warn Bali Memorial Design team; Geoff Warn, Kevin Draper, Sally 
Morgan, Nigel Hewitt, David Jones, Simon Pendal and Tom Griffiths. 

426 Jury Comments, 2005 WA Architecture Awards, www.architecture,com,au.  Accessed 
June 2009.  

http://www.architecture,com,au/
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ideas and approaches that were Romantic, imperialistic and nationalistic. It is 

hardly surprising that the state‟s first memorials were nationalistic and imperialistic.  

Indeed identity, be it of an individual, a political entity or a country, is integral to the 

design of a memorial. Implicit also in memorial typology is an expectation that the 

design can capture a moment in history and express this in an enduring manner. 

Reflecting on this, Treib suggests that the German word for monument denkmal, 

translated as, „a means to a thought’, 427 best captures the essence of 

commemoration. Notwithstanding the need to express a moment in history, 

memorials are also designed to create layers of meaning, for individuals and for 

society. Memorial design therefore, requires an understanding and expression of 

both the local and the universal in its syntax. While the collection of memorials 

reviewed earlier were overtly romantic and nationalistic, striving perhaps to 

consolidate a connection with the imperial past and the West Australian present, in 

the following case study of the Bali Memorial it becomes evident that the earlier 

core narrative of colonialism has been interpreted to provide a new understanding 

of a sense of place.  

 

 

A Limited Invitation to Design   design process 

 

Kings Park, Perth‟s premier civic place, plays a significant role in the telling of 

Western Australia‟s history through its collection of memorials. The inclusion of a 

Bali memorial within the park is a measure of the civic reaction to the challenge to 

                                                

427 Treib, M. „The Landscape of Loved Ones‟, in J. Wolschke-Bulman, (Ed) Places of 
Commemoration: Search for Identity and Landscape Design, Dumbarton Oaks 
Washington, D.C., 2001. p.82. 
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Western democratic ideology through the act of terrorism against tourists in Bali.  

The State Government under the leadership of Premier Geoff Gallop took a lead 

role in facilitating the memorial project. Gallop, acknowledging the grief, shock and 

community response in assisting the injured in the aftermath of the bombing, 

recognized the importance of providing a tangible marker of the event and a 

symbolic statement for the future.428  Equally, by associating the State Government 

in memorialising the death of civilians, Gallop placed the event and the memorial 

in a political context.   

 

This first gesture, the State Government initiated process and funding, marks a 

departure from the genesis of the majority of Kings Park‟s memorials. As outlined 

in Chapter 3, the early memorials in Kings Park, with the exception of the George 

Leake Fountain, were predominantly instigated and funded by special interest 

groups such as the Returned and Services League (RSL), which raised funds for 

the State War Memorial, and the Country Women‟s Association(CWA), the 

Pioneer Women‟s Memorial park. Even the memorial to Lord Forrest, the first 

Premier of the State, was funded by public subscription. On this occasion, 

although the idea for a Bali memorial was initiated by the public,429 Premier Gallop 

readily embraced the suggestion and within just two months of the bombing had 

announced the Kings Park Bali Memorial project determining that the memorial 

would becomplted in time for a first anniversary memorial service on October 12, 

                                                

428 Pennells S., Bali Memorial WA Monument To Honour Bomb Victims - Bali Tribute. The 
West Australian, 2002.  

429 Pennells S., The West Australian, 10 October, 2003. 
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2003.430 The State Government committed to funding the project, establishing The 

Bali Memorial Steering Committee chaired by parliamentary secretary to the 

Premier, Mark McGowan MLA. The rapid and direct involvement of the state 

government was a measure of the degree of national and local outrage and fear of 

global terrorism provoked by the Bali bombing which followed in the wake of other 

extreme Islamic organisation attacks such as the 2001, September 11 assault on 

the United States of America.  The Bali memorial was thus marking not just a 

tragedy, but a different kind of war, a global war of terrorism where Australians had 

been targeted and unknowingly involved in a conflict. 

 

The initial strategy for imbuing meaning in the memorial design was to establish a 

dual consultation process: first, a general process with the wider community, and 

second, a more specific and ongoing process with both the families of those who 

had lost their lives in the bombing, and the principle stakeholders from state and 

local government and associated organisations. In advance of the official 

consultation, several ideas for a memorial had already been suggested by the 

public, including a memorial in Kings Park, a tribute wall at Royal Perth Hospital 

featuring the names of the victims, an expanded burns unit at the hospital and the 

building of a children's hospital in the Bali capital Denpasar. Commenting on these 

suggestions, Premier Gallop stated that it was important that the community made 

the decision about the form and idea of the memorial: 

 

There are many good ideas out there, about how we could do this in a 

fitting and appropriate way, he said. Obviously there is Kings Park, but let 

the people of Western Australia be involved in the process.  We want to 

                                                

430 Pennells S., „Sun's Rays to Light up WA's  Plaque of Remembrance‟, The West 
Australian, 10 October, 2003. 
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engage the public and see what ideas they have about what would make a 

permanent monument to the tragedy. 431 

 

Public memorialisation was, however, not universally welcomed by the families of 

the Bali bombing victims, with some preferring privacy rather than a public 

memorial. David Hancock (2003), who lost a son, commented:  

 

I just can‟t believe they are talking about memorials at this rate. 

There are still too many people hurting over this; we are not at the 

memorial stage.432    

 

Other grieving families sanctioned the gesture, suggesting a range of ideas, such 

as a living memorial realized through a Western Australia Bali surfing competition 

or education program, or a memorial that reflected Balinese culture such as a 

Balinese temple.433  

 

Notwithstanding the apparent reluctance of some of the affected families to 

engage in the process, the government called for public submissions on the public 

memorial proposal. Ostensibly, the final choice on design of and location for the 

memorial was to be made by the public and the families, however, as indicated in 

the following report in The West Australian, Dr Gallop and his Government 

reserved the right as final arbiter on any decision:   

 

It is fitting that the State should find a way of perpetuating the memory of 

those who died and Kings Park, a place both of happiness and 

contemplation, seems a logical choice. This is likely to be a difficult 
                                                

431 Pennells S., Six Sites in Kings Park‟, The West Australian, 14 January, 2003. 

432 Amalfi C.and Butler S., „Families Debate Park's Bali Tribute‟,The West Australian, 12 
December, 2002. 

433 Clery D.,„Gallop Rejects Bali Theme Tribute‟. The West Australian, 5 February 2003. 
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process, given the depth of emotion that the subject has aroused.  

However, because the memorial will become a focal point for community 

remembrance it is important the final choice be made both by families and 

the public, with the Government doing no more than facilitating the 

process. It will, however, be up to Dr Gallop and his Government to make 

the final decision.  

 

Inevitably, some people will be disappointed and feel that their views have 

not been considered. It is important that the committee consults widely to 

ensure that the public feels it has been able to contribute to the decision-

making and is therefore, a part of the outcome.   Any memorial, which is 

forced on a community without adequate consultation, will have little 

significance.  This is a chance to use our wealth of artistic ability and 

inventiveness to create something that is truly and uniquely West 

Australian. The memorial will be a permanent reminder of one of WA's 

darkest times but it should also represent the resilience of spirit, which 

emerged in the following days and weeks.434 

 

Interestingly, despite evident public empathy, the submission response was low 

with only thirty-seven proposals being received. While not a representative civic 

mandate, a majority of the submissions, seventeen of which included design 

suggestions, were in favour of the built memorial.435   

 

Having received the submissions, the Bali Memorial Steering Committee in 

consultation with affected families and key stakeholder which included the State 

Heritage Commission, the RSL and the City of Perth, recommended Kings Park to 

the Premier as the preferred the location for the memorial. The memorial‟s 

meaning was thus established through location in the premier civic landscape of 

the state, which by virtue of the collection of memorials, was also its pantheon.  

The memorial was, however, by request of the RSL, not to be obviously 

                                                

434 „Memorial Must Involve Public‟. The West Australian, 13 December 2002. 

435 Clery D., 5 February, 2003. 
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associated with the many existing war memorials and not in any way to compete 

with the State War Memorial. 436 Accepting these constraints, the families of the 

victims had indicated that they wanted the memorial to be located in a site that had 

a „perspective‟, that is, either a city view or a location with an ambience considered 

appropriate for a memorial. With this as the primary site criteria, they selected a 

location on the Kings Park escarpment from a possible six sites suggested by the 

Kings Park and Botanic Garden Authority. 437  Implicit in the site selection criteria 

as expressed by the families was: one, the perception that landscape as much as 

any built form would imbue meaning into the memorial and; two, a lack of 

understanding that design itself can create place and ambience.   

 

Further consultation determined that the key design principles for the memorial 

would: demonstrate an Australian rather than a Balinese theme; acknowledge all 

involved, including support groups and families; be accessible; be peaceful, 

reflective, contemplative; demonstrate unity; represent life, vitality, hope and the 

human spirit; be timeless, tasteful and elegant, and finally, not be too abstract in 

form. 438 Of these eight points, the first two are specific to the local condition, and 

the following five are universal ideas. The final criteria, that the memorial not be 

too abstract in form, indicates a perception by the State Government, possibly 

gleaned from the initial consultation, that the Western Australian public would not 

identify with a memorial that was in any way difficult to interpret.  Tellingly, this 

perception is an indicator of the general conservative design culture of the state.  

                                                

436 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali Memorial 
architecture team, June 2009. 

437 Pennells S., „Six Sites Picked for Park‟s Bali Memorial‟, The West Australian, 14 
January 2003.  

438 Ministerial Media Statements, Government‟s Media Office, February 4, 2003. 
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The State Government chose a limited invitation by design competition to generate 

the memorial design. The use of a design competition was not a new approach to 

the government, having been involved in The Perth Foreshore Urban Design 

Competition in the early 1990s. Generally, design competition as a design 

approach has varying support. For example, questioning the ethics of design 

competitions, American architect Eugene Kohn of Kohn Pederson Fox, New York, 

said in conversation with author Magali Sarfatti Larson: 

 

Even if they are holding a good competition …. They keep wanting more 

and more information and you tend to keep doing more and more and you 

spend more and more and if you don‟t win you don‟t get anything back.   

Why do we all do it? Because a lot of good firms do it. You might do it for 

fear of offending a good client, an important client and fear of exclusion, 

fear that if the other big names do it and you don‟t …. Somebody says we 

pick the top five design firms in America or internationally, to be in a 

competition.  They ask you, you turn it down, they get another one.  Then 

your name never appears in the top five. 439 

 

Limited invitation competitions circumvent some of the issues raised above, in that 

rather than having to pay an entry fee the invited firms are paid an initial 

submission fee. Nevertheless, a design firm, knowing that it stands to gain a lot 

more than monetary reward by winning may well spend more design time than 

covered by the fee in preparing a submission. In the instance of the Bali Memorial 

design, the limited invitation design competition enabled the government to canvas 

ideas in a controlled manner, thereby, from their point of view, ensuring a degree 

of quality and openness whilst providing control over the project schedule.   

                                                

439 Kohn E., Personal communication to M Sarfatti Larson, „Architectural Competitions as 
Discursive Events‟. in Theory and Society, vol. 23, no.4 Aug., 1994, p. 478. 
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Six Western Australian architecture firms, Cox Howlett and Bailey Woodland, 

Woodhead International, Jones Coulter Young, Bernard Seeber, Donaldson and 

Warn and Woods Bagot, were invited to submit an Expression of Interest (EOI) in 

the design of the Bali Memorial.440 Following the EOI, the latter three firms were 

invited to submit design proposals, taking into consideration the public 

submissions and once again in consultation with affected families and key 

stakeholders. Interestingly, no landscape architecture firms were invited to submit 

an EOI. It has not been possible to substantiate the reason for this; however, one 

conclusion is that there was either a lack of appreciation by the state government 

of the practice of landscape architecture, or that none of the Western Australian 

practices were, at the time considered, suitable for the project.   

 

On completion of the initial competition design phase the three proposals short-

listed by the Bali Memorial Steering Committee were made available, both to the 

select committee and the public, for a relatively short consultation period of three 

weeks. The public response to consultation was, on this occasion, substantially 

higher with 1,093 submissions received. Of the submissions received, only five per 

cent were unsupportive of the notion of a memorial or opposed to all three-design 

options. Public opinion had the most influence on the selection of the final design, 

with the Donaldson and Warn submission (Fig.77) being declared the winning 

design with 40 per cent public support. The Woods Bagot design (Fig.78), 

reportedly perceived as very modern, with a Balinese feel to it, received 38 per 

                                                

440 Western Australia, Architecture Australia, March /April 2003,  
http://www.architecturemedia.com/aa/aaissue. Accessed October 2009  
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Figure 77.Design A, submitted by Donaldson and Warn, 
Courtesy of BPGA Library, Kings Park.  

cent support.  The Bernard Seeber submission (Fig.79), although considered 

equal favourite with the Donaldson and Warn submission by the families of the 

victims, was eliminated by virtue of receiving 22 per cent of public support.441.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

441 Pennels S., Sunbeam for Bali Victims‟, The West Australian, 29 April, 2003.  
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Figure 78.Design B, submitted by Woods Bagot. Courtesy of BPGA 
Library, Kings Park. 
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Figure 79.Design C, submitted by Bernard Seber. Courtesy of BPGA Library, Kings 
Park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The constraint of time that governed the limited invitation design competition 

appears to have been more an opportunity than liability in realising the Bali 

Memorial. By using a limited invitation design competition, a short yet 

comprehensive consultation period and a reasonably broad design brief, the state 

government was able to achieve its‟ goal of conferring a selected design within the 

12 month period. By comparison, the 1991 Perth City Foreshore Urban Design 
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Competition,442 albeit a more complex project, was weighed down by years of 

design brief development, report writing, and a long consultation period. In the Bali 

Memorial project, the approach employed by the Gallop government demonstrated 

a sense of civic responsibility and leadership such that the design process itself 

created meaning and captured a sense of national solidarity.   

 

The Experience of Identity as Memory      design meaning    

Contemplation and reflection may well be the overt intent of memorial landscapes, 

and yet memorial landscapes these are also intensely political landscapes. 

Exploring the use and manipulation of national identity through memorial 

landscapes, Foote et. al, use post-communist 1989 Budapest as a case study to 

illustrate how history is re written through the removal, relocation, and creation of 

memorials such that the political will of the day is expressed.443  Hoffenberg 

similarly discusses how Australian nationalism, which became manifest after Wold 

War One, was centred on an imagined relationship with a landscape with a 

mythical past:  

 

Australian collective memory is anchored in the fantasy of migration to and 

across a national landscape identified by its apparently unique present and 

mythical past. This mythology is about the primordial, or pre-historical 

character of the physical environment, seemingly a 'new' land without any 

connections to the historical past, and about the social relationship 

between struggling to claim that land and the experiences of migration, 

labour and death. The landscape is not only imaginary; it is also a material 

                                                

442 An international design competition held in 1991 for design ideas to link the Perth City 
with the foreshore. The competition, although completed, failed to be realised as a project. 

443 Foote K., Tothe A, and Arvay A., ’Hungary after 1989 Inscribing a New Past on Place‟, 
Geographical Review, vol. 90, no. 3 (Jul., 2000), pp. 301-334 
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one. Men and women can envision the harsh Australian environment; they 

can also die in it.444 

 

Here Hoffenberg is suggesting that Australian nationalism is anchored in a popular 

perception of the unique harshness of the Australian landscape. This could be 

true; it is however, strangely juxtaposed against the reality of the picturesque style 

of many of Australia‟s civic memorial park landscapes such as Western Australia‟s 

Kings Park. 

 

Nationalism and patriotism have traditionally been memorialised within Kings Park 

through literal representations such as that of the Aussie Digger, in the Fallen 

Soldiers Memorial (South African War Memorial), and the Vietnam War statue, or 

through the symbolic obelisks such as The Cenotaph at the State War Memorial.  

Memorialising the Bali bombing presented a design conundrum. The victims were 

not part of an official group, such as service men and women, which would call for 

a formal ceremonial remembrance. They were civilians on holiday. The design had 

to project a sense of nationalism and allow for a ritual of public remembering in a 

manner that recognized the private nature of the tragedy.   

 

Embedded in the process of memorialisation are the concepts of memory: the act 

of remembering; and identity - who or what is remembered. In Western Australia, 

as in other Australian states, the State War Memorial and Anzac Day have 

become the locus for the ceremonial remembering of the Australian participation in 

wars that have sought to defend the ideology of freedom through democracy. The 

                                                

444 Hoffenberg P.H ., „Landscape, Memory and the Australian War Experience, 1915–18‟, 
Journal of Contemporary History, January 2001, vol. 36 no.1,p. 114. 
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State War Memorial uses particular and universal iconography and symbolism to 

codify its‟ space. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the state Cenotaph, a universal 

memorial symbol, is embellished by icons a Cross of Sacrifice, laurel victory 

wreaths, and the AIF badge. The Eternal Flame of Remembrance, a more recent 

addition to the memorial assembly, is a neo-archaic symbol of life. Additionally, the 

location of the State War Memorial on the scarp of Mount Eliza enables it to 

employ the rising sun as a symbol of eternity. Capturing the dawn also captures 

the view from Mount Eliza and it is this view, as much as any iconography, that 

symbolises the civic perception of the Western Australian identity. Thus the 

Western Australian State War Memorial, by virtue of its location on the Mount Eliza 

escarpment, inextricably linked the landscape to the act memorialisation and a 

consolidation of a sense of local and national identity.   

 

The selected memorial site for the Bali Memorial, which offered a similar prospect 

to the State War Memorial, presented the designers with a powerful palette. As 

noted in the public consultation, in design rationale for each of the shortlisted 

designs, the importance of the view was acknowledged: 

 

Donaldson and Warn: The lookout offers a framed view of the Swan River, 

our nation’s flag, and the Darling Ranges. A second portal is specifically 

orientated to the sunrise’s position on 12th October each year. 

 

Woods Bagot:  A cast metal dish, filled with gently circulating water is set 

on the escarpment edge where it can be contemplated along with the 

expansive view. 
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Bernard Seeber:  The garden landscape and outlook are complimented by 

simple forms and clear words. The natural elements of water and air, 

strong characteristics of our community and State, are prominent here. 445 

 

Of the three proposals, the Donaldson and Warn design most clearly articulated 

the significance of the captured landscape. The iconic view of the city and the river 

was captured and fortuitously, so too the national flag.  Moreover, through 

employing a shaft of sunlight on the dawn of the anniversary of the bombing, the 

design linked the place and the moment eternally to an ethereal non-secular 

spirituality.  Describing the initial difficulty in realising the design, Warn stated: 

 

When we turned our back on the park and looked out from the site we 

found that the view resolved many problems.  The families (of the victims) 

had spoken strongly about a need to bring „our‟ children home.  With the 

families coming from a range of locations spread across the metropolitan 

area, home was disparate.  It was up to us to nominate home, and the 

framed view of the city, the Swan River and the Darling Scarp seemed to 

represent a shared sense of home.  The memorial was to be secular, in no 

way representing any religion, so capturing the sunrise added a spiritual 

dimension without compromising the families‟ wishes. 446 

 

There is an impulse, after death, for people to visit the site where the event took 

place.  Often these places become spontaneous memorials, such as seen on the 

small green hill above the Pentagon in Washington USA which became cloaked in 

homemade memorials in the aftermath of the terrorist attack on September 11, 

2001.447  Roadside shrines that mark the place of the death of road accident 

                                                

445 Bali Memorial Design, Ministerial Media Statements - Public Consultation, Government 
Media Office, April 1, 2003. 

446 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali Memorial 
architecture team, June 2009.  

447 Greenspan E., „Spontaneous Memorials, Museums, and Public History: Memorialisation 
of September 11, 2001 at the Pentagon‟, Public Historian, 25(2), 2003, pp.129-132. 
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Figure 80. Roadside crosses a stark reminder, Andrew O'Connor, 
ABC. http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/ . Accessed September 
2010. 

victims are another example of spontaneous memorials. Such memorials are 

usually ephemeral and intensely private, bearing mementos of the dead person 

including items such as photographs, flowers, poetry, sombrely anchored to the 

place by a small wooden, usually white, cross. The ephemeral and informal nature 

of this type of memorialisation, while marking a place, can preclude the opportunity 

for lasting and ritual commemoration.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place plays a particularly important role in the memorialisation of events of death.  

The emotive response to place has its roots in phenomenology, the study of the 

knowing of place through experience.448  Topophilia, an ideology that expands on 

                                                

448 The philosophical method and movement that had its origin in the work of Edmund 
Husserl(1859-1938) and later by Heidigger M., (1889-1976), J.P.Sartre (1905-1980) and 
M.Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/
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phenomenology, suggests that the emotional ties people have with place are not 

so much bonds with place per se as with the values symbolized by place.449  The 

Bali bombing, which happened in a foreign country, registered as a significant 

event in the nation‟s history. Memorialising this event required a place away from 

the site of the event, which would enable a collective and personal opportunity for 

remembering and reflection. Moreover, it required a place that registered as 

„home‟, thereby offering an opportunity to reinforce the values of the place of 

„home‟. The prospect from Kings Park across the city and the Swan River was 

identified by the families of the victims as such a place. This was then, in an 

undeniably Romantic gesture, poetically captured in the Donaldson and Warn 

design.  

 

Both the Donaldson and Warn and Bernard Seeber designs recognised the 

importance of creating place to heighten the memorial experience by designing a 

space that people enter and occupy. The Donaldson and Warn design, which 

comprised three places: a picnic area to accommodate one hundred people, a 

quiet lawn area to accommodate twenty people; and the lookout sculpture for 

small groups or individuals, used the memorial syntax of the processional journey 

to control and emphasize place. Concerned to instil the memorial with a domestic 

scale to convey a sense of familiarity and the essence of the intimate nature of the 

tragedy, Warn described why the procession commenced on an oblique pathway 

into the memorial: 

   

                                                

449 Tuan Y., Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values, 
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.1974. 
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The pathway is oriented away from the front.  It is a side entrance such as 

friends might use when visiting a house they were familiar with.  The path 

moves you from a space that can accommodate twenty people to a space 

that only one person can be in.450  

 

Expressing identity invites engagement in memorial design. The renowned Maya 

Ying Lin Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington DC ( Fig. 81), does this simply 

through etching the names of those who lost their lives on the surface of a 

descending and then ascending polished black granite wall. The polished granite 

holding the names, reflects back to the visitor their own image and that of the 

surrounding landscape infused amongst the names, thus tying people and 

landscape back to the memory of the lost service men and women.451   

 

The Donaldson and Warn Bali Memorial, which collected national and local identity 

through encapsulating the view of Perth city, the Swan River and Darling Ranges, 

and the national flag also used the familiarity of domestic scale to create a space 

that visitors could identify with. Underpinned by phenomenology, the design of the 

Bali Memorial was informed by the syntax of the domestic project home. Walls, 

entrances and passageways were based on the form and scale of the average 

suburban home, and even the location of furniture and a barbecue facility reflected 

the notion of a lounge room and backyard respectively.452   

                                                

450 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali Memorial 
architecture team, June 2009.  

451 Rogers, E.B., 2001, p.499.  

452 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali Memorial 
architecture team, June 2009. 
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Figure 81. Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Washington DC, November 1982,  
Designer ,Maya LinYing. 
http://www.greatbuildings.com/buildings/Vietnam_Veterans_Memorial. Accessed October, 
2001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstraction played an important part in realising the Bali Memorial design, despite 

the design brief calling for a memorial not too abstract in form. The Donaldson and 

Warn design did not attempt to abstract the process of remembering or identity, 

rather it abstracted the familiar syntax of domestic architecture to heighten the 

experience of the memorial. Thus, while perhaps not expressly aware, visitors 
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could nonetheless identify with the language of the form. In turn, the domestic 

scale and form conveyed a private rather than monumental identity.   

 

Romanticism, as part of colonial landscape core narrative of Western Australia‟s 

earlier landscape design, is inexorably a part of the Donaldson and Warn 

Memorial design. The picturesque, landscape architecture‟s manifestation of 

Romanticism, has often been employed unconsciously in Western Australian 

landscape design, generally as a pastoral aesthetic. Persistence of the 

picturesque and the pastoral as a design idea and approach is not limited to 

Western Australian place making. James Corner writes, that „an enthusiasm, 

obsession even‟ for pastoral (and historical) landscapes was suppressing the 

formation of new landscapes.453 Conversely, Elizabeth Meyer argues that the 

nonvisual aspects of the picturesque have been used to recover aspects of 

landscape architecture. Citing the use of kinaesthetic and experiential cues 

characteristic of the picturesque such as temporal change, spatial sequence, 

memory and association and the inability to comprehend at a glance, Meyer points 

out that the ideology of the picturesque enables the viewer‟s experience and 

interest, and generates meaning.454   

 

The Bali Memorial design consciously utilized the idea of the picturesque, most 

explicitly through a framed view of the city. However, it also employed kinaesthetic 

and experiential cues, such as those cited by Meyer, to heighten visitor experience 

                                                

453 
Corner J., (Ed) Recovering Landscape: Essays in Contemporary Landscape 

Architecture, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1999, p. 5. 

454 Meyer E., „Situating Modern Landscape Architecture; Theory as a Bridging Mediating 
and Reconciling Practice‟, in Swaffield S.(Ed.),Theory of Landscape Architecture: A 
Reader, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia,2002 p. 28.  
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and meaning. By way of illustration, the abstracted domestic architectural syntax 

was employed as a memory and experiential cue, so too was the familial side-

entrance pathway. Spatial sequencing expressed in the large, then medium and, 

finally individual or small grouped gathering spaces, artfully choreographed the 

visitor‟s kinaesthetic experience whilst also deliberately orchestrating layers of 

symbolism, from the particular - individual names, to the sublime - the shaft of 

dawn sunlight to be experienced on the anniversary of the event (Fig.82). 

 

The association of the picturesque with commemoration is not limited to formalism.  

Quoting J.B. Jackson, Wolschke-Bulmahn writes that: 

 

the search for identity and the need for commemoration, gain particular 

importance in the course of political and social revolutionary processes.455   

 

Rural Cemeteries, which located the dead in landscaped gardens rather than 

churchyards, also made use of the idea of the picturesque. The landscaped 

garden cemetery concept rose to the fore in post Revolutionary France when 

architect Alexandre-Theodore Brongniart (1739-1813) developed a plan for the 

Cemetery of the East, Pere-Lachaise, incorporating axial geometry, monumental 

focal points with the picturesque devices of serpentine pathways and naturalistic 

plantings.456  With the dead laid to rest in Edenic settings, mourners could not only 

make pilgrimages of commemoration but also reflect in the tranquillity of the 

setting. 

 

                                                

455 Wolschke-Bulmahn J.(Ed),Places of Commemoration, Search for Identity and 
Landscape Design, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C.,2001, p. 2. 

456 Rogers E.B., 2001, p.332. 
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Figure 82. Plan and section, Donaldson and Warn Bali Memorial Design Competition 
panel. Courtesy of BPGA Library, Kings Park.  
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Kings Park is not a cemetery, nevertheless, the number of memorials the Park 

houses effectively denotes it the state‟s landscape pantheon, thus a library, if you 

will, of memorial styles. Capitalising on the commemorative picturesque context of 

memorials, Donaldson and Warne effectively synthesized the phenomenological 

and aesthetic potential of the Bali Memorial design to create a new memorial 

syntax for Kings Park.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Making the Meaning     design language  

Mark Treib‟s essay, Must Landscape’s Mean (1995), suggested that in reaction to 

the somewhat formless ecological landscape design that dominated the 1960s and 

1970s, landscape design in the 1980s became captivated by the need to make 

form, and for form to be meaningful. Treib, somewhat pejoratively categorises the 

dominant approaches to landscape design from this era as: Neoarchaic 

Figure 83.Processional path to Bali Memorial. Source: Helen Whitbread, October 2009.  
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(referencing Neolithic sources such as the rising or setting sun, spirals and ancient 

stone circles); Genius of the Place (referencing the physical and metaphysical 

attributes of a site); Zeitgeist (the spirit of the time eg. minimalism, earth art); 

Vernacular(borrowed from the real world); and Didactic (meaning determined by 

the forms of a design).457  Pointing out a 1980s predilection for a range of clichéd 

design ideas such as spiral forms, earth cuts aligning with the sun, and the 

borrowing of vernacular symbols to articulate space, such as seen in Martha 

Schwartz‟s Frog Garden,458 Treib argues that despite obvious symbolism and 

iconography, meaning can only accrue over time. He writes that design can 

however: 

 
 ... circumscribe the range of possible reactions to a designed place.459   

 

Further, design that appeals to the senses, a phenomenological approach, rather 

than exclusive cultured approach, which may preclude groups of people, 

establishes the broadest prospect for engagement. Other academics, such as 

Catherine Howett in Signs Systems and Sensibilities, 460  and, recently, Elizabeth 

Meyer in Sustaining Beauty; a Manifesto in 3 Parts,461 make a case for re-

engaging with the aesthetic, social and political potency of landscape.  

 

                                                

457 Treib M., „Must Landscapes Mean‟, in Swaffield S.,(Ed.) Theory in Landscape 
Architecture, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia ,2002 ,pp.92-95. 

458 T. Richardson (Ed), 2004. 

459 M.Treib, „Must Landscapes Mean‟, 2002, p.p. 89-100. 

460 Howett C., ‟Systems, signs and sensibilities‟, in Swaffield S (Ed), Theory in Landscape 
Architecture, University of Pennsylvania Press,Philadelphia,2002, pp.108-115. 

461 Meyer E., Sustaining Beauty; a Manifesto in 3 Parts, lecture, Perth, Western Australia, 
May 2009.   
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Both arguments are persuasive. Landscape architecture has a strong history of 

landscapes designed specifically to address a certain cultural group. Villa D‟Este 

and Stowe are but two examples of design that anticipated an audience well 

versed in the classics and the political conditions of the day and used landscape 

narrative devices such as journey and symbolism. Notwithstanding such specific 

designed intent, through time, narrative assumes different meanings as new 

audiences removed from the specific cultural context encounter these landscapes. 

Thus, the original designed meaning can be diluted rather than accrued over time. 

By contrast, some landscapes, such as King Park, and indeed the city view from 

Mount Eliza have, over time, accrued meaning such that these landscapes are 

now considered iconic. How then, does memorial design, where meaning is 

anticipated if not expected, design for both possibilities?  

 

Although not specified in the design brief, the KPBG Authority required that the 

Bali Memorial not pose any onerous maintenance requirements and be 

sympathetic to the designed character of the park. The existing park character was 

a composite of ideologies and styles accumulated through layers of design history 

including a picturesque layout, vernacular paths and retaining walls, a rustic bush 

garden style developed in the 1960s and 1970s, and a scientific botanical ethos 

developed in the 1990s. 462 In addition, the Kings Park and Botanic Garden 

aesthetic had evolved to become defined as the use of „natural‟ colours, materials 

expressing their natural state, a prevalence of native plants, and for built forms 

that sat in rather than dominated the landscape.   

 

                                                

462 See, Chapter 3, this thesis, pp.116-127 
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Acknowledging a long held interest in Land Art, the Bali Memorial‟s designer, 

Geoff Warn demonstrated in previous projects such as the Valley of the Giants 

Treetop Walk Walpole(1996) and the Lotterywest Federation Walkway (2003) in 

Kings Park, an ability to seamlessly integrate site with built form. The Bali 

Memorial was intentionally designed as a sculpture that would sit in rather than on 

the landscape. The visitor was not expected to encounter the sculpture as an 

object but, by virtue of a processional access and the diminishing scale of the 

portals, the visitor became a participant in a process of remembering and 

reflection.   

 

The use of native plants in the landscape has acquired a particular significance in 

Western Australian landscape design.  As indicated in Chapter 3, from the time of 

early settlement, native flora was actively appropriated for cultural use, both in a 

physical sense in landscape and symbolically as a means of representing 

nationalism. The concept of flora as a symbolic living memorial first established in 

Kings Park through the Avenues of Honour has been integrated in the Bali 

Memorial through a range of mediums. The Bali Memorial includes sixteen 

Xanthorrhoea preissii (grass trees) planted to represent the sixteen West 

Australian lives lost(Fig. 84). The Xanthorrhoea preissii, with a lifespan of around 

600 hundred years, symbolised endurance, the future and a unique Western 

Australian presence. Equally symbolic a Marri tree (Corymbia calophylla), was 

planted to create an enduring floral tribute of masses of creamy white flowers in 

spring to coincide with the anniversary dates.463  Planting surrounding the quiet 

                                                

463 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali 
Memorial architecture team, June 2009. 
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Figure 84. Sixteen Xanthorrhoea preissii (grass trees) planted to represent 
the sixteen lives lost. Helen Whitbread, October, 2009. 

lawn area has been arranged to represent the six seasons of the Aboriginal 

calendar, and endemic planting skirts the processional walk and the escarpment 

below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dynamic quality of a living memorial raises an interesting point. Already, two 

of the sixteen grass trees have died, and whilst presumably these will be replaced, 

the symbolism of these second deaths cannot be overlooked. As stated by 

Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, „identity and memory are not stable things‟464, that is, 

it is inevitable that time alters who and what is remembered. Notwithstanding the 

dynamic state of both memory and living plant material, the intent of the Bali 

                                                

464 Wolschke-Bulmahn J., 2001, p.2.  
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Figure 85. Stone wall panels with text and symbolic red inserts. 
Helen Whitbread, October 2009.  

Memorial, as opposed to more ephemeral memorials such as roadside shrines 

and spontaneous memorials, is that the symbolic representation is intended to 

endure. Perhaps a grove of grass trees, rather than the sixteen, could have 

accommodated the symbolism of endurance and the natural process of life, death 

and endurance, without connecting the plants metaphorically to the victims. A 

more subtle and enduring symbolic representation can be found in the stone wall 

leading to the portal where it is possible to find sixteen portions of red Kimberley 

stone subtly integrated into the wall panel (Fig.85).  
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It is not clear why the design sought to integrate symbols of Aboriginal culture.   

The BGPA has a policy of promoting Aboriginal cultural heritage (although not 

exclusively) 465 through works carried out in the park and it is possible that the 

Aboriginal cultural reference was included through this process. Alternatively, 

respect for the historical Aboriginal presence within the landscape by one of the 

authors of the design could have informed the inclusion of this symbolic 

reference.466  Notwithstanding this, and despite the fact that such planting sits 

subliminally within the design, the use of a specific Aboriginal cultural symbol in a 

memorial that was intended to be non-secular is curious. In a manner reminiscent 

of the isolation of the Yagan memorial on Heirrison Island, such inclusion and 

exclusion, is evidence of the political nature of memorialisation.  

 

The Bali Memorial design brief clearly states a requirement for the design to: 

embody a tangible perception of Australia (whatever that might be); to specifically 

acknowledge those impacted and involved with the event; to represent life, vitality, 

hope and the human spirit; and, for the representation of all of these elements to 

not be too abstract. As described above, the design idea embodies a 

phenomenological interpretation of place, identity and journey to construct one 

layer of meaning. Additional layers of meaning have been infused in the design 

through a range of approaches, some traditional such as inscribing the names of 

the victims in granite and the use of enduring construction materials of granite and 

steel.  Other layers suggest a contemporary approach to the interpretation of 

                                                

465 
Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority, Statement of Strategic Policies and Guidelines, 

June 2004, www.bpga.wa.gov.au. Accessed June, 2009. 

466 Interview by author with architect Geoff Warn, of Donaldson and Warn, Bali Memorial 
architecture team, June 2009. 

http://www.bpga.wa.gov.au/
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traditional memorial syntax. Mindful of a requirement to be secular, a sense of 

mysticism is nevertheless achieved through specifically orienting the sculpture to 

capture of the rising sun on October 12 each year. Similarly, a simple bronze 

casting of two clasped hands, the only literal human reference included in the 

granite plinth above victims names, is secular and yet spiritual. Text inscribed in 

the stone wall creates a path of poetry intended to heighten the visitor experience 

while Australian plants etched into the steel wall of the sculpture symbolise the 

eternal cycle of life and death. These last two didactic elements are sufficiently 

subtle so as not to detract from the overall strength of the design, however, as 

suggested in the previous two case studies, the memorial would work equally well 

if it had been left unadorned with text.  

 

Conclusion  

Due to the civic nature of the Bali tragedy, the State Government, as the statutory 

representative body, was able to take a leading role in the generation and 

management of the design of the Kings Park Bali Memorial. This involvement 

proved pivotal to the ultimate success of the memorial. A dual consultation 

process that engaged the public in a comprehensive yet relatively short process 

together with an ongoing sensitive consultation with grieving families and key 

stakeholders ensured a representative design brief. The design brief was 

sufficiently concise yet broad as to not be directive. Additionally, the decision to 

commission the design through a limited invitation competition gave the 

Government an opportunity to choreograph the quality of design proposals.   

 

The Bali Memorial, described by its designers as a „place‟ and a sculpture, has 

enhanced the memorial typology represented in Kings Park. That the design 

retains the Romantic syntax of other key memorials in the park is almost inevitable 
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given the picturesque character of the Park and the siting of the memorial on the 

escarpment. It would be counter intuitive, in this context, not to employ the 

panorama as the archetypal identity of Western Australia. The phenomenological 

elements of the picturesque ideology have been used to enhance visitor 

experience and the process of memory. Plant material, used previously in Kings 

Park‟s memorials, is also used to define place, both in connecting the memorial 

into the larger landscape through the seamless use of native plant material and 

symbolically through the use of the grasstrees and the flowering Marri to signify 

identity and remembering. The didactic use of native plant iconography, which 

incidentally has been used previously in Kings Park memorial design (Edith 

Cowan Memorial), adds a decorative layer to the design which is sufficiently subtle 

to not detract from the essence of the memorial. It is, however, the architectonic 

elements of the design that are the key to its success. Recognising the intimate 

and personal nature of the tragedy, the designers created a domestic scaled 

sculpture with which visitors could informally engage and instinctively feel „at 

home‟. The use of this consciously employed phenomenological approach 

together with a sensitive exploitation of the site to engage with form has added a 

new exemplar to the memorial design syntax of Kings Park and shifted the 

understanding of the core narrative, a sense of place.  
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Figure 86.Mapping the core narratives. 
Source: Helen Whitbread,2010. 
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Introduction  

Landscape architecture, as a design profession, was introduced to Western 

Australia in the late 1950s with the appointment of John Oldham as State 

Government Landscape Architect. Despite over five decades of professional 

practice, there has to date been no record of, or reflection on, the activity of the 

profession. The objective of this thesis was to address that gap in knowledge 

through reviewing the ideas and approaches to public place design of a selection 

of Western Australia‟s key public landscapes. An analysis of this research was 

then applied to determine the core narratives of Western Australian landscape 

architecture.   

 

In the period from settlement in 1829 through to the 1960s, during which public 

place design was conducted by a range of professional and amateur individuals, 

this thesis established that five core narratives underpinned the ideas and 

approach to such design. These were described as: colonial landscapes, a 

planned approach, horticulture as a national language, a suburban dialect, and a 

sense of place. A case study methodology was then used to map the design ideas 

and approaches to public place design that occurred subsequent to the 1960s as 

the period after which professional landscape architecture was introduced to the 

state. It was found that of the five core narratives that had been developed in the 

preceding one hundred and thirty years, two persisted, and three, either evolved or 

were interpreted to become new narratives. In addition, subsequent to the 

introduction of the profession to the state, two new core narratives emerged.    

This concluding chapter provides a map of the core narratives, and in noting the 

changes, pays particular attention to the major influences on the ideas and 

approaches to design and any evidence of reflective design.  
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Persistent Core Narratives  

The two persistent narratives were colonial landscapes, and a suburban dialect.  

It is not surprising that the colonial landscape narrative persisted as most of the 

dominant approach underpinning early public place design, with ideas such as 

imperialism, utilitarianism and Romanticism all features of this narrative. 

Imperialism manifested in design practices such as the engagement of British 

planners and architects, namely Holford and Stephenson, in preference to 

employing local professionals. This approach, while introducing new skills and 

ideas to the local design canon, resulted, particularly in the post-war era, in a 

masterplan design approach for the Perth metropolitan region (PMRPF)467 and, 

subsequently, freeway and suburban development designs that adhered to 

standards rather than an interpretation and integration of the existing landscape.468  

 

Utilitarianism, a moral philosophy that asserts that conduct should be directed 

toward achieving the greatest happiness for the greatest number of people,469 was 

the imprimatur for colonisation. This philosophy, which is fundamental to planned 

development, including the provision of public place, was first formalised in the 

Western Australian landscape as the gridded form of the new settlement of Perth. 

Planned development such as the Garden Suburbs, the metropolitan and regional 

landscapes stemming from the1955 Stephenson Hepburn PMRPF, and the 

suburban development of Kambalda and Ellenbrook, whilst indicative of a range of 

ideas and approaches is nevertheless informed by utilitarianism. So too is the 

                                                

467 Stephenson G. and A Hepburn, 1955.  

468 Hedgcock D. and T. Hibbs, 1992, p.76 

469 Macquarie Concise Dictionary. Third Edition, 1998, p. 1291.  
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public landscape of Kings Park, suburban parkland, the reclaimed Perth 

Esplanade and Foreshore, the Freeway Interchange Park, and the Point Fraser 

Demonstration Wetland.  

 

Equally persistent was a Romantic ideology. Stirling embedded a Romantic 

sensibility into the Western Australian landscape when he selected the town site 

for Perth.  Foregrounded by the Swan River and backgrounded by Mount Eliza to 

the west and the Darling Ranges to the east, the town site, particularly when 

viewed from Mt Eliza, was an archetypal picturesque landscape. The view of the 

city, both from Mt Eliza and from Perth Foreshore, has been a persistent influence 

on the design ideas and approaches to the city public place design since 

settlement. More broadly, the Romantic idea of landscape as scene has also 

persisted.  

 

The first recreation landscape for the city, the Esplanade, reinforced a Romantic 

ideology by establishing a pastoral image of the city. Later, it was evident that the 

pastoral aesthetic had evolved to be considered a „natural setting’ ’470 such that this 

perception of a „natural‟ setting for Perth Foreshore, informed the Perth City 

Council design brief for the Ozone Reserve project (2000-2001) and the Point 

Fraser project (2003-2005). Romanticism, expressed as a picturesque or 

naturalistic aesthetic, evident in the foreshore landscapes, was also the dominant 

idea and approach to the design of the Garden suburbs of City Beach and Floreat 

Park, Kings Park, the Freeway Interchange Park, and Ellenbrook. There was no 

evidence,that in any one of these projects the use of a picturesque aesthetic 

                                                

470 Council Minutes, City of Perth, 11 April 2000. p.p.89-91. 
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resulted from a reflexive approach to design, rather that it was an accepted idea 

and approach.  

 

The suburban dialect, expressed initially as a grid with the cottage ornée lot form, 

established a predilection for low-density residential suburban landscapes. While 

the Kambalda town site is an exception in that this is a remote location, the 

Ellenbrook development, located on the perimeter of the metropolitan region 

demonstrates the persistence of this design approach. In this development, where 

residential lots were marketed as Romantic suburban dreams, applied planning 

theory dominated the opportunities and constraints afforded by the existing 

landscape such that true social, environmental and economic sustainability have 

been overridden by development opportunities. The reader will recollect that a 

similar capitalist intent was evident in the foundation years of the settlement when 

the city foreshore was sold whilst Stirling was visiting Britain. Landscape 

architecture with its defining characteristics of art and science is uniquely 

positioned to bring new forms to suburban design; however, further research is 

first required to understand the degree to which development drives design ideas 

and suppresses alternative approaches to design.  

 

Evolving Core Narratives 

Following the introduction of landscape architecture to Western Australia, three 

core narratives: a planned approach, horticulture as a national language, and, a 

sense of place evolved or were interpreted to express new ideas and meaning.  

 

 A planned approach to place making was first registered in Stirling‟s grid plan. Later 

planning was expressed in the Garden Suburb landscapes of City Beach and Floreat 

Park, the New Town suburb of Kambalda and finally the New Urbanist landscapes of 
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Ellenbrook. The research showed that in these examples, other than the persistence of 

the idea of the picturesque informing the suburban development, landscape 

architectural design ideas were primarily used to aestheticise predetermined landscape 

forms. In other words, landscape architecture had a marginal role in the development 

of planned place. On the other hand, the Narrows Bridge and landscape approaches 

project, which expanded to become the Freeway Interchange Park, demonstrated both 

the introduction of new design ideas and approaches to planned design. British 

architects and planners Sir William Holford, Gordon Stephenson and Alistair Hepburn, 

together with American engineering firm, De Leuw Cather, introduced a modernist 

approach to design that embraced individualism through decentralisation and the 

establishment of planned suburbs. Stephenson et al. using a scientific rationalist 

approach to design, introduced master planning and the freeway to the landscape 

while Holford, desiring a seamless integration of the Narrows Bridge into the 

surrounding landscape, used a design approach that anticipated critical regionalism.  

 

Significantly, Holford‟s approach of establishing design principles, embedded his 

design philosophy into the landscape such that the designed relationship between 

the Narrows Bridge, the Freeway Interchange and the surrounding landscape has 

established a powerful design legacy. Similarly, Syrinx used the idea of design 

principles, when designing the Point Fraser landscape. In this instance, the 

principles of the fold, and its nuances, determined the form of the landscape. It 

could be argued, that these two examples are insufficient to constitute a core 

narrative. A counter argument is that the projects strongly articulate the poetry of 

reflective designed landscape form and function. Therefore, perhaps if not core 

narratives, the projects are at least exemplars of the essence of landscape 

architecture.  
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Horticulture as a national language also evolved to incorporate new design ideas 

and approaches. It was established in Chapter 3 that, although the newly settled 

landscape was adapted to assume colonial forms and aesthetics, there was 

nevertheless, an early appreciation of local flora assisted by the botanical efforts of 

James Drummond and Georgiana Molloy. Originally, a fascination with individual 

plants, the interest developed into recognition of the value of habitat and 

ultimately, by the 1960s, evolved to embrace an environmental sensibility.  

 

Environmental design was the design idea underlying Seddon‟s genius loci design 

manifesto of the late 1960s. Variously interpreted, there was little interpretation of 

this design idea as in general the approach to an environmental sensibility was 

horticultural aesthicisation, often expressed in a picturesque or gardenesque style. 

For example, the 1960s Botanic Garden in Kings Park adopted the idea of using 

Australian plants, yet ,persisted with a gardenesque style of representation. In the 

same era, Holford suggested that Australian plants should be used in the Narrows 

Interchange to provide a visual and contextual link to Kings Park. This idea, when 

applied by Oldham in the Freeway Interchange Park, in the 1970s was expressed 

in a picturesque style. Twenty years later, in the Western Power Parkland, Ozone 

Park, and Ellenbrook projects, Australian plants were again used as an aesthetic, 

either in a picturesque or gardenesque style. Ostensibly suggesting an 

environmental approach to design through the use of indigenous or native plants, 

all of these landscapes also incorporated large areas of turf and all relied on 

irrigation and thus, against Seddon‟s manifesto of working with existing geography, 

hydrology and climate, were environmentally unsustainable. 

 

 By contrast, although Seddon‟s design manifesto was generally diluted, his ideas 

did foreground the design approach of Jean Verscheur one of Western Australia‟s 
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early landscape architects. Verscheur‟s approach to the landscape design of the 

Kambalda townscape, where she treated the existing landscape as form, and 

worked with the existing arid environment, was an exemplar of Seddon‟s 

manifesto. The design solution proposed by Verscheur saw the front yard, 

traditionally an invincible private space, socialised. By bringing this space into the 

public realm, Verscheur sought to ensure a degree of design coherence and 

importantly, within the fragile ecology, a microclimate for the benefit of the 

community. Verscheur used the constraints of site as a design opportunity and in 

so doing, developed a new remote suburban typology, marking a new approach to 

the design of public place in Western Australian. Despite the endurance of this 

designed landscape, there is no evidence of a reflective approach. Verscheur‟s 

design approach was diligent, demonstrating an absolute conviction that the 

philosophy of ecology is the most appropriate approach to landscape design. It is 

as Verscheur herself describes a pragmatic approach to design.471 Thus, while 

horticulture as a national language evolved to become a new narrative of 

environmental design, there was no evidence of interpretation of this idea to create 

new forms.  

 

By contrast both the Point Fraser and Bali Memorial projects did evolve through 

interpretation to bring a new meaning to a ‟sense of place‟. In the first one hundred 

and thirty years following settlement, a „sense of place‟ manifested in a range of 

incidental design approaches, such as the alignment of the Perth settlement grid 

being determined by the form of the Swan River. Later, an acknowledgement of 

the regional context of landscape was expressed in the design of projects such as 

                                                

471 Interview with Jean Verscheur by the author, August 2008.  
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the Arthur Fairall Adventure playground and Holford‟s Narrows Bridge and 

associated landscape design. The artful embodiment of a sense of place was, 

however, not apparent until the beginning of the twenty-first century with the Point 

Fraser and Bali Memorial projects. Moving from a practice of invoking „naturalism‟ 

as the ultimate expression of a sense of place, Syrinx introduced both a new 

aesthetic and new forms to the foreshore, thereby designing place, rather than 

simply appropriating the existing landscape as design.  

 

Equally, recognising that the view from Mount Eliza was a symbolic „home‟ for the 

families of individuals who had lost their lives in a terrorist act overseas, provided 

Geoff Warn with a segue into designing a memorial that would accommodate a 

range of public and private moments. While such an idea is grounded in a 

picturesque style, the reflexive approach used by Warne brought a fresh 

interpretation to the use of journey, destination and view, allowing the landscape to 

work specifically as a memorial, and more generally as a contemplative place. 

 

Significantly, these last three examples, Holford‟s Narrows Bridge and Freeway 

Interchange landscape, the Point Fraser Project, and the Bali Memorial, while 

landscape architectural projects, were all designed by architects. The reason why 

architects, rather than landscape architects appear to  have more successfully 

interpreted design ideas as form requires further research. It is possible that while 

architects, are disciplined in the idea of form, landscape architects in Western 

Australia have traditionally had a strong background in ecology and horticulture. It 

is, however, the interpretation of ideas as form that is the crux of both architecture 

and landscape architecture. 
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New Narratives 

The final components of Western Australia‟s landscape architecture narrative map 

are two new core narratives, themed landscapes and commodified landscapes.  

 

The use of themes to create place informed the design approach of the Ellenbrook 

suburban development project, the Western Power Parkland and the Point Fraser 

Demonstration Wetland project. The Ellenbrook projects relied on the placement of 

themed objects and artefacts to suggest place, however, as these did not create 

landscape form, they were disingenuous and merely decorative. Similarly, the 

didactic approach to expressing the themes of energy and biodiversity in the 

Western Power Parkland rendered the landscape as one of type, rather than site. 

By comparison, in the same project, in the refurbishment of the Arthur Fairall 

playground, the designer used the constraints of heritage and legislative 

requirements in an interpretative and reflexive approach to create new landscape 

elements.  

 

The Point Fraser Demonstration Wetland project was also a themed landscape.  

Indeed, the way in which this project has since been promoted as Perth‟s 

environmental conscience borders on landscape theatre rather than landscape 

theme. However, endorsing Treib‟s argument that despite obvious symbolism and 

iconography, meaning can only accrue over time,472 it is the landscape design of 

the fold that is the design strength of this project rather than the promoted theme 

of ecology. The finding of this thesis was that while themed design was a popular 

                                                

472 Treib M, „Must Landscapes Mean‟, 2002, p.p. 89-100. 
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landscape architectural approach, there was a lack of interpretation or reflection on 

this as an idea and such themed landscapes did not create place.  

 

Research into the Ellenbrook and Western Power Parkland projects found that 

commodification of public space for commercial or corporate interests 

compromised the utilitarianism of public space. In the Ellenbrook project, public 

place and sustainability were commodified as a marketing strategy, however in 

reality, both were promises of, rather than existing conditions, of place. Similarly, 

the public landscape was commodified when corporate interests of the project 

sponsor, Western Power, were used to inform the design brief for the 

refurbishment the Western Power Parkland project. In both of these projects, 

commodification was expressed through themed landscapes, which as indicated 

above did not result in reflective design. In a philanthropic manner reminiscent of 

Lorenzo de' Medici, a new approach could be to use well-designed landscapes to 

promote place and, by association, sponsorship.  

 

This first review of the design ideas and approaches to public places in Western 

Australia has shown that while many of the practices developed in the first one 

hundred and thirty years persisted into the following decades of professional 

landscape architectural practice, that reflexive design was apparent in some of the 

case study projects. The trend appeared to be discipline related, in that reflexive 

design was most apparent in the initial stages of the Freeway Interchange Project, 

the Point Fraser Demonstration wetland and the Bali Memorial Project.  All of 

these projects involved multi-discipline design teams and were led by architects 

rather than landscape architects. This finding, while demonstrating that practice of 

landscape architecture can be reflexive, highlighted that there was little evidence 

of professional landscape architects engaging in the reflective design of Western 
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Australia‟s key public landscapes. A key recommendation of this thesis is, 

therefore, that this finding be made available to the local profession to be tested 

through further research. Whether the finding is refuted, or proven, engagement in 

such a process will, at the very least, engage Western Australian landscape 

architects in a reflective process.  
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PRIMARY SOURCES  

Interviews conducted with: 

1. George Seddon, Perth Foreshore, April 2005. 

2. Jean Verschuer (Lady Brodie-Hall), Kambalda, June 2005 and August 

2008. 

3. Margaret Feilman, Planning in Western Australia, June 2005. 

4. Dr. Stephen Hopper, Roger Fry, BGPA Synergy Playground, June 2005. 

5. Claire Whitbread, October 2005. 

6. David Smith, Plan E,BGPA Synergy Playground, August 2005. 

7. Roger Blackburn, City of Perth -Point Fraser, August 2005.  

8. W.B R. Ambrose, background information on pre 1950s Perth, May 2009. 

9. Geoff Warn, Donaldson and Warn– Bali Memorial, June 2009. 

10. Tim Trefy, RobertsDay, Ellenbrook, September 2009. 

11. Dr. Carmen Lawrence, Perth Foreshore, October 2009.  
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